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Today, the issue of environmental emissions is more important than ever before. Global emissions produced by humans and industries are increasing both linearly and exponentially due to the daily production, fabrication, and use of goods and commodities.

More and more goods are produced in semi-automated or fully automated production, and the types and quantities of fabricated items are expanding. However, these items have shorter lifespans than those fabricated 40 or 50 years ago. Nowadays it is common to replace appliances, electronics, and gadgets with newer models every few years. As such, factories are progressively producing more goods and thus producing more waste and emissions.

Although the global population is aging and the number of families and family members in households are decreasing, overall the population is still increasing, especially in cities. More people equals more stuff, and humans’ demand for commodities is having negative results on the environment. Global natural resources and energy are being depleted. Growing numbers of people are driving or taking public transport daily and thus traffic is increasing, as is the number of vehicles. Over the last 30 years, transportation and logistics services have grown at rapid rates. Today, almost every single item we bring into our homes is manufactured somewhere else and transported to us using trucks, ships, airplanes, trains, cars, and so on. Apart from foodstuffs, many of these items will end up in the trash or, in the best-case scenario, recycled. Although recycling is the better option, this too involves transporting materials, which results in the production of waste and emissions. Air pollution with particulates, soot, carbon, aerosols, heavy metals, and so on is causing adverse effects on human health as well as the environment.

This book, Environmental Emissions, presents new research and findings related to environmental emissions, pollution, and future sustainability. The first section deals with health effects, the second section discusses emission monitoring and mitigation, and the third section covers emission composition and measurement. Chapters are written by researchers, scientists, and engineers in environmental science, combustion, industrial pollution, health, emission monitoring, emission mitigation, and air quality measurements.

I would like to thank all of the authors for their rigorous preparation of the individual book chapters, and I hope the readers will find this volume a useful and interesting resource.

RnDr. Dr. Eng. Richard Viskup, MSc., MPhil., PhD.
Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria
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Section 1

Health Effects of Environmental Emissions
Chapter 1
Effects of Environmental Emissions on the Respiratory System: Secrets and Consequences
Farzaneh Hajirasouliha and Dominika Zabiegaj

Abstract
Human health has been affected adversely by air pollution as a serious environmental challenge. Ambient (outdoor) air pollution mainly resulted from human activities (e.g., fuel combustion, heat generation, industrial facilities) causes 4.2 million deaths every year. Moreover, each year, 3.8 million people die from indoor air pollution which means household exposure to smoke from fuels and dirty cook stoves. They are the risks of stroke, heart attack, lung disease, or cancer that resulted from air pollution which assaults our brain, heart, and lungs using its invisible weapons named particulate matter (PM). These inhalable particles are of a nanoscale or microscale size. Upon inhalation, the air with its components enters the human body through the respiratory system. The lungs are the responsible organs for gas exchange with blood. Inhaled particles, such as silica, organic compounds, and metallic dusts, have toxic effects on our pulmonary system. For example, the accumulation of nanoparticles in the kidneys, liver, spleen, and central nervous system through the penetration of the epithelial barriers in the lungs has been observed. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the toxic effects of air particles on the different organs in the human body and to introduce some of the adverse effects of air pollution on human health.

Keywords: pulmonary system, human health, toxicity, nanoparticles, PM2.5

1. Introduction
Environmental emission is the pollutants around us in a gas or vapor phase. They can be gas or even solid particles in the air we breathe. If these materials find a way to get in touch with our human body, they may cause adverse effects on our health. There are various ways that they can reach human organs, from the skin to internal organs such as the lungs and brains. The toxicity of these particles depends on the nature of the particles and their size. In this chapter, the size of the particles that are the most dangerous ones is introduced, and the diseases and some of the mechanisms of actions of these pollutants will be discussed.

2. Environmental emissions and human health
Environmental emissions are the pollutants discharged to our surrounding environment in a gas or vapor phase. Therefore, the outspoken result of such extensively spread emissions is air pollution.
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1. Introduction

Environmental emission is the pollutants around us in a gas or vapor phase. They can be gas or even solid particles in the air we breathe. If these materials find a way to get in touch with our human body, they may cause adverse effects on our health. There are various ways that they can reach human organs, from the skin to internal organs such as the lungs and brains. The toxicity of these particles depends on the nature of the particles and their size. In this chapter, the size of the particles that are the most dangerous ones is introduced, and the diseases and some of the mechanism of actions of these pollutants will be discussed.

2. Environmental emissions and human health

Environmental emissions are the pollutants discharged to our surrounding environment in a gas or vapor phase. Therefore, the outspoken result of such extensively spread emissions is air pollution.
According to some similarities among the pollutants, they can be classified in four groups:

1. Gaseous pollutants (e.g., nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds, ozone, sulfur dioxide)

2. Persistent organic pollutants (e.g., pesticides and dioxins)

3. Heavy metals (e.g., mercury, lead, chromium, vanadium)

4. Particulate matters (PMs) [1]

Air pollution causes 7 million deaths worldwide every year. Ambient air pollution mostly arising from anthropogenic activities [2, 3], e.g., using vehicles, combustion of fossil fuels, and power generation, is the cause of 4.2 million deaths due to acute and chronic effects on human health [4].

The diseases and, consequently, the deaths because of air pollutants are related to the routes of exposure to them. Skin diseases, lung cancer, and strokes are the examples of these illnesses.

The various adverse effects of air pollutants on the human health will be explained in the following sections.

3. Skin diseases

The skin is one of the first barriers against air pollutants. However, if this biological shield is exposed to air particulate matters for a long time, several types of diseases may happen to this largest organ in the human body. Atopic dermatitis, eczema, acne, and psoriasis are some of these diseases [5].

When toxic compounds are absorbed through the skin, they can cause local or systematic toxicity. In fact, the skin is an entrance for PMs to penetrate into the body through transfollicular route.

The particles with a diameter of 2.5 microns or less (PM2.5) and nitrogen dioxide can be effective on eczema and allergic sensitization. Particles with a diameter equal to or less than 10 μm (PM10) along with PM2.5 and ultrafine particles intensify itching as a symptom of atopic dermatitis. Skin aging through the process of extrinsic aging is another skin-related consequence of environmental pollution. In fact, environmental factors that cause the release of harmful free radicals will result in coarse wrinkles and uneven pigmentation of the skin. Skin cancer is the other disease caused by air pollutants such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons as a potential group of carcinogenic materials. There are two potential routes for air particulate matters to diffuse through the skin surface: one of them is hair follicles or sweat ducts and the other one is across the stratum corneum. The skin barrier is degraded by PM2.5 because these particles reduce the levels of filaggrin, cytokertatin, E-cadherin, and tight junction molecules [6].

By interaction between aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR), as a receptor, and these air particulate materials, carcinogenic metabolites are generated, and the carcinogenicity in the cells will be induced [7]. It has been shown that there is no carcinogenic effect on the skin of the mice with AhR-deficiency. Moreover, in AhR-positive mice cases, the incidence of squamous cell carcinoma by air particulate matters was detected.

In fact, AhR is a ligand-activated transcription factor, and it has been reported that it is involved in maintaining cellular homeostasis. AhR has been recognized as
a receptor for environmental pollutants, such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Upon ligand interactions, AhR in the cytoplasm will translocate into the nucleus and will bind to specific regulatory DNA sequences called dioxin response elements (DREs) which have been located in the promoters of target genes. The mentioned target genes are the ones involving detoxification the enzymes such as CYP1A1 and CYP1B1 [8]. Therefore, AhR is a regulator in controlling the CYP1 gene expression [9].

CYP1A1 is one of the cytochrome P450 enzymes that is capable to activate compounds with carcinogenic characteristics [10]. This enzyme can biotransform PAHs to carcinogens [11].

In fact, as Figure 1 shows, pollution affects the skin microflora, and the pollutants will pass through the stratum corneum layer of the skin. Then, the reactive oxygen species (ROS) will be produced that causes a depletion in the amount of antioxidants in the skin. AhR will be activated, and the overproduction of pro-inflammatory factors will happen. These factors, as the indicators of cell response to the air pollutants, are the inflammation markers, such as prostaglandins (PGE2), interleukins (IL-6, IL-8, IL-1α, and IL-1β), or tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α). This mechanism will affect the biological function of the cells in the skin which will result in skin lesions and deterioration of the skin appearance [12, 13].

There are different studies on specific populations, e.g., asphalt-paving workers, chimney sweeps, coke oven workers, and asphalt-roofing workers, which show that skin uptake is a direct route of contamination by pollutants [14].

4. Heart diseases

The main morbidity and mortality caused by air pollutants is because of their adverse effects on cardiovascular system. Figure 2 also demonstrates the deaths attributable to PM2.5 by the type of disease that it has caused between 1990 and 2015.
Epidemiological studies have shown that there is a robust association between air pollution and cardiovascular diseases. The Global Burden of Diseases (GBD) study estimated that the air pollution was the cause of 19% of all cardiovascular deaths in 2015 [15, 16].

A study on healthy people who spent 5 days near a steel plant showed that both of the systolic and diastolic blood pressures were higher in those volunteers who did not use mask in this area [17].

Increasing the exposure to the particulate matters will cause a promotion in the relative risk of cardiovascular diseases. A short-term increase in PM2.5 elevates the risk of acute cardiovascular events by 1–3% in a few days. This risk will be increased by almost 10% over several years which means long-term exposures. According to the World Health Organization air quality guidelines, the standard levels of exposure must be <20 μg/m³ for daily levels and <10 μg/m³ for annual levels. However, it has been shown that more than 90% of the global population is exposed to the levels exceeding these standard levels.

The secondary pathways through which the air pollution causes the risk of cardiovascular diseases can be classified into six groups:

1. Endothelial barrier disruption/dysfunction
2. Inflammation which involves both of the innate and adaptive immune components
3. Prothrombotic pathways
4. Autonomic imbalance
5. Central nervous system effects on metabolism and hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis activation
6. Epigenomic changes
There are three primary pathways initiating those abovementioned secondary pathways. They are:

1. Oxidative stress and depletion of antioxidants

2. Direct translocation of particles and penetration into the systemic circulation

3. Biological intermediates through increasing oxidized by-products that may be involved in endothelial barrier dysfunction and inflammatory cell recruitment [18]

Exposure to PM2.5 can elevate the blood glucose level and incident cardiovascular disease events such as coronary artery disease [19–21].

The short-term exposure to particulate matters can cause acute cardiovascular diseases such as cardiac arrhythmia and myocardial infarction, while long-term exposure to these particles will result in coronary events [22].

5. Neurological diseases

The other adverse effect of air pollution is on the central nervous system (CNS). Air pollutants exacerbate the neurodegenerative conditions such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases. An association has also been shown between air pollution and the incidence of dementia, cognitive impairment, and white matter injury [23].

Increased concentration of traffic-related air pollution will increase Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and autism. It also affects adult cognition (episodic memory) and major depressive disorders [24].

The neuroinflammation and accumulation of B-amyloid peptide (AB42) and alpha-synuclein in the brain is the pathway that provides a potential mechanism for neurodegeneration [23].

There are two mechanisms through which air pollutants reach the brain. The first one is direct mechanism which means the pathways in which the adsorbed and soluble compounds reach the brain. The other mechanism is the peripheral one. Air pollution causes pro-inflammatory signals originating in the peripheral organs and/or tissues such as the lung, cardiovascular system, and liver. It increases the systemic-induced cytokine response which transfers the inflammation to the brain. TNF-α and IL-1β are the circulating cytokines which cause neuroinflammation, cerebral vascular damage, and neurotoxicity. Neuron damage is also caused by systemic inflammation.

Microglia, as the resident innate immune cells in our brain, are activated in neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease. It has been reported that microglia activation happens by air particulate matters, e.g., manganese and titanium nanoparticles with reactive oxygen species.

Brain lipid peroxidation is a result of acute or chronic ozone exposure which can be the inhalation of reactive oxygen species [25–27].

6. Stroke

Stroke can be classified as both a neurological and cardiovascular disorder [28, 29]. As a cardiovascular disease, some mechanisms have been suggested. For example, air particles can be associated with an increase in the plasma lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A2 which has been proved to be an independent risk
factor for stroke. Atrial fibrillation is also a known risk factor for stroke. Some studies on animals have shown that exposure to particles increases the incidence or susceptibility to arrhythmia. Therefore, it can also be considered as a mechanism to explain the observed link between air pollution and cardioembolic strokes [15]. Some molecular and cellular mechanisms of neuronal injury induced by air pollution have been suggested. Using these mechanisms, the association between air pollution and stroke as a neurological disorder can be explained. The blood-brain barrier (BBB), as the major site of controlled blood-CNS exchange, is a physical barrier which protects the CNS from potential pathogenic agents and toxins. So, an intact BBB is essential for the CNS to operate properly. It has been shown that the integrity of BBB is impaired in CNS diseases such as stroke, Alzheimer’s disease, and Parkinson’s disease. Activation or damage of the different cellular components of BBB results in CNS injury. When air particles are inhaled, systemic inflammation can be induced by them. This effect can disturb the integrity of BBB which increases the risk of stroke [30].

It has been shown that PM2.5 is associated with stroke mortality [31, 32]. The danger of air pollution in this case is as high as it is called a silent killer that needs environmental and public health policies [33, 34].

After exposure to air pollutant, the risk of ischemic stroke will be elevated [35]. Short-term exposure to pollution is considered to be associated with cardioembolic stroke. During peak periods of pollution, special care should be taken for those people susceptible to cerebral embolism [36]. So, cardiovascular diseases as a result of air pollution can also result in stroke. Carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and sulfur dioxide increase the risk of stroke [37, 38].

7. Pulmonary diseases

Upon inhalation, the air with its components enters the human body through the respiratory system. Based on the function, the respiratory system can be divided into two zones: conducting zone (nose to bronchioles) and respiratory zone (alveolar duct to alveoli). Anatomically, the respiratory tract is classified to the upper respiratory tract (organs outside the thorax—nose, pharynx, and larynx) and the lower respiratory tract (organs within the thorax—trachea, bronchi, bronchioles, alveolar duct, and alveoli) which makes up the lungs [39]. The extra-thoracic region, in the upper respiratory tract, includes the nasal and oral passages, pharynx, and larynx. This is the first line of defense against inhaled particles [40]. The tracheobronchial and alveolar regions are in the lower respiratory tract (Figure 3).

The lungs are the responsible organs for gas exchange with blood. This function is performed in alveolar sacs called alveoli located in the deepest region of the lung or alveolated region [43]. In fact, when we breathe, the air reaches the alveolar region (parenchyma) through a conducting airway tree. As the inset in Figure 3 shows, blood flows in a capillary network in inter-alveolar septa. The last barrier that air and its particles encounter, before entering blood circulation, in the respiratory tract consists of a continuous alveolar epithelium, a continuous capillary endothelium, and a connective tissue layer between them [44].

Type II cells in the alveolar epithelium secrete a material which profoundly decreases the surface tension of the alveolar lining fluid. The important constituent of this surfactant is dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) [45]. When we inhale the polluted air, a lot of particulate matter enters our respiratory system. However, the deposition of particles in various regions of our pulmonary system is dependent on the size of the particles. Figure 4 demonstrates the fraction of particle deposition in the pulmonary system based on the particle size.
Pulmonary diseases such as sulfur dioxide increase the risk of stroke [37, 38]. Air pollution can also result in stroke. Carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and particulate matter increase the risk of stroke. During peak periods of pollution, special care should be taken for those at risk of cardioembolic strokes. Short-term exposure to pollution is considered to be associated with cardioembolic strokes [15].

Some molecular and cellular mechanisms of neuronal injury induced by air pollution have been suggested. Using these mechanisms, the association between air pollution and cardioembolic strokes can be explained. It has been shown that PM2.5 is associated with stroke mortality [31, 32]. The deposition of particles in various regions of the pulmonary system is dependent on the size of the particles. As it was mentioned above, PM2.5 which also includes nanoparticles can penetrate the lung barrier. In fact, these particles are those which can reach the alveolar region, contact the lung surfactant, and interact with DPPC [50, 51]. Ultrafine particles of diesel exhaust and insoluble silicate particles of micrometer size can adsorb the components of lung surfactant and, therefore, be affected in terms of their in vitro expression of genotoxicity or cytotoxicity [52].

In each region of the respiratory tract, various amounts of a certain size of particles (nanoparticles and microparticles) are deposited. For example, the highest deposition in the alveolar region is related to 20-nm and 3-μm particles. The smallest (1-nm) and largest (10-μm) particles are mostly deposited in the extra-thoracic region which includes the nasal and oral passages, pharynx, and larynx. This is the first line of defense against inhaled particles.

Air pollutants, after entering and passing the airways in the pulmonary system, will be changed into a danger for human health. Those particles able to diffuse through the lung barrier and enter the blood circulation will cause perturbation in normal functions in the human body. For example, blocking the vessels causes blood clotting, and consequently, the stroke will happen.

Inhaled particles, such as silica, organic compounds, and metallic dusts, have toxic effects on the pulmonary surfactant [47]. For example, the accumulation of nanoparticles in the kidneys, liver, spleen, and central nervous system through the penetration of the epithelial barrier of the alveolar region has been observed [48, 49].

Figure 3. Human respiratory system [41]. At the end of the branches of the airway tree, alveolar region exists. It contains the alveoli sacs. The gas exchanges between alveolar air and blood of the pulmonary capillaries [42].
Nanomaterials are the particles with at least one dimension less than or equal to 100 nm. Although there are a lot of beneficial nanotechnology-based products developed continuously, the number of efforts for the assessment of hazards of the nanoparticles when released in the environment is limited [53, 54].

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) of the USA has identified the toxicity of the nanoparticles as one of the top 10 critical topic areas which should be considered in addressing knowledge gaps. The points below are two concepts classified in this topic:

1. Physicochemical properties (e.g., size, solubility, shape) of nanoparticles because these properties affect the potential toxicity and cytotoxicity of these particles

2. Short-term and long-term impact of nanoparticles on the human body (e.g., lung) [53]

There is an association between lung cancer incidence and PM2.5 air pollution [55, 56]. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classified airborne particulate matter and outdoor air pollution as carcinogenic to humans [57]. Asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) are the other lung diseases caused by ambient air pollution [58, 59]. There are also some effects of air pollution on pregnancy outcomes, for example, decreased neurological development, chromosomal aberrations casing teratogenic effects, low birth weight, and respiratory syndrome likewise bronchiolitis/bronchitis [60].

8. Conclusions

The human health is threatened by air pollution. When air particulate matters get in contact with our body, they cause adverse effects such as lung diseases,
Nanomaterials are the particles with at least one dimension less than or equal to 100 nm. Although there are a lot of beneficial nanotechnology-based products developed continuously, the number of efforts for the assessment of hazards of the nanoparticles when released in the environment is limited [53, 54]. The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) of the USA has identified the toxicity of the nanoparticles as one of the top 10 critical topics which should be considered in addressing knowledge gaps. The points below are two concepts classified in this topic:

1. Physicochemical properties (e.g., size, solubility, shape) of nanoparticles because these properties affect the potential toxicity and cytotoxicity of these particles

2. Short-term and long-term impact of nanoparticles on the human body (e.g., lung) [53]

There is an association between lung cancer incidence and PM2.5 air pollution [55, 56]. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classified airborne particulate matter and outdoor air pollution as carcinogenic to humans [57]. Asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) are the other lung diseases caused by ambient air pollution [58, 59]. There are also some effects of air pollution on pregnancy outcomes, for example, decreased neurological development, chromosomal aberrations causing teratogenic effects, low birth weight, and respiratory syndrome like bronchiolitis/bronchitis [60].

Conclusions

The human health is threatened by air pollution. When air particulate matters get in contact with our body, they cause adverse effects such as lung diseases, cardiovascular diseases, stroke, and skin and neurological diseases. There are diverse mechanisms through which these particles cause different diseases. Some of these diseases are caused directly by the adsorption of particles onto the organs and tissues, e.g., lungs, in the human body, and some others are originating from the peripheral circulation which transfers cytokines to the organs such as the brain. Seven million deaths per year resulted from air pollution clearly shows that this is a very significant issue that must be tracked and investigated not only in terms of health and medical effects but also by making a decision on public health policies and environmental regulations. Therefore, it is a requirement for responsible authorities to consider these comprehensive harmful effects of particulate matters and, in general, environmental emissions on human health.
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Notes

This book chapter is an introduction to the adverse effects of air pollution on human health. So, it can be used as a reference which addresses the reasons why air pollution should be considered as a serious challenge, and the related research must be conducted to investigate these effects and the solutions required.

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>particulate matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM2.5</td>
<td>particles with a diameter of 2.5 microns or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM10</td>
<td>particles with a diameter of 10 microns or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AhR</td>
<td>Aryl hydrocarbon receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAHs</td>
<td>polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DREs</td>
<td>dioxin response elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYP1A1</td>
<td>cytochrome P450 1A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYP1B1</td>
<td>cytochrome P450 1B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGE2</td>
<td>prostaglandins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>interleukin 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-8</td>
<td>interleukin 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-1α</td>
<td>interleukin 1 alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-1β</td>
<td>interleukin 1 beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF-α</td>
<td>tumor necrosis factor-α</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBD</td>
<td>Global Burden of Diseases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CNS  central nervous system  
ADHD  Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder  
AB42  B-amyloid peptide  
HRV  heart rate variability  
BBB  blood-brain barrier  
DPPC  dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine  
NIOSH  National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health  
IARC  International Agency for Research on Cancer  
COPD  chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
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Chapter 2

Health Effect of Biomass Fuel Smoke

Olayemi Fehintola Awopeju

Abstract

Almost half of the world population rely on solid (biomass fuel and coal) for cooking, heating and lightning purpose. The resultant exposure to fine particulate matter from household air pollution is the seventh-largest risk factor for global burden of disease causing between 2.6 and 3.8 million premature deaths per year. The health effect ranges from cardiovascular, respiratory, neurocognitive and reproductive health effect. The most important are cardiovascular and respiratory health effects; others are the risk of burns and cataract in the eyes. Biomass fuel is any living or recently living plant and animal-based material that is burned by humans as fuels, for example, wood, dried animal dung, charcoal, grass and other agricultural residues. Biomass fuels are at the low end of the energy ladder in terms of combustion efficiency and cleanliness. Incomplete combustion of biomass contributes majorly to household air pollution and ambient air pollution. A large number of health-damaging air pollutants are produced during the incomplete combustion of biomass. These include respirable particulate matter, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, formaldehyde, benzene, 1, 3 butadiene, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and many other toxic organic compounds. In this article, health effects of biomass fuel use will be described in details highlighting the most affected systems and organs of the body.

Keywords: health effects, biomass fuel, household air pollution, ambient air pollution, particulate matter

1. Introduction

Almost half of the world populations rely on biomass fuels (BMF) for cooking, heating and lightning purpose. Household air pollution (HAP) from incomplete combustion of BMF is now understood to be a major risk factor for adverse health outcomes [1]. According to the 2016 Global Burden of Disease Study (GBD), HAP is ranked as the single most significant environmental health risk factor globally. It accounted for 2.6 million deaths and 77.2 million disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) in year 2016 [2], with greater than 99% of death occurring in low and middle income countries [3]. The health effect ranges from cardiovascular, respiratory, neurocognitive and reproductive health effect. The most important one is cardiovascular and respiratory health effect [4–6].
1.1 Historical considerations

The association between high levels of air pollutants and adverse health outcomes has been known since the seventeenth century [7]. In the 17th century, Queen Elizabeth I forbade the burning of coal near the palace at Westminster due to the unpleasant nature of smoke, by 1661 in London, John Evelyn suggested that factories should be located far from residential area [7]. In the 19th century, clinicians started linking lung diseases to air pollution in England [8]. Also, smog incidents in Meuse Valley, Belgium in 1930, Donora, Pennsylvania in 1948, and London, UK in 1952 acutely affected the elderly and those with existing cardiac and respiratory diseases and it caused increased hospitalizations and deaths. As a result of the London smog, an estimated 4000 people died and over 100,000 people suffered adverse health effects [9, 10]. Earlier this year, millions of Australians have been reported to be affected by air pollution, especially in the southwestern part of Australia where fire killed about 20 people including 3 volunteered fire fighters from the country wildfire [11].

2. What are biomass fuels?

Biomass fuel (BMF) is any living or recently living plant or animal-based material that is burned by humans as fuels, for example wood, dried animal dung, charcoal, grass and agricultural residue such as straw and sticks, dried leaves, twigs and wild grass [12, 13]. Although biomass fuel is primarily used by women in developing countries for domestic cooking and it is also used in developed countries primarily for the purpose of heating at homes, for example, 5% of household surveyed in Australia used woodstoves for indoor heating. BMF may also be chosen for cooking in developing countries because of the flavor they impact during cooking processes e.g. barbecues, smoked meat and wood-fired pizza [14]. There is also occupational exposure to BMF in developing countries, such occur as fire fighters [15]. In addition, air pollution from BMF also result from planned forest fires for agricultural practices during autumn and spring, and bushfires from countries with substantial parks and bush lands such as Canada and the USA during summer [14]. Although, incomplete combustion of BMF from cooking and heating result mainly in household air pollution (HAP), it is also an important contributor to ambient (outdoor) air pollution (AAP), accounting for an estimated 10–30% of ambient fine particulate matter (PM) [16], this is particularly so in developing countries. However, exposure to biomass PM is increasing in developed countries mainly from domestic heating purposes, increasing wild fires, and which can substantially contribute to ambient PM concentrations, particularly in winter months [13–16].

2.1 Components of BMF

The air pollutants from burning of BMF is numerous and has been shown to consist of 200 different compounds. Some of the pollutants are PM, carbon monoxide, sulphur and nitrogen oxides; organic compound like formaldehyde, acrolein, etc. [17–19]. The exact chemical composition of biomass smoke is dependent upon the fuel type, the temperature of burning, whether an open fire or free radicals incinerator is used, and local conditions (e.g., wind speed, humidity, indoor or outdoor fires) [14]. Although there are many pollutants, it is PM that have received most of the attention in scientific literature, on the basis of robust epidemiological, clinical and toxicological association between PM, and respiratory and cardiovascular diseases [19, 20].
PM components of air pollution are mixtures of solid, liquid and mixed phased particles suspended in air. It consists of carbonaceous particles with associated adsorbed organic chemicals and reactive metals. Common components of PM include nitrates, sulfates, PAH, endotoxin, and metals such as iron, copper, nickel, zinc, and vanadium [17]. PM is heterogeneous and variations in the characteristics of particles (e.g. particle size, surface area, and composition) (e.g. PAH, metal, and endotoxin content) released from different emission sources can influence the biological response [21]. The composition of PM to air pollution is highly dependent on season, density of sources and the specific technologies employed as well as meteorology and topography. In middle and low income countries, homes using BMF with poor designs that do not have flues or hood to take smoke out of the living area are often affected by the adverse health effects of HAP due to lack of ventilations [12].

PM can be classified based on aerodynamic diameter; this determine the site of deposition [22–24]. PM with a diameter of 0.1 μm or less are termed ultrafine PM and are deposited in the alveoli. While diameter of 2.5 μm or less are termed fine PM.

PM which are light and can remain suspended in air for longer periods and they are deposited throughout the respiratory tract, particularly in small airways and alveoli [24, 25]. These particles can be inhaled deep into the lungs, and have been linked to oxidative stress and inflammation induced damage of the respiratory system [26]. Coarse PM has an aerodynamic diameter of 2.5–10 μm and are deposited in large airways [27, 28]. The concentration of PM can be as high as 100 times the recommended 24 hour concentration by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the WHO [29]. Although much of the research has been on PM, other components of BMF contribute significantly to the damaging effect of the respiratory system [30].

3. Health effect of particulate air pollution

Several studies have reported association of PM with different respiratory diseases, cardiovascular diseases, cancers, reproductive, neurocognitive and metabolic diseases [18, 25, 31, 32]. In a meta-analysis by Atkinson and colleagues, every 10 μg/cm³ increase in PM2.5 concentration was associated with a 1.04% (95% CI 0.52%–1.56%) increase in all-cause mortality [33]. Using 85 studies from 12 low- and middle-income countries in a meta-analysis study, Newell et al. reported that a 0.47% (95% CI 0.34–0.61) increase for cardiovascular mortality and 0.57% (95% CI 0.28–0.86) increase for respiratory mortality for every 10 μg/cm³ increase in PM2.5 concentration [34].

3.1 Mechanisms

One of the commonly cited mechanism for the relationship between air pollutants is oxidative stress. Both particulate and gaseous pollutants can produce oxidative stress and can act independently or synergistically together [26]. However, most of the research on mechanism has focused on PM, as discussed earlier. Also, while the toxicological and health effects of air pollutants from BMF and other sources may be informative, people are exposed to a toxic mixture of all the components and maybe challenging to extrapolate individual effect to the compound exposure of air pollutants.

Oxidative stress refers to the imbalance between the productions of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the cells ability to detoxify reactive intermediates or to repair
cellular damage caused by ROS, examples of ROS are hydroxyl radicals and superoxide. When air pollution occurs, there is a dramatic increase in ROS level, resulting in significant damage to cellular components, including proteins, lipids, and DNA [35]. ROS can be derived from components of BMF smoke as well as the inflammatory cells recruited to the lungs [14]. Inflammatory response is produced through upregulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as tumour necrosis factor alpha, interleukin 6, and granulocyte colony stimulatory factor. Also, the immune cells are also recruited as well as upregulation of matrix metalloproteinases 2 and 9 and epithelial-mesenchymal transition [36]. In the airway and alveoli, this oxidative stress leads to alveolar macrophages activation and injury in the epithelial lining which in turn attracts inflammatory cells from the circulation [37]. In addition, PM in alveoli macrophages has been shown to modulate innate immune system and increased susceptibility to infection [38].

Lung inflammatory reaction can spill over into the systemic circulation and contribute to adverse effect in other organs [32]. PM exposure has been associated with systemic markers of oxidative stress which includes atherogenic precursors such as oxidized lipids, makers of hypercoagulability and thrombosis such as Von Willebrand factor and soluble CD 40 ligand, endothelial dysfunction, increased blood pressure and cardiac arrhythmias [31]. The systemic circulation could also be responsible for reproductive and intrauterine health effect [32].

Generation of ROS can also initiate free radical chain reactions which ultimately reach the nucleus and damage DNA leading to lung cancer and other cancers such as head and neck cancer. Additionally, gaseous pollutant present in air pollution such as nitrogen dioxide and volatile compound such as benzene can also lead to oxidative DNA damage. PAHs present in PM also form DNA adducts that has been implicated in carcinogenesis [39, 40].

4. Respiratory effects

There are compiling evidences associating exposure to solid fuel combustion products with respiratory diseases. Acute lower respiratory infection in children (ALRIs), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in women and lung cancer in women exposed to coal smoke are the three types of lung disease found to have strong evidence of association with exposure to solid fuel smoke: [12, 25].

4.1 Acute lower respiratory tract infection

The first report of indoor cooking smoke associated with childhood pneumonia and bronchiolitis was reported by Sofoluwe in Nigeria [41]. Acute lower respiratory tract infection (ALRI) is a leading contributor to the global burden of disease, it is also the commonest causes of morbidity and mortality particularly in children younger than five years. Almost all of this burden occurs in developing country where BMF is the primary source of household energy [12]. The relative risk for ALRIs for children exposed to BMF which include coal has been quantified in a number of studies [12]. In general, there is 2 to 3 times greater risk of developing ALRI in young children living in households exposed to solid fuel as compared to those not exposed [42].

The most recent meta-analysis by Smith and colleagues in 2014, using 23 observational studies and 1 randomized control trial, documented the pooled odds ratio of 1.78 (95% CI: 1.45–2.18) [18]. Although most of these studies are observational studies especially case control, and they used poor quality exposure measurement.

A recent study in Ethiopia, Adane and other investigators, recruited 5830 children less than 4 years old, and found that ALRI was linked with cow dung fuel use [AOR = 1.54 (95% CI: 1.02–2.330)], presence of extra indoors burning events
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A recent study in Ethiopia, Adane and other investigators, recruited 5830 children less than 4 years old, and found that ALRI was linked with cow dung fuel use [AOR = 1.54 (95% CI: 1.02–2.330)], child spending time near stove during cooking [AOR = 1.41 (95% CI: 1.06–1.88)] and frequent cooking of meals [AOR = 1.55 (95% CI: 1.13–2.13)] [43]. Although, there are many observational epidemiologic data that support an association between early childhood exposure to HAP and ALRI. Randomized control trials of interventions of improved cook stoves to reduce exposure to BMF smoke in order to prevent childhood ALRIs are emerging. A recent meta-analysis, of the six studies reporting child pneumonia outcomes, demonstrated no significant benefit in intention-to-treat analysis [44].

4.2 Tuberculosis

Tuberculosis is one of the leading causes of morbidity and mortality in the world, with a rate of 140 (95% CI: 915–1150) per 100,000 people. Exposure to HAP could impair the function of pulmonary alveolar macrophages and render the lungs prone to infections including tuberculosis [45]. There are conflicting results on the risk of tuberculosis and exposure to BMF. A meta-analysis by Lin et al. in 2014 reported that there were no association between BMF exposure and tuberculosis. With pooled odd ratio of 1.17 (95% CI: 0.83–1.65) for case–control study and 1.62 (95% CI: 0.89–2.93) for cross sectional study [46]. Although, in Congo, Katoto reported that household air pollution is associated with chronic cough after completion of pulmonary tuberculosis treatment in adults [47].

4.3 COVID-19

The COVID-19 pandemic is still ongoing, there have been report of association of COVID-19 with AAP. Although, there are no available data specifically for HAP. Yao investigated the associations between PM concentrations and the case fatality rate of COVID-19 in 49 China cities, he found positive associations between PM pollution and COVID-19 in the 49 cities. Every increase in PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$ concentrations by 10 $\mu$g/m$^3$, raised the COVID-19 case fatality rate by 0.24% (0.01–0.48) and 0.26% (0.00–0.51) respectively [48]. Also, in Italy, Zoran and colleagues found positive correlations between confirmed COVID-19 daily new cases in Milan and air pollution with PM as follows, namely: with daily maxima PM$_{10}$ ($R^2 = 0.51$), daily average surface air PM$_{2.5}$ ($R^2 = 0.25$), daily air quality index ($R^2 = 4.35$) [49]. In a USA study, after adjusting for factors such as population, weather, socioeconomic and behavioral variables, Wu and colleagues reported that increase of only 1 $\mu$g/m$^3$ in PM$_{2.5}$ is associated with an 8% increase in the COVID-19 death rate (95% CI: 2%, 15%) [50]. However, air pollution has been documented to reduce during the lockdown period in different countries [51, 52], more epidemiological and experimental research are needed to estimate the impact of PM$_{2.5}$ on the incidence, severity and mortality of COVID-19.

4.4 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)

COPD is the fourth leading cause of mortality globally, causing more than 3 million death annually and over 80% of these deaths occur in low- and middle-income countries. It is also a substantial cause of economic and social burden [2]. It is characterised by persistent airflow limitation, associated with chronic inflammation of the airways and lungs in response to exposure to noxious particles and gases [53]. Previous systematic review has documented consistent association of biomass fuel with COPD. Kurmi et al. demonstrated that people exposed to BMF are at an increased risk of COPD compared to those that are not exposed [54]. Similarly, Hu et al. showed that people exposed to BMF smoke had increased odds ratio (OR) of...
2.44 (95% CI, 1.9–3.33) for developing COPD, as compared to those that are not exposed, exposure to BMF was associated for developing COPD in Asian population, non-Asian population, in men and women [55].

In a recent meta-analysis by Sana et al., using 5 case–control studies and 19 cross sectional studies, they reported that biomass-exposed women were 1.38 times more likely to be diagnosed with COPD than non-exposed (OR 1.38, 95%CI 1.28 to 1.57). The evidence is more for cross sectional studies than for case control studies but consistent in both rural and urban area [56]. HAP has been associated with increased risk of COPD exacerbation [57]. Effect of forest fire on emergency visit for COPD has been explored. Johnston et al. documented the odd ratio for COPD as 1.12 (95% CI: 1.02, 1.24) [58].

Intervention studies to prevent COPD from HAP is sparse, a prospective Chinese study show that substituting solid fuel with biogas for cooking and improving cooking ventilation were associated with a reduced decrease in FEV1 and risk of COPD [59]. In a recent meta-analysis by Thakur et al., they documented that improved cook stoves were associated with a significant reduction in COPD among women: RR = 0.74 (95% CI 0.61 to 0.90). They also reported that ICS resulted in reductions in cough RR = 0.72 (95% CI 0.60 to 0.87), phlegm RR = 0.65 (95% CI 0.52 to 0.80), wheezing/breathing difficulty RR = 0.41 (95% CI 0.29 to 0.59) [60].

**4.5 Asthma**

Asthma is a non-communicable respiratory disease that is cause by chronic inflammation of the airways and results in wheezing, chest tightness, and cough. In 2015, approximately 400,000 people died of asthma worldwide [61]. In contrast to multiple studies on the risk of BMF smoke exposure and COPD, data are sparse on the risk of BMF and asthma. Although, there have been conflicting association or relationship between biomass exposure and asthma; evidences are emerging that biomass exposure may be linked with asthma risk, prevalence or incidence.

Barry et al. accessed 508 respondents and showed that individuals using wood or coal for cooking had increased odd of 2.3 (95% CI: 1.1–5.0) for reporting current asthma symptom [62]. Oluwole et al. also reported increased odds of asthma symptom in children who lived in household that used biomass had an adjusted OR of 1.33 (95% CI 1.05–1.6) for any of the asthma symptoms [63]. They further observed that biomass fuel use was associated with increased odds of severe symptoms of OR 2.39 (95% CI 1.16–4.84) [64]. Ayuk in their retrospective analysis of ISAAC phase III study found that open fire cooking was among the factors associated with asthma 1.28 (95% 1.06–1.51) [65].

However there are other studies that did not find an association between BMF and Asthma [66, 67]. Noonan et al. conducted a randomized control trial of air-filter intervention in asthmatic children exposed to BMF smoke, the intervention did not improve asthma quality of life. Although, there was an improvement in secondary measure of diurnal peak flow variability [68].

**4.6 Other respiratory diseases**

BMF exposure is also associated with interstitial lung disease referred to as ‘hut lung’ [12]. Hut lung disease is characterized by carbon disposition, dust macules, and mixed dust fibrosis, and it has been reported in cases primarily of women with chronic high-level exposure to indoor biomass smoke in developing countries [27]. In addition, bronchial anthracofibrosis has also been reported in elderly women who have worked long hours in poorly ventilated kitchen full of smoke due to incomplete combustion of BMF [69].
5. Cancers

5.1 Lung cancer

Lung cancer causes more death globally than any other cancer and it is the seventh leading cause of death globally [70], the International Agency for Research on Cancer concluded emissions from household coal combustion are a Group 1 carcinogen, while those from biomass were categorised as 2A due to epidemiologic limitations. Although, smoking is the major risk factor for lung cancer worldwide, about 1.5% of lung cancer death are attributed to exposure to carcinogens from biomass fuel smoke annually [71].

In a meta-analysis to estimate the risk of lung cancer with the risk of BMF for cooking and heating, using 14 studies that were all case control, they found out that the risk of lung cancer with biomass for cooking and/or heating was OR 1.17 (95% CI 1.01 to 1.37). Although, more than 50% of the study did not report a clean reference category. When analyses restricted to studies with clean reference category, the evidence still remain the same for men and women [72]. A study published by Raspanti and colleagues, after the meta-analysis also reported OR: 1.77, (95% CI: 1.00–3.14), with the estimate more robust for non-smokers (Ptrend = 0.01). Their study was a case control study of 606 lung cancer cases and 606 healthy controls matched on age (±5 years), gender, and geographical residence and adjusting for potential confounders such as tobacco use, tuberculosis status, Social economic status, age, gender, ethnicity, and exposure to second hand smoke. Conclusively, there was an increased risk of lung cancer among those who were exposed to HAPs [73].

5.2 Gastric cancer and esophageal cancer

Globally, gastric cancer is the fifth most common cancer and it is third among the causes of cancer mortality [74]. In a recent research carried out in Zambia, Kayamba et al. reported that there was an association between gastric cancer and reliance on BMF (OR, 3.5; 95% CI, 1.9 to 6.2; P < 0001) [40]. Okello and colleagues in a systematic review and meta-analysis using 16 case control studies, reported that the use of BMF was associated with increased risk of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma OR 3.02(95% CI 2.22, 4.11). Analysis by continent showed that Africa and Asia had the highest odds of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma [75].

5.3 Other cancers

Josyula and colleagues evaluated the relationship between HAP and other cancers apart from lung cancer in a meta-analysis, they found out that HAP was associated with cervical cancer neoplasia (OR = 6.46; 95% CI = 3.12–13.36); nasopharyngeal (OR = 1.80; 95% CI = 1.42–2.29); oral (OR = 2.44; 95% CI =1.87–3.19); laryngeal (OR = 2.35; 95% CI = 1.72–3.51) cancers and pharyngeal (OR = 3.56; 95% CI = 2.22–5.70). The association between HAP and upper aero-digestive cancers remained significant even when the analysis was restrained to only studies that controlled for smoking [76].

6. Cataract

Cataract is the clouding of the eye lens by preventing the passage of light and it is highly prevalent in developing countries. It is a leading cause of blindness
7. Cardiovascular, cerebrovascular and metabolic diseases

Cardiovascular disease is a leading cause of mortality worldwide and this is rapidly increasing in developing countries [31]. Although, there is a growing body of research linking HAP with sub-clinical indicators of cardiovascular disease risk including blood pressure, carotid atherosclerotic plaque, and arterial stiffness, epidemiological evidence linking BMF smoke and cardiovascular disease is limited [32]. According to a recent publication, it was reported that in middle- and low-income countries, household air pollution, along with other factors had stronger effects on cardiovascular disease or mortality compared to high income countries [79]. According to WHO, 12% of all death due to stroke can be attributable to the daily exposure to household air pollution arising from cooking with solid fuels and kerosene [80].

Fatmi and Coggon conducted a meta-analysis of 26 studies, 10 in south Asia, 4 in China, 2 in Turkey, 1 in Iran and 8 in Central and south American reported that the current balance of epidemiological evidence points to an increased risk of cardiovascular disease from HAP as a consequences of using solid and especially BMF for cooking and heating. Relative risks from long term exposure could be 2- to 4- fold [81]. In accordance with this study, using nationally representative and internationally comparable data, Arku et al. examined the association between solid fuel use and BP in 77,605 largely premenopausal women (aged 15–49) from ten resource-poor countries. They found that primary use of solid fuel was associated with 0.58 mmHg higher systolic BP (95% CI: 0.23, 0.93) as compared to primary use of clean fuel [82]. Ofoli et al. reported that use of BMF was associated with higher systolic blood pressure, more carotid intima media thickness (CIMT) and increased odds of pre-hypertension (OR: 1.67, 95% CI: 1.57–4.99, P = 0.035) [83].

In a cross-sectional Chinese study involving more than 14,000 men and women aged 18 years or older showed that BMF and coal was associated with self-report of physician diagnosed ischemic heart disease with an adjusted OR 2.6 for ever versus never of solid fuel and significant trend across duration of use for stroke, hypertension and diabetes [32].

In addition, Right heart failure and pulmonary arterial hypertension were associated with HAP. Interestingly, women were almost two times more likely to present with pulmonary arterial hypertension (OR 1.72, 95% CI 1.17–2.55; p = 0.006), suggesting gender-related risk factors that may include HAP and HAP was also identified as a risk factor in women with isolated right heart failure in Kenya [84].

Most of the studies on metabolic diseases arose from ambient air studies [31, 32]. For example, a large study conducted in the United States reported that diabetes prevalence increases by 1% with each 10 μg/m3 PM2.5 [85]. Since HAP has been...
understudied with respect to cardiovascular disease most of our pathogenic hypothesis and more specific research is needed.

8. Reproductive and pregnancy health outcomes

There is limited but accruing evidence linking HAP exposure from solid fuel combustion with adverse maternal and perinatal outcomes. Also, epidemiologic evidence connecting AAP exposure with adverse pregnancy outcomes has been accumulating worldwide over the last two decades with several studies also attempting to summarize the available evidence [86].

In a meta-analysis by Amegah et al. including 19 studies, BMF use resulted in reduced birth weight, [86.4 g (95% CI: 55.5, 117.4)]. There was also an increased risk of low birth weight and stillbirth in those exposed to BMF, [OR (1.35, 95% CI: 1.23, 1.48)] and [OR (29, 95% CI: 1.18, 1.41)] respectively [86]. Interventional studies assessing HAP and low-birth weight are limited. However, Thompson et al. found an increase of 89 g in the birth weight of children of mothers using the intervention stoves (vs. open fires) (95% CI –27, 204), and reduced odds of a low birth weight child (OR 0.74, 95% CI 0.33–1.66) [87].

In a cross-sectional comparative study, Murkerjee and colleagues reported that there was positive association between BMF smoke exposure and menstrual irregularities such as irregular cycle (OR = 1.8, 95% CI 1.33–2.34), shortened menstrual cycle (OR = 5.1, 95% CI 3.62–9.21), spontaneous abortions (OR = 1.7, 95% CI 1.10–4.10), after controlling the potential confounders [88].

Agarwal and Yamamoto, using data from India’s third National Family Health Survey (NFHS-3, 2005–2006) of 39,657 women aged 15–49 years who had a live birth in the previous 5 years, reported that women residing in houses using BMF had higher odd of reporting preeclampsia/eclampsia symptoms compared to those who reside in houses using cleaner fuels (OR = 2.21; 95%: 1.26–3.87; p = 0.006) [89]. This is further supported by a recent meta-analysis that showed maternal exposure to PM2.5 (per 10 µg/m³ increment) is associated with elevated risk of preeclampsia (OR = 1.32, 95% CI 1.10 to 1.58%) especially in third trimester [90].

A recently published data from Ghana showed that using BMF was associated with adverse Apgar score at 5 min (aOR: 3.83, 95%CI: 1.44–10.11) and perinatal mortality (aOR: 7.6, 95%CI: 1.67–36.0) [91]. In sum, there are increasing evidences that BMF use are associated with menstrual irregularities, adverse pregnancy outcomes and perinatal morbidity and mortality.

9. Neurological health outcomes

There is a convergence of human, animal, and in vitro studies on the effects of air pollution on the brain, although most study has been associated with ambient PM [92]. Several neurological diseases have linked with exposure to air pollution ranging from neuro degenerative disease, to psychiatric disease, to neurodevelopmental and behavioural disorders in children.

Dementia denote memory loss and other cognitive abilities severe enough to interfere with daily life. Worse performance in tests evaluating episodic memory especially cognitive function tests had been associated with PM2.5 [93]. Other study has found associations between long-term exposure to PM2.5 among adults (>65 years) and neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's, and Parkinson's diseases [94].
Pre-natal maternal or child exposure to air pollutants during pregnancy, infancy or childhood (when the brain neocortex develops rapidly) has been related to delays in cognitive development in children [95, 96]. A metanalysis by Lam et al., involving 17 case–control, 4 ecological, 2 cohort studies, they documented that PM was associated with autism; summary odds ratios (ORs) of 1.07 (95% CI: 1.06, 1.08) per 10-μg/m³ increase in PM_{10} exposure and 2.32 (95% CI: 2.15, 2.51) per 10-μg/m³ increase in PM_{2.5} exposure [97]. It has been postulated that air pollution induced oxidative stress can be related to dopaminergic neurotoxicity, and can cause depression and other neuropsychiatry disorder such as anxiety [93].

10. Conclusion

Exposure to air pollutants is one of the most important avoidable risks to health globally [98]. Air pollution has been termed the “silent killer” by the World Health Organization because its effects often go unnoticed or are not easily measured. Although the pulmonary and cardiac diseases have been the most studied adverse health, there are emerging evidence that air pollutants can damage any organ of the body and cause more ill-health. Chronic liver diseases [99], skin diseases [100], bone diseases [101] and autoimmune diseases [102] are increasingly been associated with air pollution. As data continues to increase on health effect of both HAP and AAP which are overlapping and contribute to each other, it is pertinent that all stakeholders; individuals, families, health care professionals, policy makers, governmental and non-governmental institutions work together to minimise the adverse health effects of the world’s biggest environmental risk factor.
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<td>CD</td>
<td>Cluster of differentiation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 3
Importance of Air Quality Networks in Controlling Exposure to Air Pollution
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Abstract
An air quality monitoring network (AQMN) is a basic piece of environmental management due to that it satisfies the major role in monitoring of environment emissions, in special relevance to target air pollutants. An adequate installation would lead to support high efficiency of the network. Therefore, AQMN pre-layout should be considered as an essential factor in regarding with the location of fixed measurement stations within AQMN, as the minimum number of sampling points. Nevertheless, once AQMN has been already installed, and given that the spatial air pollutants pattern can vary along time, an assessment of the AQMN design would be addressed in order to identify the presence of potential redundant fixed monitoring stations. This approach would let to improve the AQMN performance, reduce maintenance costs of the network and consolidate the investment on those more efficient fixed stations. The chapter includes aspects relative to air pollutants measured by networks, their representativeness, limitations, importance, and the future needs. It ponders the need of re-assessment of the AQMN layout for assuring (i) a right evaluation of the human being exposure to atmospheric pollutants and controlling the environmental emissions into the atmosphere and (ii) an adequate performance of the network along time.
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1. Introduction
While technological advances have generated an improvement in the human being's life quality, they have also contributed to the emergence of associated issues, such as exponential industrial grown and increase of transportation networks, due to a fast growing population and its centralization into urban centers, mainly. As a consequence, the rise of the pollutant emissions toward the environmental compartments has been framed as a Public Health concern. Therefore, the impact of environmental emissions on the climate and the environment is an ultimate subject, both to local, regional as global level. Particularly, an increase of environmental well-being would bring in greater the quality of life, due to the exchange internal-external between the human being and the environment.
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1. Introduction

While technological advances have generated an improvement in the human being's life quality, they have also contributed to the emergence of associated issues, such as exponential industrial grown and increase of transportation networks, due to a fast growing population and its centralization into urban centers, mainly. As a consequence, the rise of the pollutant emissions toward the environmental compartments has been framed as a Public Health concern. Therefore, the impact of environmental emissions on the climate and the environment is an ultimate subject, both to local, regional as global level. Particularly, an increase of environmental well-being would bring in greater the quality of life, due to the exchange internal-external between the human being and the environment.
Environmental emissions play a key role in the release of pollutants on air, water and soil matrix, which is relevant because drives a decline of biodiversity [1]. In this sense, deforestation, water pollution, acid rain or endangered animals are factors linked to likely environmental repercussions [2, 3]. In the health framework, numerous epidemiological studies associate the presence of pollutants in the environment and harmful effects on human being health [4, 5].

Taking into account the interaction between human being and environmental, the human well-being is a factor tied to the presence of clean air, otherwise, the emergence of harmful effects could drive to devastating implications on human health. According to the 68th World Health Assembly (see [6]), each year, a total of 4.3 and 3.7 million deaths result from exposure to indoor and outdoor pollutants, respectively.

Among different environmental compartments, this chapter will focus on atmospheric matrix, given that atmospheric pollution is considered the major environmental risk to human health worldwide. Atmospheric pollution result from the release of a damaging chemical or material into the atmosphere and it encompasses a wide variety of pollutants, either organic or inorganic compounds. Once air pollutants are released into the atmosphere, those ones can be exhibited both gaseous phase as solid and liquid particles suspended in the air (particulate material, PM) [7].

The occurrence of pollutants in the atmosphere depends on emissions sources. Although the atmospheric pollution is considered as a global character issue, the highest levels of air pollutants have been monitored in the developing countries, as a consequence of the industrial growth. A more detailed analysis would pointed to large cities [8, 9], where environmental emissions to atmospheric level could come from several types of sources of pollution, such as industrial developments implying combustion processes, vehicular emissions and domestic-heating [10].

Environmental emissions have a direct effect on the outdoor ambient pollution, as well as on indoor air quality, given that outdoor emission sources are responsible for the presence of air pollutants at indoor environments [11], due to the gases and particles infiltration.

Based on previously mentioned, atmospheric pollution monitoring is of a fundamental importance in Public Health [12] in order to (i) control the human being exposure to air pollutants [13] and (ii) support the decision making on environmental management, in particular air quality management [14]. So, for example, an adequate management of major dominant emission sources in urban environments, as it can be to limit the road transport and more restricted industrial emissions, would result in lower levels of pollution into the atmosphere.

European Union develops Air Quality Directives [15] for setting air quality objectives in order to reduce potential harmful effects of air pollutants on human health and environment, establishing limit and target values for criteria of air pollutants. Air quality assessment is a responsibility of each Member States within their territory. These ones have the obligation for maintaining an air quality good, or improve it, and they should assume action in order to comply with the limit values and critical levels and, where possible, to reach the target values and long-term objectives. For that, Member States establish air quality monitoring networks (AQMN) in their territories for verifying compliance with those air quality objectives.

Therefore, AQMN performs an essential function within Public Health framework, monitoring environment emissions and controlling exposure in order to take care of human being health.
2. Criteria of air pollutants measured at AQMN

Criteria of air pollutants are those atmospheric pollutants generally monitored by AQMNs. They usually measure the next legislated criteria of air pollutants (see Table 1): sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides (monoxide and dioxide nitrogen), benzene, carbon monoxide. Ozone and atmospheric particles (PM\textsubscript{10} particles, with an aerodynamic diameter of 10 μm or less, and PM\textsubscript{2.5}, aerodynamic diameters ≤2.5 μm) [16, 17].

The measurements recorded by AQMNs must be able to provide traceability, in order to compare air quality data among all Member States, for which those measures must be monitored using common measurement methods. For that, Member States apply normalized reference measurement methods (see Table 2).

The previously mentioned methods are cataloged as automatic method, nevertheless, the AQMNs dispose manual methods for determining the chemical composition of atmospheric particles (PM\textsubscript{10} and PM\textsubscript{2.5}), mainly for heavy metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. While the samples are collected by manual equipment installed at AQMN, their composition is analyzed in the laboratory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollutant</th>
<th>Quantitative value</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Averaging period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur dioxide (gas)</td>
<td>350 μg/m(^3)</td>
<td>Limit value</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125 μg/m(^3)</td>
<td>Limit value</td>
<td>1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen dioxide (gas)</td>
<td>200 μg/m(^3)</td>
<td>Limit value</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40 μg/m(^3)</td>
<td>Limit value</td>
<td>A calendar year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzene (gas)</td>
<td>5 μg/m(^3)</td>
<td>Limit value</td>
<td>A calendar year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon monoxide (gas)</td>
<td>10 mg/m(^3)</td>
<td>Limit value</td>
<td>Maximum daily 8-hour mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone (gas)</td>
<td>120 μg/m(^3)</td>
<td>Target value (January 1, 2010)</td>
<td>Maximum daily 8-hour mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM\textsubscript{10} (particles)</td>
<td>50 μg/m(^3)</td>
<td>Limit value</td>
<td>1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40 μg/m(^3)</td>
<td>Limit value</td>
<td>A calendar year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM\textsubscript{2.5} (particles)</td>
<td>25 μg/m(^3)</td>
<td>Target value (January 1, 2020)</td>
<td>A calendar year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 μg/m(^3)</td>
<td>Limit value</td>
<td>A calendar year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Limit and target value for the protection of human health [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollutant</th>
<th>European standard</th>
<th>Measurement method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur dioxide</td>
<td>EN 14212:2012 [18]</td>
<td>Ultraviolet fluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monoxide and nitrogen</td>
<td>EN 14211:2012 [19]</td>
<td>Chemiluminescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone</td>
<td>EN 14625:2005 [22]</td>
<td>Ultraviolet photometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM\textsubscript{10} and PM\textsubscript{2.5}</td>
<td>EN 12341:2015 [23]</td>
<td>Gravimetric method</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Reference measurement methods for measuring criteria of air pollutants.
The occurrence of criteria of air pollutants into the atmosphere measured at fixed stations within AQMN is dependent on several factors, such as meteorological features and sources of pollution.

3. Types of air pollutant emission sources

The comprehension of emission sources and knowledge on pollution levels reached in the air matrix could be a useful tool for understanding the spatial and temporal distribution of air pollutants, which would provide an overview picture about human exposure to environmental emissions coming from different sources of contamination.

In function of their origin, it is necessary to distinguish between anthropogenic and natural sources. Broadly, the first ones are sources that release mixtures of pollutants come from transport, power generation, industrial activity, biomass burning, and domestic heating, mainly in urban environments [24–26] while volcanic eruptions, plant emission, and oceans are tied to natural sources. Nevertheless, in terms of released pollutant, the sources can be defined as primary and secondary. Primary emission sources result from the direct emissions from an air pollution source, while secondary emission sources result from the formation of a pollutant in the atmosphere from the chemical reaction between their precursors, which are emitted from air pollution primary sources, and the meteorological variables. Finally, once pollutants are released, either from primary or secondary sources, the pollutants can be deposited on the Earth’s terrestrial or aquatic surfaces, followed by re-emission to the atmosphere; in this case the sources are named as re-emission sources [27].

While the identification of emissions sources is a fundamental factor in order to carry out the distribution of the fixed monitoring stations within an AQMN, other elements also perform a primordial role, such as population density, peculiar features of target territory, amplitude of geographic area to be controlled as further meteorological variables.

4. Air quality monitoring network

4.1 Concept

AQMNs are essential elements within environmental management, in special emphasis to air quality management. It is consisted of fixed monitoring stations for measuring air pollutants (see Figure 1). Although the total number of stations depends on several factors, according to Section 3, these ones should be attributed conveniently in the domain of interest for providing suitable air pollutant information and estimating the exposure of the ambient pollution on human being of righter way. So, one of the keys in the AQMN layout is the distribution of monitoring stations as well as the determination of a sufficient and confident number of sampling points for carrying out the air quality measurements. These features are associated with the network management, which should focus on reducing the fixed stations within the AQMN to a reliable and non-redundant number. So, the network would not duplicate information on air pollution.

Given that the assessment of air quality in Member States is approached by means of the data generated by AQMN, those ones divide their territories at zones and agglomerations in order to reach that objective. Generally, air quality must be assessed in all zones and agglomerations by means of one or more fixed stations.
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Current European legislation [15] lays down criteria for siting fixed stations within an AQMN, pointing a wide number of considerations regards at macroscale siting of sampling points in order to protect the human health, vegetation and natural ecosystems. Similarly, in terms of microscale, the legislation set criteria relative to air flow no-restriction around the inlet of sampling point, its height regards to ground level (between 1.5 and 4 m) and distance regards to the edge of major junctions (at least 25 m) and the kerbside (no more than 10 m).

Regarding to minimum number of fixed monitoring stations, the European legislation set criteria in those zones and agglomerations where fixed measurement is the sole source of information for evaluating compliance with limit values for the protection of human health and alert thresholds. This criterion is based on zone inhabitant number and measured pollutants.

Fixed stations included into AQMN can be sorted in function of several typologies. So, in terms of area where is located it can be named:

- Urban stations: Those ones located at zones with presence of buildings of continued way.
- Suburban stations: Those ones located at zones with presence of buildings of continued way but separated by no-buildings areas, such as lakes, forests and agricultural land.
- Rural stations: Those ones located at zones not included within the previous two categories.
In terms of major dominant emission source:

- Traffic stations: Those ones which contamination levels are mainly appointed to emission sources coming from vehicles.
- Industrial stations: Those ones which contamination levels are majorly dependent on industrial activities.
- Background stations: Those ones which contamination levels cannot be directly attributed to any dominant emission source.

### 4.2 Representativeness of fixed monitoring stations within AQMN

Regardless the function exhibited by fixed measurement stations included into an AQMN, as the assessment of air quality, cross-border pollution, spatial-temporal trends or exposure studies, the representativeness of each station should be considered as a primordial reflection. The efficiency degree of the fixed stations into AQMN can be assessed in terms of:

#### 4.2.1 Representation degree of any station within its zone or agglomeration

Given that one target zone can be represented by one or more fixed stations, it is relevant to know the spatial representativeness of each station in order to evaluate whether air quality monitored by those ones can or not be extrapolated to all zone. In this sense, in order to provide an overview regarding atmospheric pollution within zone, the passive methodology simultaneously samples a large number of sampling points, which supplies opportune information on spatial pollution in the researched zone [28]. This approach lets to compare air quality data measured by AQMN vs. those ones monitored by passive methods, thereby confirming or not the station representativeness within target zone.

#### 4.2.2 Whole contribution of any station regarding environmental pollution data recorded by AQMN

Spatial representativeness of the information provided by AQMN is dependent on type of station, in terms of spatial scale, and the pollutant.

Broadly, representativeness of a fixed station can be defined as the variability of the target pollutant concentrations around sampling point, while others authors enlarged the definition to the radius of a circular area where the concentration can vary up to ±20%, as maximum value [29].

The AQMN performance does not depend on number of fixed measurement stations, given that the presence of redundant stations could result in existence of non-efficient fixed stations. This means that potential emission sources close to those stations could have a strong probability of similitude. For this reason, the representativeness of each station within an AQMN should be properly studied.

Although a final agreement regarding on procedure for assessing the efficiency of fixed stations have not been reached, this subject have been widely studied in the scientific literature. Recent studies have reported on approaches in order to test the AQMN performance. They are based on the use of several combined chemometric techniques for reached the aforementioned objective. Some authors have used the analysis of correlation for revealing the existence of redundant fixed stations, although this method does not identify efficient stations. For that, they apply the principal component analysis technique, which appoints a
new set of linearly uncorrelated stations [29]. Other studies have expanded the number of chemometric techniques, combining correlation analysis, principal component analysis, assignment method, clustering analysis and correspondence analysis [30].

A significant consideration would drive to know the contribution degree of each source of pollution in regarding with air pollutants levels reached into the atmosphere. Some authors have solved this subject using a combination of techniques, combined principal component analysis and multiple linear regression.

Nevertheless, the practical application of the mentioned approaches were not tested along a period did not include in the development of these approaches. Similarly, they did not assess spatial information percentage that is lost when redesigning the AQMN due to the removal redundant fixed measurement stations.

Therefore, while different approaches have been developed to estimate the area of spatial representativeness of monitoring stations, a unique robust methodology to assess the representativeness of in-situ measurements has not yet been agreed.

Spatial representativeness is required for distinct actions:

- Station classification and network design [31],
- Air quality and exposure assessment, for example, to estimate the air quality standards exceedance areas and to quantify the population exposure to the air pollution [32],
- Model validation and data assimilation [33].

A lack of information in regarding with the AQMN performance, based on the representativeness of their fixed stations, would support their potential limitations.

### 4.3 Potential limitations of AQMN

#### 4.3.1 Relative to the design

Given that air quality in any zone, either local, regional or global, is dependent on a wide number of factors such emission sources (transport network and industries) and meteorological features, the assessment of atmospheric pollution is a hard assignment, and due to these factors it is specific for each zone. Therefore, it is possible that the spatial information on environmental pollution reported by AQMNs is not representative of the target zone.

This limitation could influence on AQMN efficiency, if its function is framed within activity of informing population of levels which they are exposed to. This fact is relevant because numerous epidemiological studies use air quality data recorded by AQMNs, in order to associate air pollutant levels with damaging effects or hospital admissions. Nevertheless, the pollution data measured by AQMNs along study time is not equivalent to the daily concentrations which the human being is exposed to. So, the reached conclusions could exhibit a limited scope.

#### 4.3.2 Relative to current European legislation

While European Legislation clearly establish criteria, on the one hand, for siting potential fixed measurement stations and, on the other hand, setting minimum number of those ones, criteria for identifying the more representative fixed sampling points within AQMN is not considered. This fact is fundamental in order to optimize the AQMN performance.
4.3.3 Relative to the development of specific procedure for evaluating the representativeness of fixed stations

FARIMODE study [34] reported on collected information coming from questionnaire to get technical information concerning the methodologies used to estimate the representativeness of air quality monitoring stations. The questionnaire was answered by 22 workgroups from 14 different countries providing information on 25 methodologies.

Major methodological limitations were appointed to input data availability (9 answers), expert or local knowledge (1), modeling domain (1), modeling uncertainties (6), input data uncertainties (10), temporal-spatial resolution (7), directive metrics (1), computational resources (4), pollutants (2), definition of parameters of methodology (3), coverage of station network (1) and no limitation (2). Within this study, a relevant conclusion was the possibility for examining if the similarities or discrepancies between the representativeness estimates are more or less significant according to the concentration levels measured by target station.

4.4 Importance of AQMNs

Consequently to previously mentioned, an AQMN play a paramount lead in the evaluation of the air quality [35], in order to:

- Inform to the population in regarding with pollution levels which they are exposed to [30],
- Know spatial-temporal pattern of air pollutants (see Figure 1),
- Identify predominant emission sources [36],
- Support the development of monitoring strategies [37] and.
- Assist to authorities in decisions making.

Besides, in the case of Member States, those ones must report to European Commission on recorded pollution data, which lets to evaluate the cross-border pollution and model the spatial-temporal air pollution pattern, among others applications.

AQMN links important subjects framed into Public Health, such as sources of pollution, environmental emissions, outdoor air pollutant levels and human health. Therefore, AQMN proves a helpful implement for estimating risk associated with human being exposure to air pollutant levels occurred into the atmosphere.

4.5 Management of AQMNs

Within the European Union, Member States are liable for controlling and assuring data quality of fixed monitoring stations. Each one establishes the necessary number and the location of fixed measurement stations included in their AQMNs, in order to ensure an adequate air quality assessment in its territory and comply with air quality standards. Similarly, each Member State is responsible for managing their AQMNs, according to requirements set in current European Legislation, meaning, the used measurement methods should be those ones included in air quality standards (they have been mentioned in Table 2). Similarly, they should guarantee a proper maintenance of those measure devices employed for monitoring...
atmospheric pollutants in the outdoor ambient air. For that, the air quality standards [18–23] set several basic qualifications regarding the measure devices and their management:

- Components of sampling system: (i) Sampling line: standards indicate the frequency of clear or, if necessary, its change, (ii) Particle filters: standards indicate where should site and (iii) Sampling pump: standards set the sampling flux required for working properly.

- Equipment requirements. They depend on target atmospheric pollutant. The components of the devices used for measuring atmospheric pollutants are described in the Air Quality Standards. The next devices can be differentiated:

  Continuous devices: The air pollutant levels are continuously measured using automatic analyzers.
  Integrated devices: Levels of the target air pollutants are measured by manual or automated methods and the data is registered hourly or daily.
  Static devices: Levels of the target air pollutants are estimated by using qualitative measurement devices from weekly or monthly exposure.

- Maintenance operations: The Air Quality Standards determine those necessary actions in order to test if an equipment is working within specifications marked by the manufacturer. For that aim, technical aspects such as verification of zero, the higher concentration level and lack of fit, among other should be checked. All these tests should provide satisfactory results, complying with the criteria set in the air quality standards.

- Equipment calibration: Standards exhibit the frequency of calibration for each criteria of air pollutant, as well as recommended concentration/s, acceptation criteria, methodology, etc.

- Quality control and quality assurance: The execution of this subject assures that the uncertainty or dispersion associated with the measured values by AQMNs fall down criteria set by current European Legislation. For that, the compliance of the previous requirements should be reached.

More detailed information about this section can be found in air quality standards, which have been published by CEN/TC 624 Work Programme and can be acquired through European Committee for Standardization (https://www.cen.eu/Pages/default.aspx, accessed March 6, 2020).

4.6 Data measured by AQMNs

Given that the AQMNs management is a responsibility for the Member States, those ones should ensure valid air quality data. The data registered during maintenance, check and calibration processes should be not included within the air quality dataset, as well as the faulty data. The air quality standards establish requirements relative to the way for expressing the air quality data (number of decimals) and data capture (temporal coverage).

At the State level, Member States transfer air quality data to Europe Union. Those data can be compared given that, on the one hand, their measure was monitored using reference methods and, on the other hand, they complied with those QC/QA criteria set by air quality standards. As an example, the European
Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP) is the co-operative program for assessing long range transmission of atmospheric pollutants over Europe. Member States have an air quality network in order to monitor background levels of air pollutants. Information relative to this subject can be found in https://www.emep.int/ (accessed March 6, 2020), where emission data, measurement data and modeling results for air pollutants are available through an open’s database. Similarly, air quality data monitored by Member States is reported by European Environment Agency (https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/explore-interactive-maps/up-to-date-air-quality-data, accessed March 9, 2020) by means of interactive maps and reports. Other website providing real-time air pollution data by interactive maps in Europe and other countries over the world can be visited at https://aqicn.org/map/europe/ (accessed March 9, 2020).

4.7 Potential suggestions for improving the AQMN management

Given that the AQMNs have a large historical series of ambient air data for target air pollutants [38] (sulfur dioxide, nitrogen monoxide and dioxide, benzene, carbon monoxide, ozone and atmospheric particles), a count of the number of times that the measurements exceeded the limit and target value established by the European Legislation would help to identify those air pollutants who should be monitored.

As a consequence, the measurement of those air pollutants which do not exceeded the limit values could be reduced in terms of number of fixed monitoring stations, which would give to reinvest those economic resources towards the monitor of other pollutants, e.g. benzene, given that the measurements of this last pollutant are very limited within AQMNs and, according to European Legislation, its measure is mandatory.

Based on the role of AQMNs within environmental emission control, and given that their spatial monitoring coverture is limited [39], nowadays, new wireless low cost sensors are available in order to assess pollution levels in ambient [40] and indoor air [41], by simultaneous monitoring in an elevated number of sampling points,

5. Possible future trends

At European level, although the application of measurement methods for monitoring air pollutants in AQMNs is normalized by Air Quality Standards, providing traceability to air pollution data among Member States, a harmonized technique for estimating the representativeness of fixed monitoring stations have not been defined.

In the future, the major requirement in regards to AQMN design should point towards the development of a particular methodology for evaluating representativeness of fixed monitoring sampling points within a network.

On the one hand, this methodology should offer evaluation criteria which would assure an adequate estimation of the representativeness and, on the other hand, they should be common and similar to all Member States.

The implementation of this reflection would result in a significant benefit for population, given that an optimization regards to location of fixed stations, and by extension on AQMN performance, it would aid to control the human exposure to atmospheric pollution in a more precise way, supporting a more realistic estimate of human health risk.
6. Conclusions

The binomial between environmental emissions and human exposure leads to Public Health concerns. In particular, emissions towards ambient air are considered the higher environmental risk. In order to control those issues, AQMNs play a paramount role for controlling air pollution in order to evaluate the compliance with those air quality objectives set by Air Quality European Standards and assist to authorities in decisions making. They consist of fixed monitoring stations and measure several criteria of air pollutants. Although each fixed station should be representative of an around area, the spatial cover of AQMNs is very limited, due to the restricted number of sampling points as a consequence of the large investment need for setting up an AQMN. Current European legislation lays down criteria for supporting location and minimum number of the fixed measurement stations within AQMN. There are numerous websites exhibiting air quality data (at local, regional and global level), by means of reports, interactive maps or time-real data.

In order to support the AQMN management, a study regards to number of times that air pollutant measures have exceeded the criteria of air quality set in European Legislation should be addressed, for identifying the pollutants which should be measured.

A relevant subject of an AQMN would point to its layout. Although, the legislation does not set methods for evaluating representativeness of the fixed measurement points or requirements for refereeing representativeness degree, this one should be tested over the time, given that new emission air pollutant sources can be emerged, which would directly affect to the AQMN performance.

Therefore, the deployment of a harmonized methodological framework is required, which allows to establish a comprehensive and comparative evaluation of the AQMN efficacy, by evaluating the representativeness of fixed monitoring stations.

This methodology should be assisted by scientists, AQMN’s managers and technicians and experts of air quality and it should lay down the concrete type of method to use, either passive methodology, modeling, series of historical data, a combination of them or other methods.

The development of this harmonized methodological would help to the reporting of spatial representativeness by the Member States to Commission European by means of a common approach.
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Industrial Air Emission Pollution: Potential Sources and Sustainable Mitigation

Rabia Munsif, Muhammad Zubair, Ayesha Aziz, and Muhammad Nadeem Zafar

Abstract

Air of cities especially in the developing parts of the world is turning into a serious environmental interest. The air pollution is because of a complex interaction of dispersion and emission of toxic pollutants from manufactories. Air pollution caused due to the introduction of dust particles, gases, and smoke into the atmosphere exceeds the air quality levels. Air pollutants are the precursor of photochemical smog and acid rain that causes the asthmatic problems leading into serious illness of lung cancer, depletes the stratospheric ozone, and contributes in global warming. In the present industrial economy era, air pollution is an unavoidable product that cannot be completely removed but stern actions can reduce it. Pollution can be reduced through collective as well as individual contributions. There are multiple sources of air pollution, which are industries, fossil fuels, agro waste, and vehicular emissions. Industrial processes upgradation, energy efficiency, agricultural waste burning control, and fuel conversion are important aspects to reducing pollutants which create the industrial air pollution. Mitigations are necessary to reduce the threat of air pollution using the various applicable technologies like CO2 sequestering, industrial energy efficiency, improving the combustion processes of the vehicular engines, and reducing the gas production from agriculture cultivations.

Keywords: environmental, pollution, industrial, emission, global warming

1. Introduction

A unique chemical wrapping that promotes life on glob and support numerous activities often referred to as air. Rapid industrialization is becoming serious concern for fresh air and healthy life [1–3]. Abundant discharge of industrial toxin making natural environment harmful, unstable, and uncomfortable for physical and also for biological environment and it leads to pollution by energy sources and chemical substances. Physical and biological environment are damage by the heat and pollutants in the air. These pollutants including vapors, aerosols, solid particles, toxic gases and smoke drive from industrial processes. Emission of air pollutants is also because of many human actions. List of six air pollutants presented by World health organization (WHO) which known as classic air pollutants in industrialized countries as nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO),...
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1. Introduction

A unique chemical wrapping that promotes life on glob and support numerous activities often referred to as air. Rapid industrialization is becoming serious concern for fresh air and healthy life [1–3]. Abundant discharge of industrial toxin making natural environment harmful, unstable, and uncomfortable for physical and also for biological environment and it leads to pollution by energy sources and chemical substances. Physical and biological environment are damage by the heat and pollutants in the air. These pollutants including vapors, aerosols, solid particles, toxic gases and smoke drive from industrial processes. Emission of air pollutants is also because of many human actions. List of six air pollutants presented by World health organization (WHO) which known as classic air pollutants in industrialized countries as nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO),
and suspended particulate matter [4]. A number of industrial sources are responsible for the emission of carbon monoxide along with, fuel-fired boilers, internal combustion gas boilers and gas stoves [5]. The quality of the combustion process is primarily indicated by carbon dioxide. Emissions of CO₂, as a result of combustion of fuels, are creating consequences on environment [6]. For the industrial combustion system carbon dioxide was also examined a major greenhouse gas [7]. For the emission of carbon dioxide from any type of combustion source a prescribed national standard was present but it is important to check that carbon dioxide emission enter into air at steep rate. Oxides of nitrogen as nitrogen dioxide (NO₂) and nitric oxide (NO) produce from thermal power plants, vehicles, industrial process and, coal burning processes [8]. Oxides of nitrogen are produced by the reaction of free oxygen and nitrogen of air which achieved at high temperature during combustion process. Fuels, rich in sulfur contents produce sulfur dioxide (SO₂) gas when used for the energy. Bennett [9] reported sulfur dioxide lifetime is about 10 days in air. Industrial stacks emitting sulfur dioxide because fuels contain a standards higher concentration of sulfur. Generally, in Pakistan the electric power supply is not adequate and consistent for supporting employments; consequently, to overcome electric energy shortage all business sectors still extensively use their private generator (Figure 1).

These generators mostly installed next to their services or along the road which is not an appropriate location. Therefore, by importing exhaust gases into the air they create many complications to the people who are traveling on the roads and the resident. Smoke opacity of industrial gas is also a parameter which has considerable potential to enhance environmental air pollution by smoke particles emission. Industrial stack points were also analyzed with reference to clean air for smoke opacity (%). It was noticed that boilers operating on furnace oil have larger value of smoke than on natural gas. According to an estimate, at least 3000 different chemicals have been identified in air through sampling of various nature. A term commonly used to describe any harmful chemical or other substance that pollutes
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the air we breathe, thereby reducing its life-sustaining quality is called air pollutant. In principle, air pollutants refer to any chemical substance that exceeds the concentration or characteristics identified as safe for the natural ingredients in the air both by nature or anthropogenically. More strictly, pollutants can be defined a substance which is potentially unsafe to the well-being or health of humans, plant and animal life, or ecosystems. Air pollution is characterized as “the presence of substances in the atmosphere that may adversely affect humans and the environment.” It may be a single chemical that is initially produced, or chemicals that are formed by subsequent reactions. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), poor outdoor air caused 4.2 million premature deaths in 2016, of which about 90% were in third world countries. Indoor smoke poses a health threat to 3.0 billion people through heating system and burning biomass, kerosene and coal [10, 11]. Air pollution is linked to a high incidence of respiratory diseases such as cancer, heart disease, stroke and asthma [12]. According to estimates from the American Lung Association, nearly 134 million people are at risk due to air pollution [13]. Although these effects come from long-term exposure, air pollution can also cause acute problems such as sneezing and coughing, eye discomfort, headache, and dizziness [14]. Particles smaller than 10 microns (classified as PM10 or PM2.5 even smaller) pose higher health risks because they can be breathed deeply into the lungs and can enter the bloodstream where air pollutants and nanoparticles have the direct impact on our health [15].

2. Sources of air pollution

Pollutants are commonly classified into solid, liquid, or gaseous substances that are discharged into the air from a fixed or mobile source, then transmit through air, and contribute in chemo physical transformation, and eventually return to the ground. It is impossible to describe the full range of potential sources and actual damage caused by various sources of air pollution but few which are more vulnerable are discussed below:

2.1 Combustion of fossil fuels

Fossil fuels as coal and oil for electricity production and road transportation, add huge amount of air pollutants like carbon dioxide, nitrogen and sulfur dioxide. Sulfur dioxide, oxides of nitrogen and fly ash are produced as main pollutants if coal is used as a fuel. Major pollutants during combustion of oil are oxides of nitrogen and sulfur dioxide, whereas coal emits particulate air pollution to the atmosphere. Similarly, important air pollutants emitted from power station are particulate matter (fly ash and soot) oxides of nitrogen (NO2 and NO) and sulfur oxides (SO2 and SO3) [16, 17]. These pollutants and other closely related chemicals are primarily source for acid rain. When PM is released into the atmosphere due to traffic and industries, these PM scatter the visible part of the sunlight radiation, but the other part of the spectrum particularly infrared and far-infrared, cause the internal heating effect of the air atmosphere below the PM surface. The Sun radiation is heating our air from outside and the traffic and industries from inside. And the PM surface is like a shield or barrier, through the heat diffusion cannot penetrate bidirectional ways.

Volcanic eruption disperses an enormous amount of sulfur dioxide into the atmosphere along with ash and smoke particle sometimes causes the temperature to rise up over the years. Particles in the air, based on their chemical composition, can also have a direct impact of being separated from climate change. They either
change the composition or size and may deplete the nutrients biosphere, damage crops, and forests and destroy cultural monuments such as monuments and statues. Many living and non-living sources emit carbon dioxide that contribute largely as pollutant. Carbon dioxide is the most common greenhouse gas, among many others which traps heat into the atmosphere via infrared radiation matching vibrations and causes climate change through global warming. Over the past 150 years, humans have driven enough CO₂ into the atmosphere to make its levels higher than they have been for hundreds of thousands of years. Air pollution in many cases prevents photosynthesis, which has a significant impact on the plants evolution, which has serious consequences for purifying the air we breathe. It also results to form acid rain, atmospheric precipitation in the form of rain, snow or fog, frost, which is released at the time of fossil fuels burning and converted by contact with water vapor in the atmosphere.

### 2.2 Industrial emissions

Industrial process emits huge amounts of organic compounds carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and chemicals into the air. A high quantity of carbon dioxide is the reasons for the greenhouse effect in the air. As the greenhouse gases absorbs infrared radiation from the surface of the planet so its presence is good for the planet. The recent climate change is due to excessive quantity of these gases as well as PM into the atmosphere [18, 19]. Different greenhouse gases contribute differently in global warming due to their unique physical and chemical properties, molecular weight and the lifetime in the atmosphere. A simple working method can calculate the relative contribution of the unit emissions of each gas relative to the cumulative CO₂ unit emissions over a fixed period of time [20, 21]. Therefore, global warming potential (GWP) can be defined as the warming effect of any greenhouse gas relative to CO₂ over a certain period of time. Greenhouse gas emissions from various sources have led to climate change, which has been accompanied by an increase in greenhouse gases [22, 23]. Greenhouse gas emissions change the Climate that is a global issue having significantly negative impacts on economic growth humans, and natural resources [24–26]. The main greenhouse gases (GHGs) and their relative quantities are carbon dioxide, (9–26%), water vapor, H₂O (36–70%), nitrous oxide (3–7%), methane, (4–9%), and other trace gases [27]. Among all the greenhouse gases, CO₂ and CH₄ cause major global surface temperature increase [28]. These gases are emitted by natural and anthropogenically. After carbon dioxide, methane is the second gas that contributes to global warming. Methane has larger impacts as a greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide, with global warming potential (GWP)s 21–25 times higher than CO₂ [29–32].

### 2.3 Agricultural sources

Agriculture activities often release harmful chemicals like pesticides and fertilizers [33]. Organic matter gradually reduces the water and oxygen in soil during flooding of rice fields; as a result, methane is produce by anaerobic decomposition [34, 35]. Globally methane emission is much lower than CO₂ emissions annually. The concentration of CH₄ in the air is 200 times lesser than carbon dioxide [36] but approximately 20% effects of global warming, because of methane [37, 38]. Naturally it is emitted by marshland [39], termites, wildfires [36], grasslands [36], coal seams [40] and lakes [41]. Human sources of methane include public solid waste landfills coal mine paddy fields oil and gas drilling, pastures rising main sewers, wastewater treatment plants, manure management and agricultural
products. Its emission through agriculture sector increased by 11–24% from 2000 to 2010 [33, 42–50].

2.4 Other natural and anthropogenic sources

Natural sources are particulate matter (PM) includes dust produced from the earth’s crustal surface, coastal sea salt, form pollens of plant and animal debris [51]. Volcanic eruptions also contribute huge quantities of particles into the environment. Majorly an amount of 3.0 thousand tons of sulfur dioxide emits every day while episodes of great activity. Forest fires of rural areas produce large amounts of all kind of particulate matter including carbon black. Among other sources of natural pollution of air includes lighting in the sky that generate significant quantities of oxides of nitrogen (NOx); hydrogen sulphide produced from oceans algae and marshy methane. Additionally, concentrations of ozone at ground level, formed because of reaction of nitrogen gases and volatile organic compounds in the presence of sunlight. As far as the human sources are concerned in urban areas, air pollutants come from human-activities, such as cars, trucks, air planes, marine engines, etc. and factories, electric power plants, etc. Nowadays, vehicles on the road constitute the major source of air pollution in the populated areas of countries. Carbon constituted fossil fuels produces carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons whereas NOx a combination of nitrogen and oxygen gases produced at high temperature. Another very significant thing that road transport accounts a major source of air pollution [52]. It is specified that road transport is the second source of air emissions up to 28.6% after the industrial use of solvents which is 41.4%.

3. Mitigation

Countries, departments and researchers all over the world are dealing for several forms of mitigations for air pollution. In order to restrict global warming, there is a need to take different measures. Important is the addition of more renewable energy sources, substituting gasoline vehicles with zero-emission vehicles as electric vehicles. As an example rapid industrial expansion is China. In china the government is supporting coal-fired power plant. Similarly, in the United States, emission standards setting has improved the air quality, especially in places of worth importance. Contrarily by adding ventilation, using air purifiers, purifying radon gas, running exhaust fans in bathrooms and kitchens and avoiding smoking people can avoid indoor air pollution. While working on a home project, use paint and other products with less volatile compounds. Countries all over the globe have commitments to limit carbon dioxide emissions and other greenhouse gases in the light of Paris Agreement [53, 54] banning hydrophobic hydrocarbons (HFCs) other than chlorofluorocarbon CFCs [55].

3.1 CO₂ sequestering

In this method carbon dioxide is extracted from the air using a solid or liquid adsorbent. Examples of mostly used solid adsorbents include, activated carbon, zeolite, or activated alumina whereas liquid sorbents include, high pH solutions of sodium hydroxide, potassium hydroxide some organic solvents such as monoethanolamine [56, 57]. A method for capturing carbon dioxide from the air includes a number of steps including exposing CO₂ in air to a solution containing an alkali to obtain an alkaline solution that absorbs the carbon dioxide [56].
3.2 Biomass burning

Incomplete combustion of biomass results in production of hazardous gases. The main sources of such emissions are burning of wood, domestic waste, agricultural residues, waste, and charcoal. In developing economies combustion of biomass generally refers to the biofuels combustion for heating, lighting purposes and cooking in small combustion equipment. Because the conditions of burning and types of these fuels vary widely, measures for this category are highly difficult and uncertain to predict.

3.3 Coal mining

Produced of methane by coalification process, and vegetation is transformed into coal by many environmental conditions [58]. The amount of methane gas evolved by mining operations is a function of two main factors: coal depth and coal level [59]. From coal mining, there are four main sources of methane emissions, which are underground coal mines and surface coal mines. These processes account for most of the global emissions of methane from mining. Surface coal mines emit much lower methane as compare to underground coal mines because generally coal mines are at lower rank and capture methane into methane during post-mining operations. Activities of coal mining and processing, continues after operations which emit the methane [60].

3.4 Rice cultivation

Methane emissions through rice production and cultivation can be decreased by selecting proper rice varieties, fertilizers, and water systems. It has been proved that larger total weight rice varieties emit less methane [61, 62]. Fresh straw in the 3 months before transplantation and combined with straw fertilizers before transplantation, plus methane emissions, intermittent irrigation were reduced by 23 and 49%, respectively [63]. Application of potassium fertilizer during flowering period drainage reduce methane emissions.

3.5 Direct utilization of gas

For the production of liquid natural gas and to run leachate evaporators landfill gas can be directly used as fuel. In industrial processes such as kiln operations, boilers, drying operations, and asphalt and cement production landfill methane gas can be used and transported. Natural gas collected from landfills can be transported to local industries directly and use as an alternative or supplementary fuel [64].

3.6 Fuel conversion

Shifting to low-carbon fuels from high-carbon can be comparatively cost-effective principle to reduce the emissions of gaseous because this enhance the efficiency of combustion and reduce the amount of pollutants. In addition, briquette coal and carbon burnout techniques are used in fuel based power plants to minimize the production of pollutants. This pre-combustion method requires almost no hardware changes to the facility and therefore has a lower investment cost. Fuel conversion application to industrial sectors such as the steel, cement and chemical CO₂ emissions can be reduced by 10–20%. There are some essential interrogations about
the opportunities that exist for converting fuels in a cost-effective manner. Fuel choices are usually industry dependent, so cost-effective alternatives are limited however, some special opportunities to replace coal-fired boilers with natural gas fired gas-driven steam production; and use natural gas instead of coal to burn blast furnaces [65]. For example, briquette alternative fuels result in a 9–16% increase in fuel costs, although an estimated 26% CO₂ emissions are reduced. Improved fuel efficiency and reduced standard pollutant emissions depends on variable fuel costs which cannot be completely estimated. According to an estimate carbon depletion can save 1.5% of fuel costs. Carbon reductions achieved from ash, by replacing the production of Portland cement is estimated to reduce 144,000 tons of carbon dioxide annually [66].

3.7 Combustion efficiency

Improvement in the current combustion systems have the potential to gear up the energy efficiency. The average thermal performance of current combustion is 32–33% [67]. Control of wasted heat into electricity may result into efficiencies of 45–55%. According to the Department of Energy, the combined energy projects are the main source of greenhouse gases reduction. Technologies like the natural gas combined cycle and combined cycle gas turbine proved for the improving of combustion efficiency and proportionally reduced greenhouse gas emissions and standard pollutant emissions. Additionally, integrated gasification combined cycle system is a step forward to reduce the costs associated with capturing and separating CO₂ from the exhaust stream. Increased operating and fuel costs may be offset by the combined benefits of increased efficiency, reduced pollutants, and credits for emission reductions. An ample evidence that industrial upgradation can reduce greenhouse gas emission, pollutants, and lower operating costs, and current environmental regulations have hindered the adoption of this technology [68]. Air quality regulations determine the operational fuel input rather than power output emission to upgrade of thermal efficiency. However, the environmental agencies provide a guidance document on energy efficiency which begun to address regulatory barriers to improving thermal efficiency [69]. Another source of energy efficiency that can be achieved in the industrial sector is the use of direct fossil fuels. Manufacturing is a major candidate for improving energy efficiency, both of which are achieved through many technological upgrades. Overall, process control and energy management systems for all industries can better control combustion efficiency and fuel use; combined heat and power systems can use waste heat as additional energy; high-efficiency, low-friction motors and drive systems improved the overall efficiency of successfully generating power. In addition to these general categories, various manufacturing industries also have opportunities to improve energy efficiency. Specific industrial sectors with greenhouse gas mitigation potential include cement manufacturing, metal production, refineries, pulp and paper mills, and chemical manufacturing [68].

Combustion efficiency of combustion systems depends on the factors such as type of combustion system, fuel, burner and air fuel ratio for combustion. Significant amount of air pollutants depending on nature of fuel enter into the environment. World health organization (WHO) has provided six listed air pollutants known as classic air pollutants [4]. If coal is used as a fuel, fly ash, sulfur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen are the major pollutant. Combustion of coal produces particulate air pollution whereas in case of oil, sulfur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen are major pollutants emitted to the atmosphere. Similarly, three major air
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pollutants, particulate matter (fly ash and soot) sulfur oxides (SO$_2$ and SO$_3$) and oxides of nitrogen (NO and NO$_2$) emitted from power station.

Method for calculating efficiency:

\[
\text{Efficiency (\% E)} = 100 - \Sigma \text{losses}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Losses are as:

1. Temperature flue gas.
4. Un-measured losses.

In one of our research work different textile units were examined for stack emissions from boilers and generators. Table 1 illustrates the results of emissions from boilers. Values of carbon monoxide (CO) were in the range of 0 mg/Nm$^3$ in CT-Tex to 4903 mg/Nm$^3$ in HS-Tex. Most of the industries were in compliance of national quality standards of Pakistan, i.e., 800 mg/Nm$^3$. HS-Tex was exceeding the limit of standards for CO emission. Similarly, Table 2 represents the gaseous emission of diesel generators. A massive amount of gaseous emissions are produced from generators along with heating which affect the climatic condition at the large scale [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industries</th>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>CO (mg/Nm$^3$)</th>
<th>CO$_2$ (mg/Nm$^3$)</th>
<th>NO + NO$_2$ (mg/Nm$^3$)</th>
<th>SO$_2$ (mg/Nm$^3$)</th>
<th>H$_2$ (mg/Nm$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IP-Tex</td>
<td>Furnace oil</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>221,964</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>3363</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT-Tex</td>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>125,321</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR-Tex</td>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>139,857</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-Tex</td>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>207,428</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF-Tex</td>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>207,625</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS-Tex</td>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>4903</td>
<td>58,732</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>174.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. 
Gaseous emissions of boilers of textile industries operating with different fuels [70].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industries</th>
<th>CO (mg/Nm$^3$)</th>
<th>CO$_2$ (mg/Nm$^3$)</th>
<th>NO + NO$_2$ (mg/Nm$^3$)</th>
<th>SO$_2$ (mg/Nm$^3$)</th>
<th>H$_2$ (mg/Nm$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IP-Tex</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>21,714</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT-Tex</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>1342</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR-Tex</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>131,429</td>
<td>2297</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-Tex</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>94,286</td>
<td>2445</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF-Tex</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>86,000</td>
<td>2144</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS-Tex</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>76,143</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. 
Gaseous emissions diesel generators operation in different industries [70].
4. Conclusion

Quality of life (air) in cities is getting worse as the industrialization, population, energy use and traffic increase. Some air pollutants in larger amount crossing WHO standards, mainly in cities of industrialized countries permitting meaningful statistical trends to air pollutants. The complexity of air pollutants, particularly related to the health impacts in cities, has improved indicators to analyze the accessible monitoring data sufficient for decision making and reporting. Our assessment illustrates that the economic costs of the environmental clash proceeding from sources of combustion in industries tested is potentially excessive. Regarding to the living quality it will be serious concern if no additional control measures were implemented in future. For industrial air pollution there is an immediate need to improve the evaluation and monitoring systems. In cities where strategic planning is not-existing or weak, to improve the quality of air there should be an implementation of environmental management system.
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Chapter 5

Methods to Reduce Mercury and Nitrogen Oxides Emissions from Coal Combustion Processes

Maria Jędrusik, Dariusz Łuszkiewicz and Arkadiusz Świeczok

Abstract

The chapter presents the issue of reducing mercury and nitrogen oxides emissions from the flue gas of coal-fired boilers. The issue is particularly relevant due to the stricter regulations regarding exhaust gas purity. A brief review of the methods for reducing Hg and NOx emissions has been made, pointing out their pros and cons. Against this background, the results of the authors' own research on the injection of selected oxidants into flue gases to remove both of these pollutants are presented. The injection of sodium chlorite solution into the flue gas (400 MWe lignite fired unit) upstream the wet flue gas desulphurization (WFGD) absorber contributed to the oxidation of both metallic mercury and nitric oxide and enhanced their removal efficiency. The results of tests on lignite and hard coal flue gases indicate that in order to reduce the unfavorable phenomenon of mercury re-emission from WFGD absorbers, in some cases, it is necessary to add selected chemical compounds (e.g., sulfides) to the desulfurization system. The results of field tests for flue gas from lignite (400 MWe unit) and hard coal-fired boilers (195 and 220 MWe units) confirmed the usefulness of oxidizer injection technology to reduce mercury emissions below the level required by BAT conclusions.

Keywords: Hg emissions, NOx emissions, combustion, industrial pollution, heavy metals

1. Introduction

In nature mercury is present in trace amounts only; due to its toxicity and the ability to join various natural cycles, it poses a threat to human health and life. Mercury exposure, even in small amounts, poses a threat to both people and the environment. A global study commissioned by United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) confirmed the high environmental impact of mercury, entirely justifying the actions implemented to combat its spread on the international level. In recent years, the European Union has been systematically tightening standards for permissible mercury concentrations in atmospheric air.

According to UNEP data, in 2015 the global emissions from anthropogenic sources amounted to 2220 tons of mercury, accounting for almost 30% of the total atmospheric emissions of mercury. The remaining 70% comes from environmental processes and contemporary natural sources [1]. The technological processes with...
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Abstract

The chapter presents the issue of reducing mercury and nitrogen oxides emissions from the flue gas of coal-fired boilers. The issue is particularly relevant due to the stricter regulations regarding exhaust gas purity. A brief review of the methods for reducing Hg and NOx emissions has been made, pointing out their pros and cons. Against this background, the results of the authors’ own research on the injection of selected oxidants into flue gases to remove both of these pollutants are presented. The injection of sodium chlorite solution into the flue gas (400 MWe lignite fired unit) upstream the wet flue gas desulphurization (WFGD) absorber contributed to the oxidation of both metallic mercury and nitric oxide and enhanced their removal efficiency. The results of tests on lignite and hard coal flue gases indicate that in order to reduce the unfavorable phenomenon of mercury re-emission from WFGD absorbers, in some cases, it is necessary to add selected chemical compounds (e.g., sulfides) to the desulfurization system. The results of field tests for flue gas from lignite (400 MWe unit) and hard coal-fired boilers (195 and 220 MWe units) confirmed the usefulness of oxidizer injection technology to reduce mercury emissions below the level required by BAT conclusions.
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1. Introduction

In nature mercury is present in trace amounts only; due to its toxicity and the ability to join various natural cycles, it poses a threat to human health and life. Mercury exposure, even in small amounts, poses a threat to both people and the environment. A global study commissioned by United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) confirmed the high environmental impact of mercury, entirely justifying the actions implemented to combat its spread on the international level. In recent years, the European Union has been systematically tightening standards for permissible mercury concentrations in atmospheric air.

According to UNEP data, in 2015 the global emissions from anthropogenic sources amounted to 2220 tons of mercury, accounting for almost 30% of the total atmospheric emissions of mercury. The remaining 70% comes from environmental processes and contemporary natural sources [1]. The technological processes with
the largest share in mercury emissions are gold production, 38%; coal combustion, 21%; nonferrous metallurgy, 15%; cement plants, 11%; waste incineration plants processing mercury-containing waste, 7%; and combustion of other fuels, including biomass, 3%. Analyzing data on mercury emissions in the respective continents, it can be stated that we find the highest ones in Asia, with about 1084 tons p.a.; in South America, about 409 tons p.a.; Sub-Saharan Africa, 360 tons p.a.; and in the European Union, with 77.2 tons p.a. [1]. Therefore, we can see that the processes of burning fossil fuels form one of the most significant sources of global atmospheric emissions of mercury.

Research on Polish coals [2] demonstrates that the average mercury content in hard coal ranges from 50 to 150 ppb and 120 to 370 ppb in the case of lignite. For comparison, the mercury content of American coals is about 30–670 ppb, with the average content for hard coal of 70 and 118 ppb for lignite. The mercury content in furnace waste indicates that it is mainly found in fly ash and only a small part of it in slag. Literature data indicates that in the result of burning coal, approximately 30–75% of the mercury, contained in the fuel, will be released into the atmosphere [3].

In the process of coal combustion, a number of chemical reactions occur that lead to the decomposition of all chemical compounds containing mercury. In the result of these processes, at a temperature above 600°C, only the metallic mercury Hg⁰ in the form of vapor will be present in the exhaust gas [4]. As the exhaust gas is cooled below 540°C [5], this mercury can be oxidized by gas phase components such as NO₂, HCl, SO₂, H₂O, and fly ash, producing various compounds of mercury (Table 1).

It was noticed that when burning coals containing significant amounts of chlorine, bromine, or iodine, the concentration of oxidized mercury increases with simultaneous decrease in concentration of metallic mercury. In the process of burning carbons containing chlorine, bromine, or iodine, the process of mercury oxidation is such that during this combustion salts containing chlorine, iodine, or bromine is decomposed into HCl, HI, and HBr, whereby 0.5–9% of these compounds are further decomposed to Cl₂, I₂, and Br₂. These react with metallic mercury to form HgCl₂, HgBr₂, and HgI₂ salts, respectively, which are stable at high temperatures in vapor form. Oxidized mercury is removed from the flue gas both in dust collectors and in wet and semidry flue gas desulfurization units [6]. However, the efficiency of removal of metallic Hg⁰ in the aforementioned devices is low.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Boiling point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Hg</td>
<td>356.6°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Mercuric chloride</td>
<td>HgCl₂</td>
<td>302.0°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Mercuric bromide</td>
<td>HgBr₂</td>
<td>322.0°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Mercury(II) iodide</td>
<td>HgI₂</td>
<td>354.0°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Mercurous oxide</td>
<td>Hg₂O</td>
<td>Decomposes at &gt;100°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Mercuric oxide</td>
<td>HgO</td>
<td>Decomposes at &gt;500°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Mercury(II) carbonate</td>
<td>Hg₂CO₃</td>
<td>Decomposes at &gt;130°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Mercury(II) nitrate</td>
<td>Hg(NO₃)₂</td>
<td>Melting point 79°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Mercury(II) sulfate</td>
<td>HgSO₄</td>
<td>Decomposes before reaching liquid phase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.
Mercury compounds in flue gases from coal combustion processes.
The degree of the removal of mercury and its compounds depends mainly on the degree of transition of metallic mercury to oxidized mercury, with HgCl₂ accounting for the main part of oxidized mercury. The value of Hg emissions depends on the combustion process and the method of exhaust gas purification; the mercury removal efficiency in an electrostatic precipitator is 30–40%, while in a wet desulfurization plant, as much as 80–90% of Hg²⁺ (divalent) mercury and mercury adsorbed by the solid phase will be removed, but in the case of elemental Hg⁰ mercury, far less is removed, with a removal efficiency of just 26.6% [3].

The proportions between individual forms of mercury in the exhaust gas downstream the boiler depend mainly on the type of furnace and fuel characteristics (mercury, halides, and ash content of coal). The content of halides (fluorine, bromine, iodine, and chlorine) and mercury in fuel has the greatest impact on the amount of Hg²⁺, while the ash content determines the amount of Hg(p) [7]. For example, the proportions between elemental mercury, oxidized mercury, and ash-bound mercury in flue gas downstream of a pulverized coal boiler are on average 56% (8–94%), 34% (5–82%), and 10% (1–28%), respectively [7]. The type of furnace is not without significance for the mercury speciation in the exhaust gas. Circulating fluidized bed boilers generate the highest amount of Hg(p) (up to 65% of the so-called total mercury HgT defined as HgT = Hg⁰ + Hg²⁺ + Hg(p)) due to the extended contact time between gaseous mercury and fly ash and the low temperature of the exhaust gas downstream of the boiler [7].

The European Commission (on July 31, 2017) established conclusions on the best available techniques (BAT) for large combustion plants (LCP). BAT conclusions tighten the regulations related to the emissions from combustion processes, including nitrogen and sulfur oxides, and introduce mercury emission limits (that were not present in the EU till that date). Table 2 contains the permissible concentrations of mercury and nitrogen oxides in the exhaust gas, resulting from the BAT conclusions. BAT conclusions include ranges of emission limit values for mercury and nitrogen oxides in exhaust gases, with maximum concentration values that will apply from 2021 onwards. Permissible mercury concentrations in exhaust gases resulting from BAT conclusions [8] are referred to as total mercury HgT. These values vary depending on the status of the source. For existing sources with a capacity of >300 MWₜ, they are 1–4 μg/m³ USR for hard coal and 1–7 μg/m³ USR for lignite. For new sources with a capacity of >300 MWₜ, they are 1–2 μg/m³ USR for hard coal and 1–4 μg/m³ USR for lignite. Concentrations are converted to standard USR means conditions: (dry gas at a temperature of 273.15 K and a pressure of 101.3 kPa, calculated for oxygen content in the flue gas O₂ = 6%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxidant</th>
<th>Oxidizing potential, V</th>
<th>Oxidizing potential relative to oxygen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen, O₂</td>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen radical, O</td>
<td>1.229</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorine, Cl₂</td>
<td>1.360</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen peroxide, H₂O₂</td>
<td>1.760</td>
<td>2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone, O₃</td>
<td>2.080</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorine (I) anion, ClO⁻</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorate (III) anion, ClO₂⁻</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypochlorous acid, HClO</td>
<td>1.630</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.
Oxidation potentials of oxidants used [31].
BAT conclusions include the range of mercury emission limit values for exhaust gases while specifying maximum concentration values that will apply from August 18, 2021 onwards. The lower values indicate levels that can be obtained using best available techniques, and as long as these values are not required now, it can be expected that existing and new coal units will have to achieve them in near future [8]. This means that users of combustion plants should seek for methods to achieve lower emission levels resulting from the BAT conclusions. The implementation of BAT conclusions thus forms a significant challenge for coal energy in Europe and in particular for the Polish energy sector. The introduction of emission limits also necessitates the addition of Hg\(^T\) measurement devices to the pollution monitoring system [8].

BAT conclusions also reduce the permissible levels of nitrogen oxides (NO\(_x\)) emissions. For existing sources, fired with hard coal and lignite, with a capacity of \(>300\) MW\(_t\), these amount to 85 (65)–150 mg/m\(^3\), and for new sources with a capacity of \(>300\) MW\(_t\), to 50 (65)–85 mg/m\(^3\) in standard conditions.

The above provisions are associated with the need to implement selective catalytic reduction (SCR) and selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) techniques as well as other techniques, including integrated exhaust gas treatment (multipollutant technologies), in which a single device is applied to remove at least two pollutants. In this study, we would like to point to the possibility of such integrated flue gas treatment in absorbers of the wet flue gas desulfurization method. The wet limestone method is a common SO\(_2\) removal technology used in power plants both in Europe and worldwide. The desulfurization efficiency of this method ranges from 90 to 95%. This technology is also very popular in Polish conditions, accounting for some 90% of the desulfurization installations.

2. Methods for reducing mercury emissions

2.1 Primary methods

Enrichment of coal prior to the combustion process, e.g., by removing pyrite, can significantly reduce mercury emissions. It is estimated that 65–70% of mercury in Polish coals occurs in combination with pyrite.

Coal enrichment methods are mainly based on physical separation of the mineral substance and involve the use of density differences (gravitational separation) or differences in the wettability of the components (flotation).

One of the methods that do apply dry gravitational separation is the removal of pyrite in purpose-modernized coal mills. The technology is offered by Hansom [9].

Primary methods also include changing the combustion process. For example fluidized bed furnaces to lower the exhaust gas temperature and ash grain composition or using of low emissions burners to lower exhaust gas temperature. Another solution is to replace the coal used for combustion and mixing high Hg and S content coals with those with lower contents of these elements [10]. What is also applied is the addition of halides, in the form of bromine, iodine, and chlorine salts, to the burning coal [11]. The oxidizing properties of these compounds contribute to the increase in the proportion of oxidized mercury in the exhaust gases, which in turn contributes to its more effective retention in existing aftertreatment devices. Unfortunately, these methods cannot guarantee the reduction of mercury to the level required by BAT conclusions.

2.2 Secondary methods

The degree of the removal of mercury and its compounds depends mainly on the degree of transition of metallic mercury to oxidized mercury. Secondary methods
consist mainly of removing oxidized mercury adsorbed on ash particles or other adsorbent, e.g., activated carbon, in its form bound with particulates—Hg(p).

An important group of secondary methods are the adsorptive mercury removal methods. They rely on binding of oxidized forms of mercury on the surface of adsorbents. What they use is the affinity of mercury vapors to various adsorbents. The most common adsorber is activated carbon in powdered form (powdered activated carbon). However, due to the limited efficiency of Hg⁰ reduction of this typical form of carbon, it is necessary to impregnate this medium with sulfur, iodine, chlorine, or bromine to improve the efficiency of mercury vapor retention. This increases the efficiency of mercury oxidation and its adsorption on PAC particles. Studies demonstrated that ordinary activated carbon can retain up to 80% of mercury in a higher oxidation state but only some 40–50% of elemental mercury. In contrast, carbon impregnated with sulfur, for example, adsorbs over 80% Hg⁰ and the iodine impregnated carbon virtually 100% [12].

2.2.1 Injection of activated carbon (PAC) in exhaust gases

Activated carbon is usually injected into the exhaust gas duct before the ESP or fabric filter (Figure 1). This technology is used in waste incineration facilities and coal-fired power plants. The effectiveness of this method depends primarily on the type and structure of PAC, the chemical properties of the sorbent surface, the amount of injected coal, and the temperature of the exhaust gas. The main disadvantage of this technology is the increase in the carbon content of ash, which significantly limits the possibilities of ash utilization. Sometimes it can also reduce dust collection efficiency, especially when particles of submicron scale are considered.

To tackle this issue, activated carbon injection downstream the ESP and further exhaust gas purification in the fabric filter are applied (Figure 2). However, this makes it necessary to dispose ash from two different locations [13].

Another solution for the injection of activated carbon into exhaust gases is the sorbent injection upstream the air preheater into the zone with a much higher temperature than in the solutions used so far downstream the air preheater or the electrostatic precipitator, i.e., the Alstom Mer-Cure™ technology [14] (Figure 3).

2.2.2 The use of systems for catalytic reduction of nitrogen oxides (SCR) for the oxidation of mercury

It was found, based on the research, that in flue gas denitrification installations based on the selective catalytic reduction method, the oxidation of Hg⁰ mercury
to Hg$^{2+}$ form occurs. The condition for this process, however, is the appropriate chlorine content in the flue gas. Typically, for hard coal, this content proves sufficient to trigger the oxidation process. Important for this process is the fact that the denitrification and oxidation reactions of mercury cannot occur simultaneously, because they depend on the same active centers. Research in industrial conditions indicates that the achievable degree of mercury oxidation is up to 78% [15].

When lignite is burned, the absence of chlorine in the flue gas causes oxidation reactions not to occur. In this case, NH$_4$Cl injection upstream of the SCR catalyst is proposed to allow mercury oxidation in the catalyst (Figure 4). NH$_4$Cl or NH$_4$OH injection takes place in a zone with a temperature of about 370–420°C, and then activated carbon is added to the exhaust gas, after which the exhaust gas is directed to a dust collector (ESP or fabric filter), and finally to the absorber of the wet desulfurization method [16].

2.2.3 Injection of oxidizing additives and the use of fly ash as the adsorbent

Based on numerous studies [17–23], it was found that with use of chloride additives, it is possible to achieve high efficiency of mercury vapor adsorption on ordinary activated carbon or other sorbents (fly ash) [12, 24].

The proposed method involves the injection of aqueous additive solutions based on chlorite and/or potassium permanganate into the exhaust duct upstream the electrostatic precipitator [25] (Figure 5).

The degree of mercury oxidation in this technology depends on numerous parameters; the most important of them are flue gas temperature; flue gas composition, including the SO$_2$, SO$_3$, and NO concentrations; pH; and the chemical composition of fly ash. The main oxidized mercury compounds are HgO and Hg(NO$_3$)$_2$. Part of the oxidized mercury is adsorbed on fly ash particles and as Hg(p) is removed with dust in the ESP unit. The remaining Hg$^{2+}$ mercury in gaseous form is retained in the WFGD absorber and is removed along with the wastewater.

2.3 Removal of oxidized mercury in flue gas purification devices

2.3.1 Removal of mercury in electrostatic precipitators

Tests of mercury content in fly ash upstream of the electrostatic precipitator demonstrate that it is several times higher than the mercury content of coal, which indicates a high sorption capacity of fly ash [26, 27]. The mechanism of mercury adsorption is as follows: in the boiler (temperature of above 1400°C), mercury is in the form of metallic mercury vapors, while the chlorine (HCl) contained in the flue gas activates carbon particles in the ash, and as the flue gas cools down, Hg$_0$ adsorbs in the chlorinated carbon pores and undergoes oxidation. If there is no HCl (HBr, HI) in the flue gas, there is also no Hg$_0$ sorption on the ash particles, and the sorption of oxidized HgCl$_2$ mercury is also low.

Research on mercury content in fly ash from hard coal combustion in both pulverized coal and grate boilers indicates a higher Hg content in fine grains. In Figure 6 we present the results of mercury content testing in individual fractions of fly ash grains from a pulverized coal boiler.

The sorption of mercury and its compounds depends significantly on the flue gas temperature and the content of unburned carbon in fly ash particles. Thus, sorption of HCl and NO$_x$ increases with increasing temperature and decreases with increasing content of unburned carbon.
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2.3 Removal of oxidized mercury in flue gas purification devices

2.3.1 Removal of mercury in electrostatic precipitators

Tests of mercury content in fly ash upstream of the electrostatic precipitator demonstrate that it is several times higher than the mercury content of coal, which indicates a high sorption capacity of fly ash [26, 27]. The mechanism of mercury adsorption is as follows: in the boiler (temperature of above 1400°C), mercury is in the form of metallic mercury vapors, while the chlorine (HCl) contained in the flue gas activates carbon particles in the ash, and as the flue gas cools down, Hg0 adsorbs in the chlorinated carbon pores and undergoes oxidation. If there is no HCl (HBr, HI) in the flue gas, there is also no Hg0 sorption on the ash particles, and the sorption of oxidized HgCl2 mercury is also low.

Research on mercury content in fly ash from hard coal combustion in both pulverized coal and grate boilers indicates a higher Hg content in fine grains. In Figure 6 we present the results of mercury content testing in individual fractions of fly ash grains from a pulverized coal boiler.

The sorption of mercury and its compounds depends significantly on the flue gas temperature and the content of unburned carbon in fly ash particles. Thus,
2.3.2 Removal of mercury in desulphurization installations

2.3.2.1 Mercury removal in absorbers of wet flue gas desulfurization installations

Oxidized mercury compounds contained in the flue gas (mainly the HgCl₂) are removed in FGD absorbers, whereas the Hg²⁺ reacts with the sulfides in the exhaust gas, e.g., with H₂S, to form mercury sulfide HgS, which is then precipitated. We also know the phenomenon of mercury re-emission from flue gas desulfurization absorbers. If the sulfide content in the suspension is too low, a chemical reduction of Hg²⁺ to Hg⁰ may occur, resulting in higher concentration of metallic mercury downstream the absorber than upstream of it.

It is assumed that the efficiency of removing oxidized mercury in FGD absorbers reaches a value of up to 70%, while it can happen that almost all the oxidized mercury is removed in a dust collector, with only the metallic mercury reaching the absorber [6]. In this case, it is recommended to directly introduce oxidizing additive to the main FGD cycle [28].

2.3.2.2 Removal of mercury in semidry flue gas desulfurization installations

In semidry installations, the desulfurization process of the desulfurization reaction products (waste) remains dry. This process is implemented either by spraying lime milk in the upper part of the reactor (spray dryer) or using the so-called pneumatic reactor, where the sorbent and water are separately fed in its lower part. The resulting dry waste is most often recirculated, and the exhaust gases are dedusted in a fabric filter. The long residence time of sorbent particles in the reactor and the flow of exhaust gas through the filter cake in the bag filter allow for the additional benefit of removing quite a number of impurities, including mercury, provided that an appropriate sorbent is selected.
The semidry method using a pneumatic reactor integrated with a fabric filter for desulfurization of flue gas demonstrated a significant mercury removal efficiency of about 96%, when feeding additional activated carbon together with the primary sorbent (hydrated lime) [29].

3. Methods for reducing nitrogen oxides (NOx)

Methods for reducing nitrogen oxides from coal combustion in power plants can be divided into two main groups, i.e., the primary and secondary methods. Primary methods rely on the organization of the combustion process in the chamber, primarily through the use of low-emission burners, air staging, exhaust gas recirculation, or reduction of the combustion temperature (fluidized bed boilers). The second group of methods is the secondary method, i.e., the selective catalytic and non-catalytic reduction and oxidative methods.

The latter group of secondary methods is applied in the integrated flue gas cleaning process. The basis for the operation of oxidative methods is the oxidation of sparingly soluble impurities in exhaust gases, i.e., nitric oxide and mercury to soluble forms, and their removal together with SO2 by means of absorption or condensation [30]. There are many oxidants that are applied in oxidative methods. The most recommended oxidizing agents are ozone (O3), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and numerous compounds of chlorine (NaClO, NaClO2, Ca(ClO)2, ClO2) [31]. Whenever a gaseous oxidant is used, it may be fed directly to the flue gas duct; in the case of liquid oxidants, the conditions necessary for their evaporation should be provided, or, alternatively, they can be used as an additive to the sorption liquid in the absorber [18]. Comparison of the oxidizing potential of individual oxidants with respect to oxygen is presented in Table 2.

As you can see, ozone has the highest oxidation potential, and it has the valuable advantage in that it enables oxidation of NO and NO2 to higher nitrogen oxides, while other oxidants oxidize it predominantly to NO2 only [31]. The fact that oxidation occurs in the gas phase, which affects the increase in reaction rate, is also significant. Oxidation methods allow for the simultaneous removal of nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, and mercury from flue gases in a single installation, with an efficiency exceeding 90%. Due to the lower operating and investment costs, they form an alternative to the commonly used combination of SCR and FGD. The presence of dust in the flue gas affects the amount of oxidizer used, and therefore a high-performance dust collector should be used upstream of the installation. In the case of commercial pollutant removal installations, ozone is the main oxidizer used for nitrogen oxides. Removal of the reaction products of nitrogen oxides with ozone takes place by means of absorption, for example, by the Lextran [32, 33] and LoTOx methods [34–36]. In Lextran method ozone is added to the flue gas before the absorber feed by mixture of water and catalyst. In LoTOx method, ozone is introduced before FGD absorber.

Another solution is to reduce pollution from flue gas with liquid oxidants. It involves their introduction into flue gas upstream of the wet or semidry flue gas desulfurization installations. Their task is to oxidize both the nitrogen oxide to NO2 and the metallic mercury to Hg2+. In the case of wet flue gas desulfurization installations, liquid oxidants may also be added to the sorption liquid tank. Hydrogen peroxide [37] is a very popular oxidant used in industry, having the valuable advantage in that it is not as harmful to the environment as chlorine compounds and, at the same time, it is relatively cheap. Exhaust gas treatment with hydrogen peroxide is an extremely promising process. Many researchers around the world are working to improve its effectiveness in relation to the oxidation of nitrogen oxides. Works are carried out
on combining the dosing of hydrogen peroxide with metal oxides [38], activating hydrogen peroxide using ultraviolet rays [39], combining H$_2$O$_2$ injection with catalysts (Fe-Al, Fe$_2$O$_3$, Fe-Ti) promoting the formation of OH$^-$ radicals [40], and using a combination of two oxidants, e.g., H$_2$O$_2$/NaClO$_2$ [41]. The results of these experiments are all very promising, and we can expect that future industrial flue gas cleaning installations will apply the presented processes. The achieved efficiency of NO$_x$ and Hg removal from the carrier gas, at least in lab scale tests, is at the level of 90% [42]. Work on the use of sodium chlorite was also carried out on a laboratory and pilot scale [43]. It achieved a removal efficiency of 99% for SO$_2$ and Hg and 90% for NO$_x$.

4. Technologies for simultaneous removal of Hg$^+$ and NO$_x$: authors’ own research

As already mentioned, the efficiency of mercury removal in flue gas cleaning installations depends on the speciation of mercury, and the mercury present in the flue gas occurs in both the Hg$^0$ and the Hg$^{2+}$ forms. Hg$^{2+}$ oxidation increases with the increase in the content of halides (chlorides, bromides, and iodides) in carbon. In the absence of a natural oxidant, as is the case with lignite, liquid oxidative additive can be used for Hg$^0$ oxidation. Absorbers of the wet flue gas desulfurization plant capture mercury in the Hg$^{2+}$ gas form. In the result of cooperation between the Wrocław University of Technology and Rafako S.A., we developed an Hg emission reduction technology dedicated for hard coal and lignite-fired units. The method involves the injection of sodium chlorite into the exhaust duct upstream the WFGD absorber. In the result of injection of the oxidant, Hg$^0$ is oxidized to Hg$^{2+}$ and NO to NO$_2$, and these oxidation products are captured from the flue gas together with SO$_2$ in the WFGD absorber. The technology has been tested on an industrial scale in a 400 MW$_e$ lignite-fired unit.

4.1 Research on the impact of injection of oxidizer in exhaust gases on the efficiency of Hg and NO$_x$ reduction

The tests were carried out using exhaust gases from a lignite-fired dust boiler (400 MW$_e$) equipped with a selective non-catalytic NO$_x$ reduction installation, an electrostatic precipitator, and a wet flue gas desulfurization installation. The WFGD absorber is equipped with four levels of sprinkling and a system for feeding adipic acid into the suspension in order to increase the desulfurization efficiency. The test installation for injection of oxidizer (sodium chlorite) was built between the exhaust fan and the fan supporting the WFGD installation. The choice of the additive injection site upstream the booster fan guaranteed very good mixing of the additive with exhaust gases. The mercury content of the fuel during the tests varied between 0.215 and 0.701 mg/kg. A diagram of the installation, along with the location of the measuring points, is shown in Figure 7 [44].

As part of the research, we performed continuous measurements of mercury concentration in exhaust gases (using two Gasmet mercury emission monitoring systems) in measuring cross sections located upstream the injection site (A) and in the chimney (C); we carried additional measurements of mercury speciation by the manual method (Ontario-Hydro) at the chimney (C), upstream the WFGD absorber (B), and upstream the oxidative additive injection site (A). Based on the continuous measurements of mercury concentration in the exhaust gas upstream of the absorber and in the chimney, the efficiency of removing mercury from the exhaust gas in the WFGD absorber was calculated with the following formula:
The effectiveness of NOx removal from the flue gas in the FGD absorber was determined based on the measurement of NOx concentration (sum of NO and NO2 calculated as NO2 [45]) in the cross section located in the chimney (C) and upstream the FGD absorber (A). The NOx removal efficiency was determined by means of the relation:

$$\eta_{\text{NOx}} = \left( 1 - \left( \frac{\text{NOx}^A}{\text{NOx}^C} \right) \right) \cdot 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where NOx^A is the average NOx concentration in the flue gas upstream the absorber (A), mg/m^3_USR; and NOx^C is the average NOx concentration in flue gas in the chimney (C), mg/m^3_USR.

To specify the number of moles of the oxidant to be applied in relation to the moles of nitrogen oxide in the flue gas, a molar ratio x was introduced:

$$X = \frac{\text{NaClO}_2}{\text{NO}}, \frac{\text{molNaClO}_2}{\text{molNO}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

Calculation of the molar ratio X was made for the concentration of NO in the flue gas measured in the chimney (C) in the period immediately prior to the oxidant injection.
When the aqueous solution of sodium chlorite is sprayed in the flue gas upstream the absorber, first it evaporates (the temperature of the flue gas during the tests at the oxidant injection site (A) varies from 165 to 170°C) as a result of the reaction of gaseous sodium chlorite (initial pH of sodium chlorite solution was 11.5) with nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, and sodium chloride being formed [46]:

$$\text{NaClO}_2(l) \rightarrow \text{NaClO}_2(g)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

$$2\text{NO}(g) + \text{NaClO}_2(g) \rightarrow 2\text{NO}_2(g) + \text{NaCl}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

Due to the significant share of moisture in the flue gas (from 28 to 29%), there were very good conditions for the formation of nitric and nitrous acids [47]:

$$2\text{NO}(g) + \text{NaClO}_2(g) \rightarrow 2\text{NO}_2(g) + \text{NaCl}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

The nitric acid formed in the flue gas reacted with the metallic mercury and oxidized it to the form Hg$^{2+}$ (mercury(II) nitrate), which increases Hg$^T$ removal efficiency from flue gas [43, 46]:

$$\text{Hg}^0(g) + 4\text{HNO}_3(g) \rightarrow \text{Hg(NO}_3)_2 + 2\text{NO}_2(g) + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}(g)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

Because flue gas contains acidic gases such as SO$_2$, HCl, and HF, they can be absorbed by oxidant droplet and drop its pH before evaporation which caused the release of ClO$_2$ [48]. Chlorine dioxide can directly oxidized NO and Hg$^0$; additionally emission of chlorine radical is possible, which enhanced Hg$^0$ oxidation [15, 19]:

$$5\text{ClO}_2^- + 4\text{H}^+ \rightarrow 4\text{ClO}_2(g) + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}(l) + \text{Cl}^-$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

$$2\text{ClO}_2(g) + \text{NO}(g) \rightarrow \text{NO}_2(g) + \text{Cl}^*$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

$$\text{Cl}^* + \text{Hg}^0 \rightarrow \text{HgCl}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

$$\text{Hg}^0(g) + \text{ClO}_2(g) \rightarrow \text{HgCl}(g) + \text{O}_2(g)$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

In such a complicated gas mixture as flue gases from lignite combustion, the presented mechanism can occur simultaneously. For example, the efficiency of NO to NO$_2$ oxidation and the removal of Hg$^T$ and SO$_2$ during the tests carried out in a lignite-fired power plant (sodium chlorite fed to the exhaust gas prior to the FGD absorber) are shown in Figure 8. The efficiency of Hg$^T$ removal and oxidation of nitrogen oxides in exhaust gases depend on the stream of injected sodium chlorite to exhaust gases, which is illustrated by the molar ratio $X$. Changes in total mercury concentration in exhaust gases in the chimney (C) and NO, NO$_2$, and NO$_x$ downstream the sodium chlorite injection site (B) are illustrated in Figure 9. The undoubted advantage of the presented method is the almost immediate reaction of the entire system to the injected sodium chlorite. An increase in the amount of injected additive (series I < series II) causes an immediate decrease in the Hg$^T$ concentration in the chimney and an increase in the NO$_2$ concentration in the exhaust gas downstream the injection site. The
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\[
\text{NaClO}_2 (l) \rightarrow \text{NaClO}_2 (g) \quad \text{(5)}
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Due to the significant share of moisture in the flue gas (from 28 to 29%), there were very good conditions for the formation of nitric and nitrous acids [47]:
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2\text{NO}(g) + \text{NaClO}_2 (g) \rightarrow 2\text{NO}_2 (g) + \text{NaCl} \quad \text{(6)}
\]

The nitric acid formed in the flue gas reacted with the metallic mercury and oxidized it to the form Hg\(^{2+}\) (mercury(II) nitrate), which increases Hg\(^{T}\) removal efficiency from flue gas [43, 46]:

\[
\text{Hg}^{0} (g) + 4\text{HNO}_3 (g) \rightarrow \text{Hg(NO}_3)_2 + 2\text{NO}_2 (g) + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} (g) \quad \text{(8)}
\]

Because flue gas contains acidic gases such as SO\(_2\), HCl, and HF, they can be absorbed by oxidant droplet and drop its pH before evaporation which caused the release of ClO\(_2\) [48]. Chlorine dioxide can directly oxidized NO and Hg\(^{0}\); additionally emission of chlorine radical is possible, which enhanced Hg\(^{0}\) oxidation [15, 19]:
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In such a complicated gas mixture as flue gases from lignite combustion, the presented mechanism can occur simultaneously. For example, the efficiency of NO to NO\(_2\), NO\(_x\), SO\(_2\), and Hg\(^{T}\) removal during the tests carried out in a lignite-fired power plant (sodium chlorite fed to the exhaust gas prior to the FGD absorber) are shown in Figure 8.

The efficiency of Hg\(^{T}\) removal and oxidation of nitrogen oxides in exhaust gases depend on the stream of injected sodium chlorite to exhaust gases, which is illustrated by the molar ratio X. Changes in total mercury concentration in exhaust gases in the chimney (C) and NO, NO\(_2\), and NO\(_x\) downstream the sodium chlorite injection site (B) are illustrated in Figure 9. The undoubted advantage of the presented method is the almost immediate reaction of the entire system to the injected sodium chlorite. An increase in the amount of injected additive (series I < series II) causes an immediate decrease in the Hg\(^{T}\) concentration in the chimney and an increase in the NO\(_2\) concentration in the exhaust gas downstream the injection site. The Hg\(^{T}\) concentration in the chimney during the presented tests was below the level required by the BAT conclusions, i.e., <7 \(\mu\)g/m\(^3\) USR.

Sodium chlorite injection into flue gas upstream of the WFGD absorber caused an increase in Hg\(^{2+}\) concentration in the flue gas, which translated into the efficiency of mercury removal. Unfortunately, in some cases, the increase in Hg\(^{2+}\) concentration in the exhaust gas intensified the phenomenon of re-emission [44].

### 4.2 Increased Hg removal efficiency by limiting re-emissions

The phenomenon of re-emission consists in chemical reduction of the Hg\(^{2+}\) absorbed in the suspension to the elemental Hg\(^{0}\) mercury emitted back into the
atmosphere [49]. Sulfite ions (SO$_3^{2-}$), acting as a reducing agent, are responsible for this phenomenon [50]:

$$\text{Hg}^{2+} + \text{SO}_3^{2-} + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Hg}^0 + \text{SO}_4^{2-} + 2\text{H}_3\text{O}^+$$  \hfill (13)

$$\text{Hg}^{2+} + \text{HCOOH} + 4\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Hg}^0 + \text{HCO}_3^- + 3\text{H}_3\text{O}^+$$  \hfill (14)

In FGD installations, where the addition of organic acids (formic, adipic and other) serves increasing the SO$_2$ removal efficiency, the following reaction takes place (14) [50]. Dosing organic acids increases the concentration of Ca$^{2+}$, which improves the efficiency of SO$_2$ removal from the exhaust gases. Many researchers also reported the clear effect of sulfite concentration in the suspension on Hg$^0$ re-emission. Generally, an increase in SO$_3^{2-}$ concentration increases the re-emission [51–53].

The re-emission phenomenon is assessed on the basis of measurements of mercury concentration in exhaust gas both upstream and downstream the WFGD absorber. In order to find out the nature of the re-emission phenomenon, research was carried out on a lignite-fired unit. We assumed that the concentration of total mercury in the cross section (C) was higher than in the cross section (B) the phenomenon of mercury re-emission from the FGD absorber was present, and the intensity of this phenomenon was described using re-emission rate:

$$\eta_{\text{re-emission}} = \left( \frac{(\text{Hg}_C^T - \text{Hg}_B^T)}{\text{Hg}_B^T} \right) \cdot 100\%$$  \hfill (15)

An example of variations in total mercury concentration in exhaust gases in the period when re-emission occurred is presented in Figure 10.

The observed phenomenon of mercury re-emission from the absorber lasted for approx. 4 h. Based on the analysis of the presented graphs, we calculated the degree of mercury re-emission according to Eq. (5); the calculation results are presented in Figure 11.
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*Figure 10.* Total mercury concentrations in flue gas upstream the WFGD absorber (B) and in the chimney (C).
The observed degree of re-emission from the WFGD absorber reached 220%. In order to explain the mechanisms of this phenomenon, the results of the re-emission degree were compared with the operating parameters of the unit and the WFGD (Figure 12). Mercury re-emission occurred when the absorber operating parameters changed, and the pH and ORP proved to be the most significant of them. A detailed description of the parameters affecting the intensity of the phenomenon of re-emission from the WFGD absorber is presented in the publication [44].

Figure 11.
The degree of mercury re-emission from the WFGD absorber during measurements for a lignite-fired unit.

Figure 12.
Parameters of unit and WFGD absorber operation during measurements for a lignite-fired unit.
Research demonstrated that re-emission can be reduced by changing the absorber's operating parameters. We noticed that an increase in suspension temperature and pH increased re-emission, while the increase in chloride concentration in the suspension and the intensity of air flow through the suspension reduced it [54]. At the same time, numerous studies indicate that significant reductions of Hg\(^0\) re-emission can be obtained by adding various additives [53–55]. The most common are simple additions of NaHS and Na\(_2\)S organic sulfides with a more complex structure. The goal is always the same, i.e., to remove from the solution (suspension) Hg\(^2+\) by formation HgS, which prevents re-emission. The effect of adding sodium sulfide (Na\(_2\)S) to the suspension circulation in the WFGD absorber was studied for a lignite-fired unit, and the results are presented in Figure 13. 4 m\(^3\) of 10% solution of sodium sulfide were pumped directly into the tank under the absorber. In this way, the mercury concentration in the exhaust gas was reduced below the level required by the BAT conclusions (7 \(\mu\)g/m\(^3\) \(\text{USR}\)) for a period of approx. 4 h.

The phenomenon of mercury re-emission from the WFGD absorber is not always identifiable on the basis of measurements of total mercury concentration in exhaust gases. Hard coal tests were carried out for the WFGD absorber, purifying flue gas from two units with a capacity of 195 and 220 MW\(_e\). During the tests, both boilers operated at maximum power. Prior to the tests, measurements were performed with the Ontario-Hydro method revealing that the absorber is experiencing metallic mercury re-emission. The results of these measurements are presented in Figure 14.

The total mercury removal efficiency in the flue gas treatment installation (electrostatic precipitator and WFGD) was 72.4%. Mercury bound with the ash was virtually completely removed in the ESP. The flue gas downstream of the boiler contained a small amount of metallic mercury only (1.73 \(\mu\)g/m\(^3\) \(\text{USR}\)), which was a result of the high concentrations of halides in the fuel (Cl (0.110 ÷ 0.211%), Br (0.008 ÷ 0.011%), F (0.002 ÷ 0.004%)). The concentration of metallic mercury in the exhaust gas upstream of the absorber was lower than downstream the absorber, which meant that the absorber was the source of mercury re-emission. The total mercury removal efficiency in the ESP was 56.2% and another 36.9% in the WFGD absorber. Due to
Research demonstrated that re-emission can be reduced by changing the absorber’s operating parameters. We noticed that an increase in suspension temperature and pH increased re-emission, while the increase in chloride concentration in the suspension and the intensity of air flow through the suspension reduced it [54]. At the same time, numerous studies indicate that significant reductions of Hg0 re-emission can be obtained by adding various additives [53–55]. The most common are simple additions of NaHS and Na2S organic sulfides with a more complex structure. The goal is always the same, i.e., to remove from the solution (suspension) Hg2+ by formation HgS, which prevents re-emission. The effect of adding sodium sulfide (Na2S) to the suspension circulation in the WFGD absorber was studied for a lignite-fired unit, and the results are presented in Figure 13. 4 m³ of 10% solution of sodium sulfide were pumped directly into the tank under the absorber. In this way, the mercury concentration in the exhaust gas was reduced below the level required by the BAT conclusions (7 μg/m³ USR) for a period of approx. 4 h.

The phenomenon of mercury re-emission from the WFGD absorber is not always identifiable on the basis of measurements of total mercury concentration in exhaust gases. Hard coal tests were carried out for the WFGD absorber, purifying flue gas from two units with a capacity of 195 and 220 MWe. During the tests, both boilers operated at maximum power. Prior to the tests, measurements were performed with the Ontario-Hydro method revealing that the absorber is experiencing metallic mercury re-emission. The results of these measurements are presented in Figure 14.

The total mercury removal efficiency in the flue gas treatment installation (electrostatic precipitator and WFGD) was 72.4%. Mercury bound with the ash was virtually completely removed in the ESP. The flue gas downstream of the boiler contained a small amount of metallic mercury only (1.73 μg/m³ USR), which was a result of the high concentrations of halides in the fuel (Cl (0.110 ÷ 0.211%), Br (0.008 ÷ 0.011%), F (0.002 ÷ 0.004%)). The concentration of metallic mercury in the exhaust gas upstream of the absorber was lower than downstream the absorber, which meant that the absorber was the source of mercury re-emission. The total mercury removal efficiency in the ESP was 56.2% and another 36.9% in the WFGD absorber. Due to the fact that the proportion of oxidized mercury upstream the WFGD absorber is significant, sodium sulfide was fed to the absorber to reduce mercury emissions in the flue gas in the chimney. In Figure 15, we present the results of measurements of mercury concentration in exhaust gas upstream and downstream the WFGD absorber, during dosing of sodium sulfide. Measurements were carried out with two continuous emission monitoring systems and the Ontario-Hydro method.

The total mercury concentration in the exhaust gas before the administration of sodium sulfide was 4.3 μg/m³ USR, and after the addition of sodium sulfide, the
concentration of total mercury in the exhaust gas dropped to 0.45 μg/m³_USR. The mercury removal efficiency for the exhaust gas in the WFGD absorber amounted to 25.5% without the addition of sulfide and increased to 90.5% after applying the additive. To sum up, due to the content of halides in coal, a considerable amount of Hg²⁺ is present in hard coal exhaust gas, which can be effectively removed in WFGD, as long as the phenomenon of re-emission is controlled.

5. Summary

The chapter presents selected issues related to Hg and NOₓ emissions from coal combustion processes, in the aspect of regulations related to limiting permissible emissions of pollutants, as contained in the BAT conclusions. The review of methods applied to reduce mercury emissions demonstrates that the specific technology should be selected individually for each facility considered. There is no single, universal, cost-effective solution. In order to choose an effective method for reducing mercury emissions, it is first and foremost necessary to hold the knowledge of the speciation of mercury in the exhaust gas downstream the boiler. In the case of low concentration of oxidized mercury, there are no devices that can be installed in order to secure sufficient limiting of mercury emissions. In such a case, one should first consider the solutions that consist in supplementing the exhaust gas with additives to oxidize the metallic mercury first.

Among the methods used for denitrification of exhaust gases, attention has been given to oxidative methods, which form an opportunity to simultaneously reduce NOₓ and Hg emissions. The results of the author's own research in industrial conditions confirmed the usefulness of injection of the oxidant (sodium chlorite) to the exhaust gas upstream the WFGD absorber to reduce mercury emission. Under favorable conditions for lignite flue gases, up to 70% Hg removal efficiency was achieved, coupled with 17% NOₓ removal efficiency and an unchanged SO₂ removal efficiency. Whenever there is the phenomenon of re-emission of mercury from the WFGD absorber, appropriate measures must be undertaken to limit it. Again, test results on lignite and hard coal exhaust gas indicate that it is possible to reduce re-emissions to such an extent, as to ensure compliance with emission standards in line with BAT conclusions.

By using mercury oxidation technologies with simultaneous application of flue gas purification devices (DeNOₓ, DeSOₓ, and dedusting) and effectively combating re-emissions, we can achieve total mercury concentrations at the level required by BAT conclusions, i.e., in the order of 1–7 (4) μg/m³_USR.
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<td>SCR</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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Carbon Soot Polymer Nanocomposites (CSPNCs): Production, Surface Morphological, Glass Transition Temperature Phenomenon and Optical Properties

Rakhi Tailor, Yogeesh Kumar Vijay and Minal Bafna

Abstract
The present chapter covers the production and properties of carbon soot nanoparticles (CSNPCs) and their doped carbon soot polymer nanocomposites (CSPNCs). The first part of this chapter will provide a brief introduction of carbon soot, its morphology, production and synthesis methods. The second part will explain the investigation of carbon soot nanoparticles by flame deposition method and their properties. The third part will provide a short knowledge on polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) and their processing methods. The last part will illustrate the production of carbon soot polymer nanocomposites by solution casting method and their important properties. At the end, the chapter concludes with future scopes.

Keywords: carbon soot (CS), carbon soot polymer nanocomposites (CSPNCs), almond soot (AS), mustard soot (MS), energy band gap (Eg)

1. Introduction
Carbon particulate matters are small spherical particles in the range between 100 and 500 Å of diameter and synthesized by the combustion process [1, 2]. We will study these spherical particles by means of electron microscopy. X-ray diffraction technique (XRD) reveals that each soot particle contains thousands of crystallites and carbon sheet atoms with the graphite structure [3]. Researchers observed that the soot particles are aggregates of a number of tiny spherical particles, named primary particles [4, 5]. The chemical study of soot particles reveals that these particles are composed of elements other than just carbon. Carbon soot particles are composed of 1% hydrogen [1, 2] and up to 3% in weight of polycyclic organic matter [6]. In 1960, Lindsay collected soot samples by the combustion of 16 different hydrocarbons and extracted them with cyclohexane [7]. Carbon soot has several kinds of sources such as burning of oils, biomass fuels or any deliberate fires. The investigation of soot in a flame is a complete process, composed of...
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1. Introduction

Carbon particulate matters are small spherical particles in the range between 100 and 500 Å of diameter and synthesized by the combustion process [1, 2]. We will study these spherical particles by means of electron microscopy. X-ray diffraction technique (XRD) reveals that each soot particle contains thousands of crystallites and carbon sheet atoms with the graphite structure [3]. Researchers observed that the soot particles are aggregates of a number of tiny spherical particles, named primary particles [4, 5]. The chemical study of soot particles reveals that these particles are composed of elements other than just carbon. Carbon soot particles are composed of 1% hydrogen [1, 2] and up to 3% in weight of polycyclic organic matter [6]. In 1960, Lindsay collected soot samples by the combustion of 16 different hydrocarbons and extracted them with cyclohexane [7]. Carbon soot has several kinds of sources such as burning of oils, biomass fuels or any deliberate fires. The investigation of soot in a flame is a complete process, composed of
many mechanisms, and it depends on the composition of fuels [8]. In 1984, Melton suggested that carbon soot is an insoluble solid substance and roughly consists of eight carbon atoms and a single hydrogen atom [9]. Joyce found that soot is hard amorphous carbon particles in microscopic size [10]. Researchers found that soot particles are small in size but spherical hard particles in the range of 10–35 nm. These nanoparticles basically consist of carbon atoms arising from the fuel combustion at high temperature with a condition when the oxygen amount is insufficient to convert all the fuel in to CO\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2}O [11, 12]. Soot particles can aggregate in soft and slippery secondary particles by their structure of agglomeration having average size of 120 nm or greater than 400 nm [13, 14].

2. Carbon soot

2.1 Carbon soot morphology

The structure of soot is difficult to define to a properly satisfactory extent. Soot obtain from combustion process and pyrolysis of hydrocarbons are composed of primary spheres agglomeration with a range of 10–15 nm in a diameter for a broad type of operation conditions [15].

The distribution of size mainly depends upon the primary spheres. Some researchers recorded that mustard soot has parallel physical and chemical characteristics to form the different types of soot, and it has been found that the primary particles could be as small as in a diameter [16].

Morphology of carbon soot particles from different field flames have been carried out using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The primary particles are composed of agglomerates like chain of individual spheres [17, 18]. The internal structure of soot particles is analyzed by high-resolution phase contrast electron microscopy [19].

According to the chemical study of soot, carbon is a main component in soot, but hydrogen and minor constituents can be present. The carbon hydrogen mole ratio of premature soot particles (primary soot particles) obtained by hydrocarbon fuels is equal to one or less than one, but this ratio for mature soot particles (aggregate soot particles) is high or approximately equal to 10 as compared to premature (C/H) ratio [18]. Agglomerated particles produced by the combustion method have been found to be in the range of 100 nm to 2 μm [20, 21]. The nanosize of soot particles is dependent on various conditions such as the production of sampling, operations and type of fuels. The term nanostructure of the soot is used to characterize the graphene layer plane dimensions its relative orientation and tortuosity [22, 23].

2.2 Production and destruction method of soot

Soot particles basically consist of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen, and some other constituents such as nitrogen, zinc, sulfur, etc. are also observed [24, 25]. In Table 1, the typical composition of soot obtained from the lubricant oil and soot contained are shown [26]. Soot in individual particles or spherical agglomerates is composed of many primary particles with approximately 10–50 nm in diameter [27]. The size of soot particles increases due to agglomeration because some particle diameters are up to 200 nm, and in this process, the soot-free radical character decreases.

The formation of soot is a complex process because this involves several physical and chemical steps and is still regarded as only partially understood. Soot particles
obtained from different sources such as various fuels and combustion are expected to be approximately similar in composition and size, suggesting the same processes of formation and growth constraints. Many authors have presented a model of soot formation from liquid or vapor phase combustion, which mainly comprises or is classified in to five distinct and normal identified processes, namely pyrolysis, nucleation, surface growth, coalescence and agglomeration as presented in Figure 1 [18, 28, 29].

Carbon soot production is also visualized as being a fuel thermal stability function [30]. Some authors also investigated that in the pyrolysis all hydrocarbons yield acetylene, which is the most precursor of species by incomplete combustion [31–33]. This is contributed to its low thermal stability where it easily breaks in to carbon solid and hydrogen. A well-defined and accepted theory for the formation of soot is explained by Haynes [18].

2.3 Investigation of carbon soot nanoparticles

Carbon nanosoots have been produced by two different edible oils by flame deposition techniques in two different environments.

2.3.1 Formation of soots in natural environment (without water tub)

At room temperature, the flame deposition method is a well known, cost-effective and easiest method to produce carbon nanosoot from different oils (Figure 2). In this technique, we take two diyas or “clay lamp”: one filled with almond oil and the other one is filled with mustard oil. Dip a cotton wick in both diyas and put it on the floor at some distance (approx. 40 cm). Light up cotton wick. To collect carbon soot particles, put another diya in reverse at some height with the help of other layers of diyas and make the arrangement.

In this arrangement, the distance between the tip of the wick and collector diyas’ surface is approximately 5 cm. The distance has been optimized by carrying out the pyrolysis process at various source collector distances. The flame stabilizes after 1–2 min and then the almond oil soot and mustard oil soot are allowed to deposit on the collector. For 2 h, the almond and mustard oils were burned, and then the generated soots were scrapped off using a spatula on butter paper and then samples were packed in air-tight bottles with proper labeling.

2.3.2 Formation of soots in water tub environment (with water tub)

In this section, the procedure of soot production from almond and mustard oil at a room temperature is the same as above mentioned (see Section 2.4.1). The only change made in this section is to introduce a water tub. The entire setup is arranged in a water tub to provide the sample surroundings extra moisture (Figure 3). After completion of the processes, all soot samples were stored in air-tight bottles and labeled (Figure 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soot composition</th>
<th>Soot content (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatile content</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Soot percentage composition.
2.4 Properties of carbon soot nanoparticles (CSNPCs)

2.4.1 X-ray diffraction analysis of almond soot (AS) and mustard soot (MS) nanoparticles

2.4.1.1 XRD analysis of almond oil soots

The X-ray diffraction spectra in Figure 5 are from almond soot without and with water tub environment. Samples show carbonaceous soot. The two theta values at 24.74° and 42.13° are identified for natural environment (without water tub) as graphite peaks. These peaks correspond to plane (002) and (101), respectively. Similarly, the sample with water tub got two prominent peaks. A high-intense peak at 24.04° and a low-intense peak at 43.69° appeared. As shown in the figure, the peaks of samples in the presence of water tub are with greater intensities as compared to samples in natural environment. Due to this property, its crystallinity is not lost. A high-intense peak at 24.74° and 24.04° for natural and with water tub soot indicates the presence of large amount of amorphous carbon. Two peaks are at 42.13 and 43.69° and indicate the presence of low-quality carbon nanomaterial. All these peaks denote the presence of multiwalled graphite carbon nanotubes.

2.4.1.2 XRD analysis of mustard oil soots

The XRD profiles of carbon soot that are obtained without and with water tub (Figure 6), respectively, are quite similar in their pattern, both showing two
2.4 Properties of carbon soot nanoparticles (CSNPCs)

2.4.1 X-ray diffraction analysis of almond soot (AS) and mustard soot (MS) nanoparticles

2.4.1.1 XRD analysis of almond oil soots

The X-ray diffraction spectra in Figure 5 are from almond soot without and with water tub environment. Samples show carbonaceous soot. The two theta values at 24.74 and 42.13° are identified for natural environment (without water tub) as graphite peaks. These peaks correspond to plane (002) and (101), respectively. Similarly, the sample with water tub got two prominent peaks. A high-intense peak at 24.04° and a low-intense peak at 43.69° appeared. As shown in the figure, the peaks of samples in the presence of water tub are with greater intensities compared to samples in natural environment. Due to this property, its crystallinity is not lost. A high-intense peak at 24.74 and 24.04° for natural and with water tub soot indicates the presence of large amount of amorphous carbon. Two peaks are at 42.13 and 43.69° and indicate the presence of low-quality carbon nanomaterial. All these peaks denote the presence of multiwalled graphite carbon nanotubes.

2.4.1.2 XRD analysis of mustard oil soots

The XRD profiles of carbon soot that are obtained without and with water tub (Figure 6), respectively, are quite similar in their pattern, both showing two peaks similar to Figure 5.
prominent broad diffused peaks. The sample with water tub exhibits higher intensity suggesting that the surrounding of water or creation of humid environment makes it less amorphous. For the soot samples without water tub, high-intense Bragg diffraction peak is found at $2\theta = 24.78^\circ$ and a low-intense peak at $44.15^\circ$ for (002) and (100) reflections, respectively. These reflections suggest that the soots obtained by this method have a good extend to layer formation. Similarly, in the case of soot sample with water tub, a high-intense peak at $24.48^\circ$ and low-intense peak at 42.03 show that crystallinity is not lost due to oxidative acid treatment, and these two peaks at 24.48 and 24.70° are a high-intensity broad peak, which indicates the presence of large amount of amorphous material in the soots. The low-intensity peaks at 42.03 and 44.15° are an indication of the low quality of carbon nanoparticles present in soots with and without water tub, respectively, and these observations are in quite agreement with the result reported by other researchers [34, 35].

2.4.2 Field emission scanning electron microscopy analysis of almond soot (AS) and mustard soot (MS) nanoparticles

2.4.2.1 Field emission scanning electron microscopy analysis of almond oil soots

The almond soot material deposited on glass surface was investigated by scanning electron microscopy for without and with water tub condition. The particles are very small occurring nonindividually and individually. Synthesized soot particles in flame deposition method break up to form other small substances. For the first condition, surface morphology is seen to be nonuniform (Figure 7a), and there are several grains that look like carbon nanotubes, but for the second condition, it is seen to be uniform and particle size is small comparatively (Figure 7b). The SEM images for both conditions show carbon soot particles of average size approximately 50 nm. The formed soot particles show morphology of agglomerated clusters for without water tub sample and uniformly distributed carbon nanoparticles for with water tub sample.

2.4.2.2 FESEM analysis of mustard oil soots

Mustard oil is burned in two different environment to obtain soot by a flame deposition process in which oil breaks up to form other substances. The SEM images
of obtained particles describe the synthesized carbonaceous particles from burning of oil and are a mixture of elemental carbon and oxygen, a variety of hydrocarbons. The surface morphology of the deposited carbon obtained is seen to be nondistinguishable in natural environment sample (Figure 8a) and distinguishable in water tub environment sample (Figure 8b).

The prepared soot particles are agglomerated in a range between 50 and 100 nm, but most particles are about 50 nm in size. As shown in all SEM images, agglomerated soot particles with well-defined boundaries are arranged in the form of a chain (carbon necklace).

2.4.3 Chemical composition analysis of almond soot (AS) and mustard soot (MS) nanoparticles

2.4.3.1 Energy dispersive X-ray study of almond oil soots

Energy dispersive X-ray of almond oil soot particles is presented for natural and with water tub condition. The spectra show the presence of carbon and oxygen. For the first condition (Figure 9a), the EDAX analysis indicates the soot to consist 92.10% weight of carbon and 7.9% weight of oxygen. For the second condition (Figure 9b), it consists of 87.86% carbon and 12.14% weight of oxygen. Table 2 shows the percentage composition of elements carbon and oxygen obtained from

![Figure 7. Field emission scanning electron micrograph of almond oil soot (a) natural environment and (b) with presence of water tub.](image)

![Figure 8. Field emission scanning electron micrograph of mustard oil soot (a) natural environment and (b) with presence of water tub.](image)
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EDAX spectra of different samples in different conditions. The spectra reveal that almost 85% of the sample contains pure carbon and remaining 15% oxygen, confirming the absence of any other external impurities. This AS sample is electrically nonconducting, and for EDAX analysis, this sample is coated with gold to convert it into electrically conducting. Due to of this, an extra small peak is observed for gold at approximately 2 keV in EDAX spectra.

2.4.3.2 EDAX study of mustard oil soots

The elemental analysis of synthesized mustard soot was performed using energy dispersive X-ray (EDAX). The spectra show the presence of carbon and oxygen for both conditions. The composition of soot aggregates from the EDAX analysis shows the soot to consist of about 83.37% weight of carbon and 16.63% weight of oxygen element for first condition (Figure 10a), and similarly for second condition (Figure 10b), it consists of about 90.81% weight of carbon and 9.19% weight of oxygen as shown in Table 2. The result shows the product of the flame deposition of mustard oil to be composed of mainly almost (80–90)% carbon and remaining (10–20)% oxygen.

The EDAX of soot samples indicates the presence of no other except carbon and oxygen. This MS sample is electrically nonconducting, and for EDAX analysis, this sample is coated with gold to convert it into electrically conducting. Due to of this, an extra small peak is observed for gold at approximately 2 keV in EDAX spectra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples of soot particles</th>
<th>Percentage of carbon and oxygen elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carbon element (C%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almond oil soot without water tub</td>
<td>92.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almond oil soot with water tub</td>
<td>87.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustard oil soot without water tub</td>
<td>83.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustard oil soot with water tub</td>
<td>90.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Elemental composition of almond and mustard oil soot in natural and with water tub environment.
2.4.4 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis of almond soot (AS) and mustard soot (MS) nanoparticles

2.4.4.1 Fourier transfer infrared analysis of almond oil soots

FTIR transmission spectra for without and with water tub samples are shown in Figure 11.
A peak at 3435 cm\(^{-1}\) is for water O–H stretch, peaks at 2918 and 2919 cm\(^{-1}\) are for C–H stretch or carboxylic acid O–H, and peaks at 2850 cm\(^{-1}\) are for C–H stretch or (–C–H) aldehyde. A weak peak for both soot spectra at 1617 cm\(^{-1}\) is detected for C=C aromatic stretch. Two bands are at 1384 and 1377 cm\(^{-1}\) stretch for –CH\(_3\) group. Some detected bands at low wave numbers 1048, 668 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1047, 705 cm\(^{-1}\) indicate the presence of SP\(^2\) and SP\(^3\) aromatic clusters of amorphous carbon soot.

2.4.4.2 FTIR analysis of mustard oil soots

FTIR spectroscopy analysis was carried out to identify the chemical structure of carbon soot nanoparticles as well as the presence of any functional group, and the obtained spectra are shown in Figure 12, respectively.
FTIR spectra of Mustard Oil soot without and with water tub environment conditions, shows that in between 1500 to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) range spectra resemble in their profile and full spectra remain in the range 400 to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\).
The broad vibration band at 3435 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to the OH stretching of the carboxylic acid group. It also indicates the presence of absorbed moisture of OH group in the samples, and it is therefore more intense for with water tub sample as compared to without water tub as expected. Another vibration band at 2919 and 2852 cm\(^{-1}\) is due to symmetric and antisymmetric C–H bond stretching. The band at 1725 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to C=O stretching vibration associated with the presence of carboxylic acid group. A band centered at 1619 cm\(^{-1}\) with a shoulder at 1384 cm\(^{-1}\) may be due to (C=C) stretching vibrations. A band at 1217 cm\(^{-1}\) is associated with CO stretching vibrations. A band centered at 1047 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponds to C–N stretch. Some obtained bands at low wave numbers 826, 738 and 597 cm\(^{-1}\) indicate the presence of small (SP\(^2\) and SP\(^3\)) clusters.

![Figure 10](image_url)

**Figure 10.**
EDAX spectra of mustard oil soot in (a) without and (b) with water tub environment.
These observations are in good agreement with the earlier reported ones [35–37]. So the IR studies directly prove the presence of carboxylic acid groups and clusters in synthesized soot.

3. Polymer nanocomposites (PNCs)

The nanomaterials can be divided into two types: one is nanostructured materials and another one is nanophase materials. Normally, bulk materials are made by grains (agglomerates) with the nanometer range. Nanocomposites refer to materials existing of minimum two phases with one dispersed in another and making a 3D network. The dispersion medium is called matrix and the dispersed phase is called filler. If the host matrix of nanocomposite is polymer, then the resulting nanocomposite is called polymer nanocomposite (PNC). PNC belongs to the nanostructural class material. If filler has higher dimensions, the resulting composite refers to polymer composite (PC). PNCs are different to other PC materials; their filler consists at the nanoscale [38, 39]. According via, PNC's particles exists on nanoscale measure and particles with nanoscale arrangements has a polymer host matrix with nanoparticles. PNCs have been shown to possess the classic thermal and mechanical
properties [40, 41]. Nanoparticles are in size less than the wavelength of visible light, giving the unique optical properties.

4. Production of carbon soot (AS and MS)/PMMA nanocomposites

The synthesizing technique in the production of carbon soot polymer nanocomposites was a mixture of solution mixing and solvent casting. In this section, synthesized nanocomposites for two different nanofillers are discussed: one is AS/PMMA nanocomposite and the other one is MS/PMMA nanocomposites.

- For the solution of PMMA, PMMA was dissolved in 20 ml dichloromethane (DCM) solvent using the help of magnetic stirrer for a duration of 3 h (Figure 13).

- Nanofiller carbon soots (almond soot particles and mustard soot particles) 1 and 2 mg were dispersed in the polymer solution by ultrasonication for 4 h

Figure 13.
Actual setup of pure PMMA solution by magnetic stirrer and ultrasonication.

Figure 14.
Actual setup of CS/PMMA homogeneous solution by magnetic stirrer and ultrasonication.
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(at the end temperature of sonication was 35°C) to get a homogeneous solution (Figure 14).

• At the end, a homogeneous solution was purged in a flat glass Petri dish, which was floating over mercury in vacuum box.

• We take the prepared homogeneous solution for approximately 24 hr in a Petri dish in low vacuum (8-10mTorr) at room temperature, and after the thin film samples reach a dry state, they are removed from Petri dishes.

• Thin film of polymer (PMMA) without the nanofiller (carbon soots) was also prepared for the reference composite used in the comparison study of many composite properties. The film of pure PMMA was transparent and other composite films were opaque and in black color due to dispersion of carbon soots. All produced films were in the thickness of 100 μm for pure PMMA and different concentration (1 and 2 mg) of carbon soot nanofillers.

5. Properties of CS/PMMA nanocomposites (CSPNCs)

5.1 Surface morphological and chemical composition properties

Atomic force microscopy study is a characteristic and quantitative analysis for measuring the surface roughness at nanodimension and visualizing the nanotexture of the deposited thin film surface. The topography deflection image and 3D AFM images of the pure PMMA and CS/PMMA nanocomposites, in which the roughness value of nanocomposites are carried out, are shown in Figure 15a–c. The roughness parameter with average roughness (Rₐ), root mean square roughness (Rₑ), skewness of the line (Rₛk) and kurtosis of the line (Rₖₜ) roughness data are shown in Table 3. The pure PMMA thin film, AS/PMMA and MS/PMMA thin films are synthesized for comparative analysis of surface roughness. The measures of roughness of carbon soot polymer thin films are less than the roughness of pure PMMA film. This implies that the prepared PMMA thin films with almond and mustard soot decrease the surface roughness. The ration of roughness value Rₑ and Rₐ (Rₑ/Rₐ) are approximately close to theoretical data, recorded by Ward et al. in 1982 [42].

The chemical composition for CSPNCs was carried out by EDAX (energy dispersive X-ray analysis). Results from EDAX depicted in Figure 16a–c reveal the chemical composition as follows:

Carbon approximately 75% and remaining oxygen approximately 25% for all nanocomposite samples with individual content of PMMA, AS/PMMA and MS/PMMA are 76.31, 76.20, 75.26% and 23.69, 23.80, 24.74% respectively (Table 4). These CS (AS and MS)/PMMA samples are electrically nonconducting, and for EDAX analysis, these samples are coated with gold to convert them into electrically conducting. Due to this, an extra small peak is observed for gold at approximately 2 keV in EDAX spectra.

5.2 Spectroscopic properties

The FTIR spectra of PMMA show sharp intense peaks at 1725 and 1141 cm⁻¹ and are attributed to the ester carbonyl stretching and C=O–C bending vibration. In addition, peaks appeared at 3000 and 2950 cm⁻¹ and are assigned to the C–H stretching vibrations, while the peaks at 752 and 840 cm⁻¹ are attributed to the
• At the end, a homogeneous solution was purged in a flat glass Petri dish, which was floating over mercury in a vacuum box.

• We take the prepared homogeneous solution for approximately 24 hr in a Petri dish in low vacuum (8-10 mTorr) at room temperature, and after the thin film samples reach a dry state, they are removed from Petri dishes.

• Thin film of polymer (PMMA) without the nanofiller (carbon soots) was also prepared for the reference composite used in the comparison study of many composite properties. The film of pure PMMA was transparent and other composite films were opaque and in black color due to dispersion of carbon soots. All produced films were in the thickness of 100 μm for pure PMMA and different concentration (1 and 2 mg) of carbon soot nanofillers.

5. Properties of CS/PMMA nanocomposites (CSPNCs)

5.1 Surface morphological and chemical composition properties

Atomic force microscopy study is a characteristic and quantitative analysis for measuring the surface roughness at nanodimension and visualizing the nanotexture of the deposited thin film surface. The topography deflection image and 3D AFM images of the pure PMMA and CS/PMMA nanocomposites, in which the roughness value of nanocomposites are carried out, are shown in Figure 15a–c. The roughness parameter with average roughness (Ra), root mean square roughness (Rq), skewness of the line (Rsk) and kurtosis of the line (Rku) roughness data are shown in Table 3. The pure PMMA thin film, AS/PMMA and MS/PMMA thin films are synthesized for comparative analysis of surface roughness. The measures of roughness of carbon soot polymer thin films are less than the roughness of pure PMMA film. This implies that the prepared PMMA thin films with almond and mustard soot decrease the surface roughness. The ratio of roughness value Rq and Ra (Rq/Ra) are approximately close to theoretical data, recorded by Ward et al. in 1982 [42].

The chemical composition for CSPNCs was carried out by EDAX (energy dispersive X-ray analysis). Results from EDAX depicted in Figure 16a–c reveal the chemical composition as follows: Carbon approximately 75% and remaining oxygen approximately 25% for all nanocomposite samples with individual content of PMMA, AS/PMMA and MS/PMMA are 76.31, 76.20, 75.26% and 23.69, 23.80, 24.74% respectively (Table 4).

These CS (AS and MS)/PMMA samples are electrically nonconducting, and for EDAX analysis, these samples are coated with gold to convert them into electrically conducting. Due to this, an extra small peak is observed for gold at approximately 2 keV in EDAX spectra.

5.2 Spectroscopic properties

The FTIR spectra of PMMA show sharp intense peaks at 1725 and 1141 cm$^{-1}$ and are attributed to the ester carbonyl stretching and C─O─C bending vibration. In addition, peaks appeared at 3000 and 2950 cm$^{-1}$ and are assigned to the C─H stretching vibrations, while the peaks at 752 and 840 cm$^{-1}$ are attributed to the vibration of polymethyl methacrylate chains and the deformation vibration of PMMA O─C─O, respectively. Moreover, the peaks at 1236, 1383 and 1440 cm$^{-1}$ were attributed to the ester band symmetrical and asymmetrical stretching vibrations. The peak at 984 cm$^{-1}$ represented C─H bending wagging vibration. It should be noted that there is no peak near 1680 to 1640 cm$^{-1}$ range, which confirms that all methyl methacrylate (MMA) monomers are converted into PMMA polymer. The FTIR patterns of almond soot-doped PMMA viz. pure and mustard soot-doped PMMA viz. pure are shown in Figures 17 and 18, respectively.
Figure 16. EDAX spectra of (a) PMMA, (b) almond soot/PMMA, and (c) mustard soot/PMMA samples.

The doping level of almond soot and mustard soot fillers is 1 and 2 mg, respectively. Two broad peaks are centered at 1725 and 1141 cm\(^{-1}\) in AS/PMMA and MS/PMMA. The other peaks are at 3000, 2950, 1440, 1383, 1236, 984, 839, 752 and 481 cm\(^{-1}\), which correspond to the formation of PMMA matrix. If we compare the pure PMMA and AS/PMMA or MS/PMMA nanocomposites, we will find there is no change in wave number (Figures 17 and 18). These show that all AS and MS filler particles were loaded inside the polymer matrix without changing their chemical structure with low intensity as the AS and MS particle concentration increases.

5.3 Optical properties

In this section, we discuss the optical properties of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), almond soot/PMMA and mustard soot/PMMA nanocomposites for different concentration. The absorbance spectra of nanocomposite thin films were recorded in the range between 200 and 800 nm.

5.3.1 Absorption data

The recorded absorbance spectra of pure PMMA and almond soot (Figure 19a) and pure PMMA and mustard soot (Figure 19b) nanocomposites with different concentration at the wavelength of 200–800 nm show that the absorbance value increases with the addition of increased carbon soot (AS/MS) nanofillers.

As the absorption peaks increase, these show the existence of internal chemical interaction between the carbon soot nanofillers and PMMA matrix. In this manner, our study of optical properties for PMMA and doped freshly carbon soots such as almond soot particles and mustard soot particles at a different concentration give us good results. The result from synthesized carbon aggregates and aerosol particles
Figure 16.
EDAX spectra of (a) PMMA, (b) almond soot/PMMA, and (c) mustard soot/PMMA samples. The doping level of almond soot and mustard soot fillers is 1 and 2 mg, respectively. Two broad peaks are centered at 1725 and 1141 cm$^{-1}$ in AS/PMMA and MS/PMMA. The other peaks are at 3000, 2950, 1440, 1383, 1236, 984, 839, 752 and 481 cm$^{-1}$, which correspond to the formation of PMMA matrix. If we compare the pure PMMA and AS/PMMA or MS/PMMA nanocomposites, we will find there is no change in wave number (Figures 17 and 18). These show that all AS and MS filler particles were loaded inside the polymer matrix without changing their chemical structure with low intensity as the AS and MS particle concentration increases.

5.3 Optical properties

In this section, we discuss the optical properties of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), almond soot/PMMA and mustard soot/PMMA nanocomposites for different concentration. The absorbance spectra of nanocomposite thin films were recorded in the range between 200 and 800 nm.

5.3.1 Absorption data

The recorded absorbance spectra of pure PMMA and almond soot (Figure 19a) and pure PMMA and mustard soot (Figure 19b) nanocomposites with different concentration at the wavelength of 200–800 nm show that the absorbance value increases with the addition of increased carbon soot (AS/MS) nanofillers. As the absorption peaks increase, these show the existence of internal chemical interaction between the carbon soot nanofillers and PMMA matrix. In this manner, our study of optical properties for PMMA and doped freshly carbon soots such as almond soot particles and mustard soot particles at a different concentration give us good results. The result from synthesized carbon aggregates and aerosol particles Samples

Roughness parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Ra (nm)</th>
<th>Rq (nm)</th>
<th>Rq/Ra</th>
<th>Rsk</th>
<th>Rku</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure PMMA</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS/PMMA</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS/PMMA</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The roughness parameters of CS/PMMA nanocomposites.

investigated by light scattering and light absorption shows a good agreement with results obtained by other research groups [43, 44].

5.3.2 Absorption coefficient data analysis

The absorbance coefficients of PMMA, AS/PMMA (Figure 20a) and PMMA, MS/PMMA (Figure 20b) nanocomposite thin films are shown in the below figure. According to a review, if the value of $\alpha$ is high or $\alpha > 10^4$ cm$^{-1}$, then the electron direct transition is expected. If the value of $\alpha$ is low or $\alpha < 10^4$ cm$^{-1}$, then the expected transition of electron is indirect. In our study, the absorption coefficient ($\alpha$) values of the polymer matrix (PMMA) and all filler nanocomposites

Table 4. Elemental compositions of PMMA, AS/PMMA and MS/PMMA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>C%</th>
<th>O%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure PMMA</td>
<td>76.31</td>
<td>23.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS/PMMA</td>
<td>76.20</td>
<td>23.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS/PMMA</td>
<td>75.26</td>
<td>24.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17.
The FTIR spectra of pure PMMA and AS/PMMA nanocomposites.

Figure 18.
The FTIR spectra of pure PMMA and MS/PMMA nanocomposites.
are not $>10^4$ cm$^{-1}$, and this implies the indirect electron transition in AS and MS conditions.

In this study of nanocomposite optical properties, we used carbon nanosoot obtained from incomplete combustion of flame deposition method similar to “Sara D.” et al. in 2018. They found the absorption coefficient for two different flame-generated soot particles, in which the results for both cases were identical [45]. The results of absorbance coefficient for PMMA matrix and carbon soots-doped PMMA nanocomposites indicate indirect electron transition.

5.3.3 Band gap analysis

The band gap plots of polymer matrix and AS/PMMA (Figure 21a) and polymer matrix and MS/PMMA (Figure 21b) nanocomposites on the variation of $(\alpha h\nu)^{1/2}$ and $(h\nu)$ are represented. These band gap spectra show that the measurements
Figure 19. Absorbance spectra of pure PMMA with (a) AS/PMMA nanocomposites and (b) MS/PMMA nanocomposites.

Figure 20. Variation of absorption coefficient of PMMA with (a) AS-doped PMMA nanocomposite thin films and (b) MS-doped PMMA nanocomposite thin films.

In this study of nanocomposite optical properties, we used carbon soot obtained from incomplete combustion of flame deposition method similar to “Sara D. “ et al. in 2018. They found the absorption coefficient for two different flame-generated soot particles, in which the results for both cases were identical [45]. The results of absorbance coefficient for PMMA matrix and carbon soots-doped PMMA nanocomposites indicate indirect electron transition.

5.3.3 Band gap analysis

The band gap plots of polymer matrix and AS/PMMA (Figure 21a) and polymer matrix and MS/PMMA (Figure 21b) nanocomposites on the variation of ($\alpha h \nu$)$^{1/2}$ and ($h \nu$) are represented. These band gap spectra show that the measurements revealed that the concentration of filler nanoparticles affects the optical properties of PMMA matrix. The decreasing values of optical energy band gap with adding the carbon soot in PMMA, are located in Table 5.

6. Production of carbon soot (AS and MS)/PS nanocomposites

In this study, we have prepared the polymeric thin film of host matrix PS and carbon soot-doped PS nanocomposites at a different weight percentage of almond and mustard soot of 50 $\mu$m thickness by solution casting technique.

The steps for preparation of CS/PS nanocomposite thin films are similar as discussed above in Section 4.

7. Properties of CS/PS nanocomposites (CSPNCs)

7.1 Surface morphological and chemical composition properties

We measure the surface topology and roughness of CS/PS composites with horizontal length scale in micrometer and vertical scale in the range of nanometer (Figure 22a–c).

**Table 5.** Energy band gap values of PMMA, almond soot and mustard soot nanocomposites.
The roughness parameters of carbon soot polymer nanocomposites (CSPNCs) including the average surface roughness ($R_a$), root mean square roughness ($R_q$), skewness of the line ($R_{sk}$) and kurtosis of the line ($R_{ku}$) roughness are obtained by AFM machine. The average surface roughness for pure PS, AS/PS and MS/PS nanocomposites with values of 2.99, 2.18 and 2.05 nm is carried out as well as the root mean square roughness for pure PS, AS/PS and MS/PS nanocomposites with the values of 4.40, 4.10 and 3.10 nm is obtained. Also, $R_{sk}$ and $R_{ku}$ values of all samples are found out, while the rations of $R_q/R_a$ of all samples are calculated for all composites, as shown in Table 6.

Figure 22. Topographic deflection image and 3D AFM image of (a) PS (pure polystyrene), (b) AS/PS nanocomposite thin film and (c) MS/PS nanocomposite thin film.
As mentioned in the table, the surface roughness decreases with the doping of almond soot in PS matrix and the surface roughness increases with the doping of mustard soot in PS matrix, as compared with the pure polystyrene sample. The obtained result reveals that surface of AS/PS nanocomposites is smoother as compares to that of MS/PS and pure PS sample. We calculated the ratio of root mean square roughness and average roughness, and the ratio of R_q/R_a almost matched the value of theoretical ratio data. The surface roughness of composite samples plays an important role in the wetting properties.

The analytical composition of soot filler nanocomposites carried out by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy of studied samples is represented in Figure 23a–c. We can see that all samples contained approximately 98–99% carbon and remaining 1–2% oxygen element (Table 7).

It is confirmed that the sample composed of only carbon and oxygen element, without any other element. These CS (AS and MS)/PS samples are electrically non-conducting, and for EDAX analysis, these samples are coated with gold to convert them into electrically conducting. Due to of this, an extra small peak is observed for gold at approximately 2 keV in EDAX spectra (Figure 23).

7.2 X-ray diffraction properties

The XRD spectra of pure polystyrene almond soot/PS (Figure 24a) and mustard soot/PS (Figure 24b) nanocomposites at different weight concentration (1 and 2 wt%) are in the range of 2θ = 20–90°. The X-ray diffraction pattern from pure PS, AS/PS nanocomposites with 1 and 2 wt% and MS/PS nanocomposites with 1 and 2 wt% concentrations does not show any visible peaks. This corresponds to the pure amorphous polymeric structure without any peak and suggested that the carbon soot particles had been exfoliated in the soot nanocomposites, as referred in [46, 47]. As shown in Figure 24a and b, the XRD pattern of AS/PS and MS/PS nanocomposites at different weight concentrations does not loss own nature. All results suggest that the variation of intensity confirms the presence of carbon soot in polymer nanocomposites.

7.3 Spectroscopic properties

The FTIR pattern of pure polystyrene shown as a broad intense peak at 694 cm⁻¹ is attributed to the (C▬H) bend due to the ring deformation vibration. A peak at 2918 cm⁻¹ is attributed to C▬H stretching with asymmetric CH₃ group and C〓O stretching around 1739 cm⁻¹.

The two peaks at 1600 and 1491cm⁻¹ are assigned due to aromatic C〓C stretching, and the other two peaks at 1450 and 1366 cm⁻¹ are attributed to the ester carbonyl stretching vibration and C▬H bending vibration. Some bands at 1216, 1027 and 905 cm⁻¹ in the range 600–1200 cm⁻¹ correspond to the plane deformation of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>R_a (nm)</th>
<th>R_q (nm)</th>
<th>R_q/R_a</th>
<th>Rsk</th>
<th>Rku</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure PS</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>−1.22</td>
<td>8.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS/PS</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS/PS</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. The surface roughness parameters of carbon soot/polystyrene nanocomposites.
C—H group bending. Another peak at 750 cm\(^{-1}\) shows due to (C—H) deformation vibration band of benzene ring hydrogen.

The comparative study on Fourier transform infrared spectra of pure polystyrene vs doped carbon soot/PS nanocomposites shows (Figures 25 and 26) the peaks around 2920, 1739, 1600, 1492, 1451, 1367, 1215, 1027, 905, 750 and 537 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponding to the formation of PS. Bands of CS/PS nanocomposites are more and less as compared to the peaks of pure polystyrene, but there are no other peaks found, showing that all the soot nanoparticles are loaded inside the PS host matrix without changing their chemical structure. No other modification in the shift of chemicals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Percentile compositions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C%</td>
<td>O%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure PS</td>
<td>99.36</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS/PS</td>
<td>99.10</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS/PS</td>
<td>98.87</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Percentage of element compositions of PS, AS/PS and MS/PS thin film.
and the shape of band is noticed in the carbon soot/polystyrene nanocomposite spectra, indicating no chemical modification occurred in the polystyrene.

7.4 Optical properties

In this section, we discuss about the optical properties of polystyrene nanocomposites. Here, the carbon soot was doped with either almond soot or mustard soot particles with 1 and 2 wt%, respectively. In the optical properties, we tried to understand the absorption coefficient properties. Therefore, we measured the band gap of nanocomposites in the range of 200–800 nm.

7.4.1 The absorption data

The absorbance data spectra of pure polystyrene and AS/PS (Figure 27a) and pure polystyrene and MS/PS (Figure 27b) nanocomposite thin films show the value of absorbance increases with doping the carbon soot in PS as compared to the pure PS. The increased absorbance in spectral profile from nanocomposite reveals the correlation between carbon soot nanoparticles and the host matrix polystyrene matrix. In this study, carbon soot (traditional Indian name—“Kajal”) is produced by incomplete combustion of almond and mustard oil by flame deposition method. Researchers also used different types of soot from aerosol carbon particles, diesel soot and other sources. Similar results were found by Mita et al. in 1980 [48] from absorbance of aerosol soot particles. As seen in the figures, the value of absorbance is low at high wavelength and high absorbance value corresponding to the low wavelengths.

7.4.2 Absorption coefficient and band gap study

The absorption coefficient spectra of polystyrene and soot/polymer nanocomposites are represented in Figure 28a and b.

For the indirect band gap, the value of \( r \) is 1/2; hence, the indirect band gap of nanocomposite thin films is obtained using the help of plot \( (\alpha h \nu)^{1/2} \) Vs \( h \nu \) (Figure 29a and b). It has been noticed that the band gap is inversely proportional
to the thickness of films. The indirect band gap of pure PS and AS/PS at 1 and 2 wt% is 4.06 eV, 3.84 and 3.47 eV, as well as for PS, MS/PS at 1 wt% and MS/PS at 2 wt%, it is 4.33, 3.94 and 3.85 eV. Energy band gap values for all thin film samples of 50 μm thickness are represented in Table 8.

7.5 Glass transition temperature phenomenon (T_g)

Dynamic mechanical analysis is an amazing tool to study the viscoelastic properties of carbon soot particles filled with polymer. The other authors investigated the mechanical properties of carbon nanoparticles with polymer [48–53]. The dynamical mechanical results of carbon soot/polystyrene nanocomposites produced by solution casting method for pure polystyrene, almond soot/polystyrene and mustard soot/polystyrene at 1 and 2 wt% concentrations (Figure 30) show
that for all CS/PS nanocomposites there is a downshift in viscous modulus toward a higher temperature compared to the pure polystyrene. All data were recorded at 1 Hz frequency and 22–160°C temperature.

**Figure 28.**
*Representation of absorption coefficient spectra of pure polystyrene with (a) AS/PS composite for 1 and 2 wt% concentration and (b) MS/PS composite for 1 and 2 wt% concentration.*

**Figure 29.**
*Plot of $(\alpha h\nu)^{1/2}$ vs $h\nu$ photon energy $(h\nu)$ for the pure polystyrene with (a) almond soot 1 and 2 wt% in PS and (b) mustard soot 1 and 2 wt% in PS.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PS and CSPNC samples</th>
<th>Energy band gap $E_g$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure PS for AS samples</td>
<td>4.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS-1 wt%</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS-2 wt%</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure PS for MS samples</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-1 wt%</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-2 wt%</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 8.**
The obtained value of pure polystyrene energy band gap and AS/PS and MS/PS at 1 and 2 wt% concentration.
The glass transition temperature \( (T_g) \) of pure polystyrene is 114°C, and glass transition temperatures for almond soot/PS nanocomposites for 1 and 2 wt% are 80 and 91°C, as well as for mustard soot/PS nanocomposites at 1 and 2 wt% concentration are 92 and 91°C (Table 9). We can see that the value of glass transition
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Figure 30. Variations of viscous modules ($E''$) with temperature for (a) pure polystyrene, (b) almond-1 wt%/PS, (c) almond-2 wt%/PS, (d) mustard-1 wt% PS and (e) mustard-2 wt%/PS.

The glass transition temperature ($T_g$) of pure polystyrene is 114°C, and glass transition temperatures for almond soot/PS nanocomposites for 1 and 2 wt% are 80 and 91°C, as well as for mustard soot/PS nanocomposites at 1 and 2 wt% concentration are 92 and 91°C (Table 9). We can see that the value of glass transition temperature decreases for all samples as compared to the pure polystyrene. In the case of AS/PS nanocomposites, the value of $T_g$ increases with the concentration of almond soot nanoparticles and reveals that the addition of more soot particles hinders the segmental relaxation of the polystyrene chains, while for the MS/PS nanocomposites, the value of $T_g$ slightly decreases with the increase of mustard soot nanoparticles.

### 8. Conclusions and future scopes

#### 8.1 Conclusions

The chapter is concerned with two things: first with carbon soot nanoparticles (CSNPs) and second is carbon soot polymer nanocomposites (CSPNCs). The morphological and spectroscopic analysis is carried out for carbon soot nanoparticles, and the glass transition temperature phenomenon, and optical and structural properties are obtained for the synthesized carbon soot polymer nanocomposites.

Production of carbon soot from incomplete combustion of almond oil and mustard oil by low cost flame deposition method in two different environment one is natural environment (without water tub) and other one is with water tub, these prepared fresh carbon soots such as almond soot (AS) and mustard soot (MS) are characterized by FESEM, XRD, EDAX, FTIR and UV for morphological, elemental composition and spectroscopic analysis. The formed carbon soot particles are the amorphous nanomaterial with the size of approximately 50 nm, confirmed by the XRD and FESEM study. The IR study is carried out to identify the presence of any functional group, some small $SP^2$, $SP^3$ and aromatic clusters. Here, with water tub condition is an important tool for identifying the morphology and particle size of carbon nanoparticles (CNPs). The synthesized soot is useful for die purpose, paint, marker pen ink, etc. It is also used for pigment and reinforcement in vehicle tires as it decreases the thermal damage.

In the next step, we produced the carbon soot polymer nanocomposites (CSPNCs) for different carbon soot nanoparticles such as almond soot and mustard soot with different polymer matrices of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and polystyrene (PS).

Primarily, we synthesized carbon soot/PMMA nanocomposites with different concentration 1 and 2 mg of AS and MS of 100 μm thickness by solution casting technique. Prepared samples are characterized for the optical and surface morphological properties. FESEM and EDAX provide the useful information about the nanostructure and compositions of nanocomposite samples. FTIR analysis of CS/PMMA nanocomposites shows that the soot nanoparticles are loaded in polymer (PMMA) without change in chemical structure for the surface morphology calculating the surface roughness of all samples, and the decreasing values of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Glass transition temperature $T_g$ (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure PS</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-1 wt%</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-2 wt%</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1 wt%</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-2 wt%</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. The glass transition temperature ($T_g$) values of CS/PS nanocomposites.
surface roughness with the doping of soot nanoparticles in host matrix PMMA are obtained. In this sequence, the band gap of PMMA and all CS/PMMA nanocomposites are calculated for the optical properties. The lower values of energy band gap are carried out by filling CS in PMMA as compared to the pure PMMA.

For the second case of carbon soot polymer nanocomposites, carbon soot/PS nanocomposites were produced with 1 and 2 wt% concentration of AS and MS nanofillers in host matrix polystyrene by cost-effective solution cast method of 50 μm thickness. The glass transition temperature phenomenon, optical, structural and surface morphological studies are carried out for prepared composite samples. X-ray diffraction study reveals the variation of intensity showing the presence of carbon soot in the polystyrene chain and gives the important information about the amorphous nature. The decreasing values of roughness and band gap are obtained with the doping of carbon soot nanoparticles in the host polymer matrix polystyrene, and also the low values of glass transition temperature $T_g$ of CS/PS samples are obtained as compared to the pure PS sample. These obtained properties of carbon soot polymer nanocomposites make them very useful in various applications including in the separation of oil and water, anti-icing and energy-saving buildings, high-energy vehicles, electric trains and electric devices.

8.2 Future scope

The incomplete combustion synthesis of carbon soot is a relatively new field of research that has not yet been exploited in all its potentiality. A good controlled incomplete combustion process is flame deposition has represented to be able to synthesis of different carbonaceous particles from burning different oils in a low temperature range. This study provide a deep knowledge of the soot species production method under a flame environment. It was carried out on the experimental results basis. A good relationship between production/combustion conditions and carbon properties like morphological, chemical composition, spectroscopic and internal structure has been found. We can produce the soot by any other method. Nevertheless, the main focus on investigation of carbon allotropes such as graphine, carbon nanotube (CNT), fullerenes etc by flame deposition method for more demanding applications. Ultimately, the synthesized soot particles through combustion are suitable for industrial applications.

Carbon soot nanoparticles in PMMA and PS could be improved if these nanoparticles are functionalized by some surfactants, and this will be a more homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles in polymers. Thin films of CS/PMMA or PS could also be casted by spin coating technique. Mechanical and optical properties of CS/polymer samples give faithful results; we can investigate the di-electric and thermal conductivity for further industrial applications.
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<td>CNPs</td>
<td>carbon nanoparticles</td>
</tr>
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<td>CNTs</td>
<td>carbon nanotubes</td>
</tr>
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</table>
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The band gap of PMMA and all CS/PMMA nanocomposites are calculated for the optical properties. The lower values of energy band gap are carried out by filling CS in PMMA as compared to the pure PMMA.

For the second case of carbon soot polymer nanocomposites, carbon soot/PS nanocomposites were produced with 1 and 2 wt% concentration of AS and MS nanofillers in host matrix polystyrene by cost-effective solution cast method of 50 μm thickness. The glass transition temperature phenomenon, optical, structural and surface morphological studies are carried out for prepared composite samples. X-ray diffraction study reveals the variation of intensity showing the presence of carbon soot in the polystyrene chain and gives the important information about the amorphous nature. The decreasing values of roughness and band gap are obtained with the doping of carbon soot nanoparticles in the host polymer matrix polystyrene, and also the low values of glass transition temperature Tg of CS/PS samples are obtained as compared to the pure PS sample. These obtained properties of carbon soot polymer nanocomposites make them very useful in various applications including in the separation of oil and water, anti-icing and energy-saving buildings, high-energy vehicles, electric trains and electric devices.

8.2 Future scope

The incomplete combustion synthesis of carbon soot is a relatively new field of research that has not yet been exploited in all its potentiality. A good controlled incomplete combustion process is flame deposition has represented to be able to synthesis of different carbonaceous particles from burning different oils in a low temperature range. This study provide a deep knowledge of the soot species production method under a flame environment. It was carried out on the experimental results basis. A good relationship between production/combustion conditions and carbon properties like morphological, chemical composition, spectroscopic and internal structure has been found. We can produce the soot by any other method. Nevertheless, the main focus on investigation of carbon allotropes such as graphite, carbon nanotube (CNT), fullerenes etc by flame deposition method for more demanding applications. Ultimately, the synthesized soot particles through combustion are suitable for industrial applications.

Carbon soot nanoparticles in PMMA and PS could be improved if these nanoparticles are functionalized by some surfactants, and this will be a more homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles in polymers. Thin films of CS/PMMA or PS could also be casted by spin coating technique. Mechanical and optical properties of CS/polymer samples give faithful results; we can investigate the di-electric and thermal conductivity for further industrial applications.
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Chapter 7

The Use of Synchronous Fluorescence Technique in Environmental Investigations of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in Airborne Particulate Matter from an Industrial Region in Poland

Aniela Matuszewska and Maria Czaja

Abstract

The applicability of the fluorescence techniques to identify the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in environmental samples is presented. The technique of synchronous fluorescence enabled the identification of the PAHs series containing 2–6 condensed rings in urban airborne particulate matter from Upper Silesia industrial region in Poland. The results obtained by synchronous and conventional fluorescence measurements have been confirmed by those from gas chromatography-mass spectrometry. As the air sample was taken in summer season, the main source of pollution by PAHs component seems to be transport – the exhaust gases from motor vehicles.

Keywords: synchronous fluorescence, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), atmospheric pollutions, gas chromatography-mass spectrometry

1. Introduction

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), ubiquitous today in human environment, being harmful as potentially carcinogenic or mutagenic compounds, derive from various sources: natural and anthropogenic ones. Aromatic compounds generated in various natural processes can appear in the natural environment, joining the global cycle of dispersed and concentrated forms of organic matter. The dispersed forms of organic matter are, e.g., hydrocarbons existing in a small amount in rocks and minerals of various origins as well as in abyssal waters getting out on the Earth surface as natural geysers, or hydrocarbons emerging from mining shafts as well as hydrocarbons from volcanic exhalations. The hydrocarbons should be also mentioned from dispersion aureoles round about petroleum and gas deposits. There are also hydrocarbons in under waters accompanying the petroleum, coal, and ore
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deposits and hydrocarbons penetrating to water reservoirs and to soil as a result of outcrop and erosion of sedimentary rocks. The concentrated forms of the hydrocarbon existence are crude oils, combustible gases, solid bitumens, coals, bituminous shales, and organic-mineral associations of various natures [1]. Among different hydrocarbon groups, there are frequently various PAHs as products of diagenetic, biological, or thermal processes [2–6]. All of these kinds of hydrocarbons occurrence form a geochemical background overlapped by the anthropogenic pollutions [1]. The main sources of anthropogenic PAHs are incomplete combustion of organic matter especially organic fuels (industry, transport, incinerating plants, domestic processes) and thermolysis of organic fossils (coke and asphalt production) [7–9]. All waste organic matter emitters are especially active in an industrial region where they spread to large areas due to various meteorological phenomena. It is because the atmosphere is a zone particularly exposed to pollution.

The permanent contact of living organisms with air makes the polluted atmosphere an especially important area of monitoring. Harmful PAH compounds that pollute the air are very susceptible to adsorption on the other else air pollutant – suspended dust, formed by mineral matter and/or by soot appeared in the air due to lack of or inappropriate protective filters on devices emitting it [10, 11].

The necessity of monitoring of PAHs in air explains the proof of the use much more effective analytical methods enabling their identification in a manner as simple and fast as possible. Among the most frequently applied modern methods of analysis of aromatic hydrocarbons in environmental samples are the chromatographic ones, particularly capillary gas chromatography, the most effective with mass spectrometry as the tool of detection (GC and GC-MS methods) [12–19].

Also high performed liquid chromatographs (HPLC method) are widely applied in these investigations (e.g., [20–22]). However, it is often not cost effective to apply these methods routinely to large numbers of samples.

In the choice of analytical method, it is always very important to take into account the specific properties of analyzed compounds. In the analyzed case, the PAH’s high fluorescence efficiency and sensibility as well as simplicity of sample preparation are the reasons that fluorescent techniques are beneficial for PAHs

![Figure 1. Localization of sampling in Upper Silesia Region.](image)
monitoring. However, the conventional fluorescent spectra of multi-component mixture of PAHs have been sometimes difficult to interpret. Now, synchronous technique of fluorescence spectroscopy (SFS) removes these difficulties (e.g., [1, 23]).

The purpose of this work is a presentation of the applicability of the technique of synchronous luminescence for qualitative analysis of aromatic fraction composition of organic substance polluting the urban air in an industrial region. The task sample was taken from Upper Silesia Metropole. This is the region of Poland with many branches of industry, such as mining, metallurgy, electric power station (coke and coal), a dense road network, and a great number of coal-fired home stoves, used sometimes also in the summer. City Mysłowice – the area where air dust was taken to investigations lies centrally in this region (Figure 1). The monitoring of the air state in Upper Silesia Metropole and particular cities gives not only an actual information but can also indicate the direction of changes. We believe that it also encourages the people responsible for environment for more intensive efforts to improve air quality.

2. Some remarks on PAHs fluorescence and synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy (SFS)

Fluorescence is the emission of light of wavelength generally different from that of the incident radiation. Most polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are fluorescent. It is caused by the fact that the delocalized electrons in the aromatic rings may be easily excited, and the stiff structure does not allow for efficient vibrational relaxation. Fluorescence spectra of each PAH are very characteristic, and they depend on the number and position of aromatic rings. With aromatic ring number increasing, the fluorescence spectrum and emission peak wavelength are all red-shifted from ultraviolet to visible range; the fluorescence emission spectra from one to four rings could be discriminated in the following wavelengths, 275–320 nm, 320–375 nm, 375–425 nm, and 425–556 nm, respectively. It can be used for distinguishing the type of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) as it exists in single type.

The electronic states in the molecules could be singlets or triplets. Singlet state is defined when all the electron spins are paired in the molecular electronic state. The ground state is always singlet \( (S_0) \). The excited states could be singlets \( (S_1, S_2, \ldots) \) or triplets \( (T_1, T_2, \ldots) \) when total spin is equal 1. The most probably absorption \( (A) \) and emission transitions are singlet-singlet; their intensity is high and luminescence decay time short, \( 10^{-9}–10^{-7} \) s. Such emission transition is called fluorescence \( (F) \).

Molecules in the \( S_1 \) state can undergo a spin conversion to the first triplet state \( T_1 \); energy of this triplet state is lower than of \( S_1 \) state. The emission from \( T_1 \), termed phosphorescence \( (P) \), is shifted to the longer wavelengths relatively to the fluorescence and characterized by distinctly smaller intensity and longer decay time, \( 10^{-5}–1 \) s. It was showed on the simplified Jablonski diagram (Figure 2) [24].

The idea of synchronous fluorescence was first suggested by Lloyd and Evett [23]. In conventional fluorescence spectrometry, an emission spectrum is measured for constant excitation wavelength \( (\lambda_{exc}) \). Contrary, the excitation spectrum is measured for constant emission wavelength \( (\lambda_{em}) \), usually to determine the energy levels (or wavelengths) that are responsible for measured emission. In some sense, excitation spectra replace the absorption spectra. In Constant-Wavelength Synchronous Fluorescence Spectroscopy, the wavelength interval \( \Delta \lambda = \lambda_{exc} - \lambda_{em} \) is keeping a constant. For each PAH, the most characteristic \( \lambda_{exc} \) and \( \lambda_{em} \) and in consequence \( \Delta \lambda \) values could be choose. Value of \( \Delta \lambda \) parameter is so calculated as a difference between effective emission and excitation wavelength characteristic for identified compound. When the difference between the longest
wavelength excitation band and the shortest wavelength emission band is applied as $\Delta \lambda$, there is only one peak in the synchronous fluorescence spectrum [1, 25]. The single peak is present at the same wavelength as the longest wavelength excitation band for a synchronous excitation spectrum or the shortest wavelength emission band for a synchronous emission spectrum [26]. The characteristic sets of $\lambda_{\text{exc}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{em}}$ of analyzed compounds could be known from references or obtained independently from measurements of the high purity standards. In this way, synchronous fluorescence spectra are much simpler and easier to analyze than conventional emission. Thus, synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy becomes an attractive alternative for the simultaneous determination of multiple compounds in complex samples. The analytical significance of SFS is confirmed by the fact that this technique is already relatively broadly utilized in investigations of samples of various origins [26–36].

3. Experimental

3.1 The origin and analysis of the investigation object

The analyzed airborne particulate matter derives from Mysłowice urban air (Upper Silesia industrial region, Poland; Figure 1). Located in an urban area, a “staplex” high volume sampler with glass fiber filter was applied as the equipment for collecting the airborne particulate matter. The collection of the sample was done in summer (non-heating season). The organic fraction was isolated from the investigated particulate matter by extraction with redistilled n-hexane for 3 hours, using a Soxhlet extractor. The choice of the solvent was substantiated by a mean to obtain nonpolar fraction because many of polar compounds fluoresce. To avoid the eventual fluorescence by traces of these compounds, the additive fractionation was made to reduce their content. For this purpose, Merck’s TLC pre-coated plate was used, covered by silica gel layer (thickness of 0.2 mm). The mobile phase for thin layer chromatography process was n-hexane. This procedure enabled to obtain aromatic, aliphatic, and polar fractions. The aromatic fraction was recovered from silica gel by elution with n-hexane using the glass column. For the fluorescence analysis, the solutions of aromatic fraction were prepared with the concentrations in the range from 0.01 to 0.002 mg ml$^{-1}$. 

Figure 2. The simplified Jablonski diagram.
The same aromatic fraction was also used for further analysis by GC-MS method.

### 3.2 The apparatus used and experimental conditions

Fluorescence spectra were determined at room temperature using a Jobin-Yvon (SPEX) FLUORLOG 3-12 spectrofluorimeter with a 450 W xenon lamp, a double-grating monochromator, and a Hamamatsu 928 photomultiplier. During measurements, scanning parameters were always put as 0.5 nm per 0.5 s, while the remaining parameters were for each type of measurements as follows: for synchronous measurements, excitation and emission slits have been set to 1 nm; for emission measurements, excitation slit was put to 3 nm, and emission slit – to 1 nm, while for excitation measurements, the slits settings were reversed. To verify the presence of a given PAH, the \( \Delta \lambda \) parameter was chosen, according to the reference data [1, 23, 37] as well as to own earlier experimental results.

The comparative analysis of PAHs by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) was performed using a HP 5890 II gas chromatograph equipped with a fused silica capillary column HP-5 (60 m length \( \times \) 0.25 mm internal diameter). Helium was the carrier gas used. The GC oven was programmed from 35 to 300°C at a rate of 3°C/min. The gas chromatograph was coupled with a HP 5971A mass selective detector (MSD). The MS was operated with an ion source temperature of 200°C, an ionization energy of 70 eV, and a cycle time of 1 s in the mass range 40–600 Daltons.

### 4. Results

The results of the qualitative investigations performed are summarized in Table 1. Values \( \lambda_{ex}, \lambda_{em}, \) and \( \Delta \lambda \) were collated there for individual PAHs after the experimental and literature data [1] (the limits of differences between the \( \lambda \) data are 1–3 nm). The presence of compounds identified by SFS technique has been confirmed by GC-MS method characterized here by the retention time. The results obtained indicate that both methods have own high research capability, but generally fluorescence analytical procedure seems to be simpler and analytical instrument cheaper in exploitation.

The results of qualitative analysis given in Table 1 were obtained as a result of record of many synchronous spectra. Several of them are presented below.

#### 4.1 SFS examples of application to the identification of individual aromatics in the analyzed PAH mixture

In Figure 3, the synchronous spectrum of analyzed PAH mixture is shown, recorded at the value of \( \Delta \lambda = 23 \) nm. This value was proposed by Mille et al. [38, 39] for general characteristics of aromatics from fossil fuels, as an effective parameter to take a fair middle course between the sensitivity and resolving parameters. They used this value for estimation of PAH condensation degree range of investigated aromatic compounds in the mixture. Figure 3 shows the distribution of emission bands of studied sample in which compounds with a number of rings from 2 to 6 can be identified, thanks to their representation by characteristic bands. The most apparent are substances with 3–5 rings. The bands in the spectrum under discussion identify the following polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and its alkyl, mostly methyl derivatives: acenaphthene, benzo(c)fluorene, naphthalenes
**Table 1. Identification by synchronous fluorescence and GC/MS analyses of individual compounds occurring in investigated aromatic fraction of organic mixture desorbed from urban air dust collected in industrial area.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified compounds</th>
<th>Experimental data $[\Delta \lambda \text{[nm]}]$</th>
<th>Reference data [1] $[\Delta \lambda \text{[nm]}]$</th>
<th>GC/MS retention time [min]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,3-Dimethyl-naphthalene</td>
<td>54 334/280</td>
<td>54 333/279</td>
<td>14.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenanthrene</td>
<td>53 347/294</td>
<td>53 346/293</td>
<td>25.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71 365/294</td>
<td>71 364/293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>105 357/252</td>
<td>102 356/254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-Methyl-phenanthrene</td>
<td>50 349/299</td>
<td>52 350/298</td>
<td>29.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9,10-Dimethyl-phenanthrene</td>
<td>55 356/301</td>
<td>55 354/299</td>
<td>32.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71 355/284</td>
<td>69 354/285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Methyl-7-isopropyl-phenanthrene</td>
<td>67 368/301</td>
<td>67 369/302</td>
<td>38.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>98 358/260</td>
<td>100 360/260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Methyl-anthracene</td>
<td>20 400/380</td>
<td>21 403/382</td>
<td>28.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37 384/347</td>
<td>38 383/345</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-Methyl-anthracene</td>
<td>22 411/389</td>
<td>23 411/388</td>
<td>29.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9,10-Dimethyl-anthracene</td>
<td>23 400/377</td>
<td>24 402/378</td>
<td>33.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23 424/401</td>
<td>24 424/400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoranthene</td>
<td>94 418/324</td>
<td>92 417/325</td>
<td>33.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(b)fluorene</td>
<td>28 339/311</td>
<td>29 341/312</td>
<td>37.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46 356/310</td>
<td>45 357/312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrene</td>
<td>39 369/330</td>
<td>39 372/333</td>
<td>35.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46 378/332</td>
<td>46 379/333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Methyl-pyrene</td>
<td>31 370/339</td>
<td>34 373/339</td>
<td>39.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Methyl-pyrene</td>
<td>52 376/324</td>
<td>51 374/323</td>
<td>39.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Methyl-pyrene</td>
<td>30 378/348</td>
<td>31 376/345</td>
<td>39.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 377/327</td>
<td>48 376/328</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(c)-phenanthrene</td>
<td>94 376/282</td>
<td>93 374/281</td>
<td>43.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Methyl-benz(o)-phenanthrene</td>
<td>66 398/332</td>
<td>66 399/333</td>
<td>43.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>103 377/274</td>
<td>104 378/274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benz(a)-anthracene</td>
<td>23 384/361</td>
<td>23 384/361</td>
<td>44.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Methyl-benz(a)-anthracene</td>
<td>47 389/342</td>
<td>47 389/342</td>
<td>48.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Methyl-benz(a)-anthracene</td>
<td>20 385/365</td>
<td>19 387/368</td>
<td>47.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-Methyl-benz(a)-anthracene</td>
<td>17 392/375</td>
<td>18 392/374</td>
<td>48.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-Methyl-benz(a)-anthracene</td>
<td>21 387/366</td>
<td>21 388/367</td>
<td>48.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-Methyl-benz(a)-anthracene</td>
<td>35 391/356</td>
<td>37 393/356</td>
<td>47.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,12-Dimethyl-benz(a)-anthracene</td>
<td>41 404/363</td>
<td>41 402/361</td>
<td>49.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,12-Dimethyl-benz(a)-anthracene</td>
<td>53 399/346</td>
<td>52 399/347</td>
<td>51.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysene</td>
<td>39 362/323</td>
<td>39 361/322</td>
<td>45.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(b)-fluoranthene</td>
<td>30 399/369</td>
<td>29 396/367</td>
<td>52.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66 430/364</td>
<td>63 430/367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>94 398/304</td>
<td>95 396/301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identified compounds</td>
<td>Experimental data</td>
<td>Reference data [1]</td>
<td>GC/MS retention time [min]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta \lambda$ [nm]</td>
<td>$\lambda_{em}/\lambda_{exc}$ [nm/nm]</td>
<td>$\Delta \lambda$ [nm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(e)-pyrene</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>390/319</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(a)-pyrene</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>400/366</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthanthrene</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>433/408</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo(g,h,i)-perylene</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>420/370</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,4-9,10-Di-benzopyrene</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>433/399</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The term “luminescence” is used sometimes interchangeably with “fluorescence,” describing more widely the discussed phenomenon.

Table 1. Identification by synchronous fluorescence and GC/MS analyses of individual compounds occurring in investigated aromatic fraction of organic mixture desorbed from urban air dust collected in industrial area. Characteristic parameters of individual compounds present in studied aromatic fraction identified on the basis of luminescence * analysis ($\Delta \lambda$, $\lambda_{em}/\lambda_{exc}$) and GC-MS measurements (retention time).

Figure 3. Synchronous fluorescence spectrum of studied sample measured at $\Delta \lambda = 23$ nm.
(328 and 335 nm), phenanthrene (345 nm), chrysenes (363 nm), pyrenes, anthracene (377 nm), benzo(a)anthracene (385, 411 nm), benzo(b)fluoranthene (396 and 425 nm), benzo(a)pyrene (404 nm), benzo(g,h,i)perylene (425 nm), and 3,4-9,10-dibenzopyrene (431 nm). In this way, the spectrum recorded at $\Delta \lambda = 23$ nm is a kind of overview spectrum for the composition of the analyzed mixture.

The use of $\Delta \lambda$ value calculated for individual compound as it was explained earlier enables the record of a synchronous spectrum with intense band identifying analyzed compound. In Figure 4, the spectra are presented and recorded at $\Delta \lambda = 30$ nm, $\Delta \lambda = 46$ nm, and $\Delta \lambda = 39$ nm. Using $\Delta \lambda = 30$ nm, the presence of 3-methylpyrene and benzo(b)fluoranthene was proven on the basis of the most intense bands at 378 and 399 nm, respectively. Moreover, a distinct band of anthanthrene (433 nm) can be seen. In turn, on the spectrum recorded at $\Delta \lambda = 46$ nm, the presence of benzo(b)fluorene (356 nm) is evident, and other distinct bands at 378 and 399 nm correspond to pyrene and 3-methylpyrene, respectively. For chrysene identification, $\Delta \lambda$ value equal to 39 nm was taken. In the spectrum obtained, a band at 362 nm characteristic for chrysene is very intense. The band of lower intensity at 369 nm can derive from pyrene. Table 1 indicates parameter $\Delta \lambda = 39$ nm as characteristic also for benzo(a)pyrene, and in Figure 3, the band is seen at 425 nm.

Figure 4.
Synchronous fluorescence spectra of studied sample measured at $\Delta \lambda = 30$ nm, $\Delta \lambda = 39$ nm, and $\Delta \lambda = 46$ nm.
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(328 and 335 nm), phenanthrene (345 nm), chrysenes (363 nm), pyrenes, anthracene (377 nm), benzo(a)anthracene (385, 411 nm), benzo(b)fluoranthene (396 and 425 nm), benzo(a)pyrene (404 nm), benzo(g,h,i)perylene (425 nm), and 3,4,9,10-dibenzopyrene (431 nm). In this way, the spectrum recorded at $\Delta \lambda = 23$ nm is a kind of overview spectrum for the composition of the analyzed mixture. The use of $\Delta \lambda$ value calculated for individual compound as it was explained earlier enables the record of a synchronous spectrum with intense band identifying analyzed compound. In Figure 4, the spectra are presented and recorded at $\Delta \lambda = 30$ nm, $\Delta \lambda = 46$ nm, and $\Delta \lambda = 39$ nm. Using $\Delta \lambda = 30$ nm, the presence of 3-methylpyrene and benzo(b)fluoranthene was proven on the basis of the most intense bands at 378 and 399 nm, respectively. Moreover, a distinct band of anthracene (433 nm) can be seen. In turn, on the spectrum recorded at $\Delta \lambda = 46$ nm, the presence of benzo(b)fluorene (356 nm) is evident, and other distinct bands at 378 and 399 nm correspond to pyrene and 3-methylpyrene, respectively. For chrysene identification, $\Delta \lambda$ value equal to 39 nm was taken. In the spectrum obtained, a band at 362 nm characteristic for chrysene is very intense. The band of lower intensity at 369 nm can derive from pyrene.

Table 1 indicates parameter $\Delta \lambda = 39$ nm as characteristic also for benzo(a)pyrene, and in Figure 3, the band is seen at 425 nm Figure 4. Synchronous fluorescence spectra of studied sample measured at $\Delta \lambda = 30$ nm, $\Delta \lambda = 39$ nm, and $\Delta \lambda = 46$ nm.

Subsequent spectra in Figure 5 show the presence of phenanthrene, thanks to the characteristic emission bands at 347 nm (at $\Delta \lambda = 53$ nm) and 357 nm (at $\Delta \lambda = 105$ nm). Other bands at 376 nm and 399 nm are attributed to 4-methylpyrene and 7,12-dimethylbenzo(a)anthracene.

Figure 6 is an example of verification of the results obtained by synchronous technique, using other spectral fractionation realized by conventional technique of fluorescence. For example, an emission spectrum of chrysene has been recorded at an excitation wavelength of 324 nm (close to the literature value of 322 nm; Table 1). Three bands at 361, 370, and 379 nm appeared distinctively complying with the literature data for chrysene: 361, 373, and 381 nm (Table 1). The emission spectrum of chrysene is, however, overlapped partly with group of bands at

Figure 5.
Synchronous fluorescence spectra of studied sample measured at $\Delta \lambda = 53$ nm and $\Delta \lambda = 105$ nm.
wavelengths: 400, 409, 426, 437, and 456 nm. The origin of these bands seems to have a complex nature. Analysis of the literature data indicates that there are probably several groups of compounds in investigated mixture characterized by similar energy levels corresponding with these emission wavelengths.

Several homologous compounds from the group of anthracene, benzo(a)anthracene, and benzo(a)pyrene can contribute to the mentioned bands. A series of tests with the record of various emission and excitation spectra using conventional techniques and also synchronous one indicated possible contribution to the bands under discussion of 9,10-dimethylanthracene (402, 407, 424, 428, and 453 nm), 1,12-dimethylbenzo(a)anthracene (402, 427, and 455 nm), and benzo(a)pyrene (403, 408, 427, and 431 nm) [1]. However, according to various premises, the benzo(a)pyrene can be the main component of the mentioned group of bands.

To validate this hypothesis, the emission spectrum of benzo(a)pyrene was recorded, using its characteristic $\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 350$ nm. Figure 7 obtained in this manner presents emission bands (402, 409, and 426 nm) of benzo(a)pyrene, confirming contribution of this ingredient to intensity of bands under investigation. An inverse spectral process was also carried out: the spectra recorded at the positions of emission monochromator of $\lambda_{\text{em}} = 402$ nm and $\lambda_{\text{em}} = 427$ nm allowed to get characteristic
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wavelengths: 400, 409, 426, 437, and 456 nm. The origin of these bands seems to have a complex nature. Analysis of the literature data indicates that there are probably several groups of compounds in investigated mixture characterized by similar energy levels corresponding with these emission wavelengths.

Several homologous compounds from the group of anthracene, benzo(a)anthracene, and benzo(a)pyrene can contribute to the mentioned bands. A series of tests with the record of various emission and excitation spectra using conventional techniques and also synchronous one indicated possible contribution to the bands under discussion of 9,10-dimethylanthracene (402, 407, 424, 428, and 453 nm), 1,12-dimethylbenzo(a)anthracene (402, 427, and 455 nm), and benzo(a)pyrene (403, 408, 427, and 431 nm) [1]. However, according to various premises, the benzo(a)pyrene can be the main component of the mentioned group of bands.

To validate this hypothesis, the emission spectrum of benzo(a)pyrene was recorded, using its characteristic $\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 350$ nm. Figure 7 obtained in this manner presents emission bands (402, 409, and 426 nm) of benzo(a)pyrene, confirming contribution of this ingredient to intensity of bands under investigation. An inverse spectral process was also carried out: the spectra recorded at the positions of emission monochromator of $\lambda_{\text{em}} = 402$ nm and $\lambda_{\text{em}} = 427$ nm allowed to get characteristic bands.

Figure 7.
Fluorescence emission spectrum of studied sample measured at $\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 350$ nm.

clearly visible excitation bands with maxima at 349 and 372 nm, close to the literature data for $\lambda_{\text{ex}}$ of benzo(a)pyrene at 350 and 370 nm [1]. It is important to mention that in the emission spectrum obtained at $\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 350$ nm (Figure 7), there are also two weak bands at 463 and 493 nm deriving probably from indeno (1,2,3-cd)pyrene.

The high condensed aromatics as coronene were not identified by SFS technique. Lin et al. [26] also found difficulties with the use of SFS to analyze PAHs containing more than six rings. The authors emphasize at the same time that SFS technique is the most sensitive in detecting three- or four-ring PAHs. For the coronene mentioned (seven condensed rings), not identified by SFS, the additional analysis has been performed, and its strong emission band at 446 nm was obtained in the emission spectrum recorded using $\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 300$ nm.

4.2 Comparative GC-MS analysis

In Figure 8, total ion chromatogram (TIC, GC/MS) is presented of aromatic fraction of the extract from analyzed airborne particulate matter. The following PAHs were identified, and their characteristic peaks indicated there by consecutive numbers from 1/ to 20/:
5. Discussion of the results

SFS technique made possible the identification of a series of PAHs polluting urban air in the industrial region in Poland. Comparative analysis by GC-MS method has confirmed these results. Qualitative analysis of PAH mixtures by SFS is rather a fast technique and does not need many preparation steps and chemicals. However, for a complex mixture as the analyzed extract from the filter of air dust, the separation into fractions has been done (see subsection 3.1) to reduce the possibilities of mutual quenching of fluorescence by particular components of the mixture. Simplicity of SFS analysis can be shown, e.g., by the possibility of initial estimation of the condensation range of PAHs in analyzed mixture by the use of $\Delta \lambda = 23$ nm parameter as it was described earlier. However, the most important is

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8.**
Total ion-chromatogram (TIC, GC/MS) of aromatic fraction of the extract from analyzed airborne particulate matter.

1/ alkylnaphthalenes, 2/ phenanthrene, 3/ methylphenanthrenes + methylanthracenes, 4/ dimethylphenanthrenes + dimethylanthracenes, 5/ fluoranthene, 6/ pyrene, 7/ benzofluoroenes + methylpyrenes + benzo(c)phenanthrenes, 8/ benzo(a) anthracene, 9/ chrysene + triphenylene, 10/ alkylbenz(a)anthracenes, 11/ alkylchrysenes, 12/ benzofluoranthenes, 13/ benzo(e)pyrene, 14/ benzo(a)pyrene, 15/ perylene, 16/ anthanthrene, 17/ indeno(1,2,3-c,d)pyrene, 18/ benzo(ghi)perylene, 19/3,4-9,10-dibenzopyrene, and 20/ coronene. Many compounds from this group seem to be typical for pollution of atmosphere of the investigated industrial region in Poland (e.g., [40]) and at the same time are basic for environmental monitoring in the European Union and the USA (e.g., [41], loc.cit.).

The PAHs alkylated are described here as groups of compounds, not all homologs being identified. In Table 1, the several alkyl substituted PAHs are presented, among other hydrocarbons, and identified by GC-MS and SFS methods.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAH Name</th>
<th>Homologs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/ alkylnaphthalenes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/ phenanthrene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/ methylphenanthrenes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/ dimethylphenanthrenes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/ fluoranthene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/ pyrene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/ benzofluoroenes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/ benzo(c)phenanthrenes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/ benzo(a)anthracene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/ chrysene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/ triphenylene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/ alkylbenz(a)anthracenes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/ alkylchrysenes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14/ benzofluoranthenes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15/ benzo(e)pyrene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16/ benzo(a)pyrene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17/ perylene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18/ anthanthrene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/ indeno(1,2,3-c,d)pyrene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/ coronene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The general similarity of own results with these ones from the world literature and data can suggest that major of identified PAHs may be universal products of high chemical stability, deriving from incomplete burning of various organic fuels. It may be also possible that these compounds derive mainly from the incomplete burning of oil fuels as the result of so-called low emission from vehicle exhaust gases. In the case of our own results, it could be confirmed by PAH distribution of the summer season when low emission pollutions are dominated by the exhaust gases from car engines as it is because of widespread development of automotive transport. In the case of our own results, it could be confirmed by PAH distribution of the summer season when low emission pollutions are dominated by the exhaust gases from car engines as it is because of widespread development of automotive transport.
here the possibility of receiving the SFS spectra of particular identified PAHs, with one or several well resolved bands, characteristic for analyzed compounds. For recording these spectra, the specific values of Δλ parameters are used after calculation on the basis known spectral characteristics of identified compounds.

The possibility of the use of other analytical techniques of fluorescence method (as the record of emission or extinction conventional spectrum) can broaden the group of identified compounds as, e.g., in the case of coronene with seven condensed rings, not identified by SFS but indicated by emission spectrum as mentioned above.

Thus, the fluorescence techniques, especially SFS, can play a significant role in urban air monitoring for the identification of PAHs. The main order is the environmental impact assessment by the indication of the presence PAHs harmful to health due to toxic, carcinogenic, or mutagenic properties. The total number of PAHs in environment is estimated on about 200, and in exhaust gases, for example, of diesel motors – on over 100 [41]. It is not possible to analyze all of them during everyone monitoring process. It is because only some representative compounds are usually chosen to analyze. For example, Environmental Protection Agency of USA has selected the 16 PAHs for a basic environmental monitoring program [US EPA, Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)-EPA fact sheet, Washington (DC)-National Center for Environmental Assessment, Office of Research and Development; e.g., [31, 41, 42] loc. cit.].

These 16 PAHs are included in the US list of priority pollutants and are usually analyzed: naphthalene, acenaphthene, acenaphthylene, fluorene, phenanthrene, anthracene, fluoranthene, pyrene, benz[a]anthracene, chrysene, benzo[b]fluoranthene, benzo[k]fluoranthene, benzo[a]pyrene, indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene, dibenz[a,h]anthracene, and benzo[ghi]perylen. The influence of these PAHs on the human health has been there also noted. The majority of compounds from this list were identified in the samples of environmental PAHs reported by various authors [1, 12–14, 40, 43]. Their widespread occurrence in the environment causes that most of them are chosen also in European monitoring programs (including Polish programs), e.g., CONCAWE-The Oil Companies European Organization for Environment, Health, and Safety or ARC-International Agency for Research on Cancer (e.g., [41, 44] loc. cit.). These compounds characterize very high toxicity.

Almost all of compounds from EPA list are identified among PAHs analyzed here. Taking into account relative intensities of pollutant peaks seen clearly in the ion-chromatogram realized for this work (Figure 8), one can stated that the most intense peaks can be attributed to fluoranthene and pyrene, not carcinogenic after EPA. The highest carcinogenicity is attributed, in turn, to benzo(a)pyrene and dibenzo(ah)anthracene, relatively lower to benzo(b)fluoranthene and the lowest to chrysene (potentially carcinogenic) and also to benzo(a)anthracene and indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene. Other compounds from the EPA list are not noted as carcinogenic. Main representative of carcinogens – benzo(a)pyrene does not dominate in analyzed group of PAHs, what may be related to summer season of sampling [1], but its content in air of the Silesian industrial region is still relatively high [44].

The general similarity of own results with these ones from the world literature data can suggest that major of identified PAHs may be universal products of high chemical stability, deriving from incomplete burning of various organic fuels. It may be also possible that these compounds derive mainly from the incomplete burning of oil fuels as the result of so-called low emission from vehicle exhaust because of widespread development of automotive transport. In the case of our own results, it could be confirmed by PAH distribution of the summer season when low emission pollutions are dominated by the exhaust gases from car engines as it is suggested below.
Considerable air pollution in the investigated urban atmosphere results in undoubtedly high pollution of whole region of Silesia. This is due to the high degree of industrialism, where an emission of diverse pollutants from many sources can be expected. In the region mentioned, the certain branches of industry, such as mining, metallurgy, nonferrous metals, and coke-making industries were developed excessively. There are also electric power stations and heat generating plants. High intensification of motor transport increases additively level of pollution in this region [13, 14].

The sources of air pollution in the Mysłowice urban area create a specific character of this air compared to that in the whole industrial region. The investigated air dust was sampled in summer. In this season, industrial production using organic fuels is underway, but the low emission from home stoves is minimalized. The main sources of low emission, however, seem to be in summer the engine fumes especially these from diesel motors (despite various actions to improve them). After the literature data [43], in summer season, one can expect in Silesia the relative increasing of concentration of pollutions originating from automobile exhaust as, e.g., pyrene, chrysene, triphenylene, benzo(g,h,i)perylene, benzo(c)phenanthrene, benzo(k)fluoranthene, and indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene. All of these compounds have been identified in analyzed PAH mixture, and they show clear dominance over other compounds (Figure 8). The domination of the engine exhaust in analyzed air pollution might be caused by the intense automobile traffic on the city area. There are three great car transit lines through the city: a highway autostrada passing by the city, expressway, and national road crossing the city center (the beltyway around the city is only enabled in spatial planning).

The particular identified pollutants or their groups can thus help to indicate the pollution sources and to look for ways to improve the quality of environment.

6. Conclusions

The use of synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy (SFS technique) is advantageous for qualitative monitoring of the PAHs mixtures from urban air of the industrial region because this technique is simple, fast, low time consuming, and of low costs. Simpler and better separated spectra may be obtained in this manner than in the case of conventional fluorescence analysis. The special advantage of SFS technique is the possibility of analysis of complex environmental PAHs mixtures without the need of multistage sample fractionation. In this case, the “separation” of the complex mixtures is performed spectroscopically, which may be called the “spectral fractionation technique” [1].

Technique SFS used for samples in a form of solution, applied at the ambient temperature, allows obtaining well-separated spectra, simplified to one or several bands, allowed identification of individual compounds. This analytical process is possible, thanks to the use of the parameter Δλ characteristic for the particular identified compound. In this manner, the presence was stated in analyzed urban air dust of the PAHs with 2–6 condensed rings. However, the most clearly marked were aromatics from groups of anthracenes, benzo(a)anthracenes, pyrenes, and benzo(a)pyrenes. These compounds are among these PAHs, which characterize high fluorescence yield. The compounds from the group of naphthalene, benzofluorene, phenanthrene, benzophenanthrene, chrysene, fluoranthene, benzofluoranthene, and anthanthrene were also identified. The verification was performed for specific compounds, by recording of respective conventional emission or excitation spectra.

The results obtained may be a basis to discussion on the evaluation of the environmental hazards.
The harmful influence of identified PAHs is a reason why they should be of a special interest in investigations of environmental samples. Thus, the choice of the effective analytical methods and techniques is here very important. The synchronous fluorescence technique seems to be appropriate method for monitoring PAHs in air dust samples of the industrial regions, especially when combustion of organic fossils still remains the main source of energy.
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1. Introduction

Abstract

Chapter 8

Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy is a powerful spectrochemical measurement technique for fast qualitative and very sensitive quantitative compositional analysis of various forms of matter: solid state, liquid, gas as well as fine powders. The presence of trace elements in exhaust emissions can originate from different sources: from injected fuel type and fuel additives, engine lubricants, engine combustion process, incomplete catalytic reaction, inefficiency or wear out of particulate matter (PM). Here we analysed soot and PM, extracted from exhaust manifold part, from in-use diesel engine passenger vehicles. We use high resolution laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) technique for diagnostics of soot and particulate matter emissions from in-use diesel engine passenger vehicles. We use high resolution laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) technique for diagnostics of trace chemical elements in diesel particulate matter (DPM) formed from in-use vehicles, trace elements in exhaust emissions generated from different passenger vehicles that are used in daily life environment. The main aim of this study is to reveal the trace chemical elements in different PM matrices. Other emissions from vehicles was the group of Schauer et al. [7] as they used a complementary laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy in 1998 for the determination of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in fine PM emitted from heavy-duty diesel vehicles. In this research, the laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) technique for diagnostics of trace chemical elements in exhaust emissions generated from different passenger vehicles that are used in daily life environment was applied for the first time. The objective of this work was to provide comprehensive data on trace elements in exhaust emissions and create a database of LIBS spectra that can be used for diagnostics of different PM matrices. The LIBS technique is a powerful tool for the analysis of trace elements in exhaust emissions, as it is fast, non-invasive, and has a high sensitivity. The LIBS technique was used to measure the concentrations of trace elements in exhaust emissions from different passenger vehicles that are used in daily life environment. The results showed that the LIBS technique is a useful tool for the analysis of trace elements in exhaust emissions.
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Qualitative Characterisation of Trace Elements in Diesel Particulate Matter from In-Use Diesel Engine Passenger Vehicles by Means of Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy

Richard Viskup, Christoph Wolf and Werner Baumgartner

Abstract

In this research, we applied laser-plasma spectroscopy technique for the measurement of trace chemical elements in the exhaust emissions generated from in-use diesel engine passenger vehicles. We use high resolution laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) technique for diagnostics of soot and particulate matter (PM). Here we analysed soot and PM, extracted from exhaust manifold part, from different passenger vehicles that are used in daily life environment. The main aim of this study is to reveal the trace chemical elements in different PM matrices. The presence of trace elements in exhaust emissions can originate from different sources: from injected fuel type and fuel additives, engine lubricants, engine combustion process, incomplete catalytic reaction, inefficiency or wear out of PM filtering devices, dysfunctions or failures of engine or vehicle or even information related to polluted intake air.
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1. Introduction

In this research, the laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) technique for diagnostics of trace chemical elements in diesel particulate matter (DPM) formed from in-use diesel engine passenger vehicles has been used [1–3]. Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy is a powerful spectrochemical measurement technique for fast qualitative and very sensitive quantitative compositional analysis of various forms of matter: solid state, liquid, gas as well as fine powders or nanoparticles [4–6]. One of the pioneers in measurement of particulate trace emissions from vehicles was the group of Schauer et al. [7] as they used a comprehensive dilution source sampler, organic chemical analysis and X-ray fluorescence analysis for mass and chemical composition measurements of fine particles. Other
groups [8–11] used inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry ICP-MS and XRF for characterisation of metals and other particle-phase species from on-road motor vehicles. They found the following trace elements in the particles: Al, Ba, Be, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni, Pb, Pt, S, Sr, Ti, V and Zn. Other groups [12–16] used ICP-OES to characterise the different biodiesel samples with special concern to quantify the Al, Ca, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni, P, Sr, B and Cl content, to evaluate the fuel quality and to control the emission of pollutants to the atmosphere. In this case, the samples were prepared using a high pressure ash digestion procedure for metal determination in biodiesel samples. Different groups used ICP-MS to characterise additional bound elements, such as Cd, As, Ba and Ti in the particulate matter collected from ultra-low-sulphur diesel and biodiesel powered engine exhaust emissions [17].

In the past two decades, a new laser technology evolved in the application of laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy into combustion diagnostics. One of the first research papers that reported the LIBS for on-line engine equivalence ratio measurement was performed by the group of Ferioli et al. [18], followed by research related to measurements of hydrocarbons using LIBS [19]. The implementation of LIBS for in-cylinder measurements was made by Joshi et al. [20], followed by Groß et al. [21]. Another group has studied the LIBS to monitor local lambda values during mixture formation in a direct-injection engine [22]. Different application of LIBS to an engine valve has been used by the group of Lopez-Quintas et al. [23] for mapping of mechanical specimens. Kiefer et al. [24] have used laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy in a partially premixed turbulent jet flame, and the group of Hsu et al. [25] performed measurements of fuel air-ratio in methane-air flames at different pressures. The qualitative and quantitative characterisation of major chemical elements bound in different types of diesel particulate matter measured by laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy technique has been studied by Viskup et al. [26, 27]. And the identification of minor chemical elements in diesel particulate matter by LIBS was studied by Viskup et al. [28].

In this research, the main aim is to measure the trace chemical elements in particulate matter from diesel exhaust emissions. The presence of trace elements in PM can reveal different types of information related to vehicle and engine, combustion process, injected fuel type, fuel additives, engine lubricants, state of selective catalytic reduction devices, inefficiency or wear out of PM filtering devices, engine failure, engine wear out or information related to polluted intake air.

2. Experimental

2.1 Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy setup

The laser created plasma was generated by the Nd:YAG solid state laser from Quantel corp. This laser operates at the fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm with a pulse duration of 8.5 ns and a laser energy of 300 mJ. The emerged laser radiation has been focused with 10 cm focusing lens into the plane solid target surface to create a plasma. Optical emission from plasma has been collected perpendicularly via optical telescope into the high resolution Echelle spectrograph model Aryelle Butterfly from LTB Berlin equipped with sensitive ICCD detector. The spectrometer consists of two separate spectrographs—UV part and VIS part. The UV part is from 190 to 440 nm, and the VIS part of the optical spectrum is from 440 to 800 nm. Spectral resolution is from 3 pm (picometre) to 7 pm for VUV and from 4 pm to 8 pm for VIS part. This Echelle spectrograph provides spectral information in broad range with very high resolution. Optical emission from plasma has been collected.
from VUV as well as from VIS parts; thus, the total spectral window from 190 to 800 nm wavelength has been recorded. The delay time of 1 μs after the laser trigger and the gate width of 2 μs were used. The LIBS measurements were performed in open air atmosphere at atmospheric pressure and at room temperature. Layout of the Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy setup is shown in the Figure 1.

2.2 Sample preparation and collection

Different PM samples from in-use diesel engine passenger vehicles of major brand car producers in Europe have been analysed by LIBS. Particulate matter has been collected from the tail pipe at the end of the exhaust manifold, while selections of in-use vehicles were performed randomly. Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy from DPM shows optical emission and spectral lines that are characteristic in ultraviolet and visible spectral region. The collected particulate matter from diesel engine passenger vehicles and exhaust manifold has been mechanically pressed into small pellets with flat disc shape. Each displayed spectrum has been averaged over 12 laser shots.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Identification of the major chemical elements in PM

Characteristic laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy signal from measurement of diesel particulate matter is shown in Figure 2. LIBS spectra generated from particulate matter collected from in-use diesel engine passenger vehicles exhibit characteristic optical emission lines with distinct of atomic, ionic and molecular origin included in the signal. Strong optical emission is from major spectral lines, particularly from carbon, iron, magnesium, aluminium, chromium, zinc, sodium and calcium. These elements were in previous research identified in PM as major components of diesel particulate matter [26].

By means of high-resolution optical emission LIBS spectroscopy, different PM matrices were spectrochemically analysed. From analytical measurements, the composition of major chemical elements in the particulate matter collected from different in-use diesel engine passenger vehicles was obtained. From qualitative
measurements and calibration curves, we found that the major chemical elements of DPM besides the carbon are iron, magnesium, aluminium, chromium, zinc, sodium and calcium with different concentrations. By using quantitative analytical LIBS approach, the maximum concentrations of major chemical elements in DPM from in-use Diesel engine passenger vehicles were measured as follows: Carbon up to ~ 64 weight percent (wt%), Fe ~ 54 wt%, Mg ~ 7 wt%, Al ~ 6 wt%, Cr ~ 6 wt%, Zn ~ 7 wt%, Na ~ 11 wt%, Ca ~13 wt%, for more details see Ref. [26, 27].

3.2 Identification of the minor chemical elements in PM

Further research was dedicated to identify the minor chemical elements of DPM. The state-of-the-art laboratory LIBS setup has been used to obtain high-resolution optical emission spectra images. The qualitative measurements and LIBS signal show the minor chemical elements with optical emission spectra from silicon, nickel, titan, potassium, strontium and molybdenum. More detail study of this topic is presented in Ref. [28].

3.3 Identification of the trace elements in PM

To identify the trace elements in various DPM matrices, the LIBS setup was optimised for optical detection to obtain high-quality spectral data. Acquired signals show optical emissions from trace elements, particularly from barium, boron, cobalt, copper, phosphorus, manganese and platinum in high resolution and in good signal-to-noise ratio. Optical emission spectra from atomic and ionic lines of identified trace elements are shown in Figure 3. Here we only select few samples with most pronounced signal to clearly visualise the peak line shape of spectral information.

3.4 Trace elements of diesel particulate matter

Barium spectral line: ionic emission from Ba II @ 455.40 nm is shown in Figure 3(a). In this figure, a raw spectral data from LIBS measurements are shown. Here we select six different diesel particulate matter samples with most intense Barium peak. Selected samples with barium ionic line are samples with numbers 61, 4, 51, 26, 41 and 60. Barium signal has been measured in 26 samples, from 67 different DPM samples, see Figure 4(a). From LIBS spectra, one can observe that analysed signal mainly line peak shape, line peak intensity and line peak width is
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Figure 3. Optical emission spectra from barium (a), boron (b), cobalt (c), copper (d), phosphorus (e), manganese (f) and platinum (g), measured by high-resolution LIBS technique from diesel particulate matter collected from in-use passenger diesel engine vehicles.
changing according to different DPM samples. The strength of particular atomic or ionic line is basically proportional to the concentration of the element in the studied material. Thus, for qualitative comparison, we numerically calculate the respond signal—the integral of peak values for each spectral line of interest—to obtain information about elemental atomic composition of different types of diesel particulate matter. The results from numerical calculation and integration of peak area are shown in Figure 4. From this figure, one can easily compare the individual changes in trace signal related to concentration values in a.u. (arbitrary unit). Nevertheless, in case of exact quantitative characterisation of the trace element in DPM, the particular calibration of trace element signal would be necessary to perform. However, from previous analytical LIBS measurements and qualitative

![Graphs showing the comparison of calculated integral values from LIBS optical emission spectra of barium (a), boron (b), cobalt (c), copper (d), phosphorus (e), manganese (f) and platinum (g) trace elements in diesel particulate matter, collected from different in-use passenger diesel engine vehicles.](image)

Figure 4.
Comparison of calculated integral values from LIBS optical emission spectra of barium (a), boron (b), cobalt (c), copper (d), phosphorus (e), manganese (f) and platinum (g) trace elements in diesel particulate matter, collected from different in-use passenger diesel engine vehicles.
comparison of LIBS signal of major and minor elements in DPM, we could classify the Barium as a trace element in DPM.

**Boron spectral line:** In Figure 3(b), measured atomic emission from boron, doublet spectra line B I @ 208.88 nm and B I @ 208.95 nm, is shown. Here we selected six different samples with line emission from boron, where the LIBS signal is clearly visible. The comparison of calculated integral peak values is shown in Figure 4(b). Samples with high content of boron are 4, 2, 22, 30, 15 and 64. Boron is in DPM present as trace element in 27 different samples.

**Cobalt spectral line:** optical emission from Co II @ 228.61 nm is shown in Figure 3(c). Here, the relatively higher content of cobalt was measured in samples 54, 12, 57, 56, 65, 64, 67 and 55. From numerical calculation of Co II spectral line, signal from cobalt emission was measured in 14 different DPM matrices, as shown in Figure 4(c).

**Copper spectral line:** this is shown in Figure 3(d) as ionic Cu II @ 224.70 nm in ultraviolet spectral range. High content has been measured in samples 44, 12, 59, 20, 5, 41, 37 and 28. The comparison of integral spectral peak calculated values is shown in Figure 4(d). Copper is present in 62 different samples.

**Phosphorus spectral line:** phosphorus spectral signal from six DPM samples is shown in Figure 3(e). The observed phosphorus ionic line P II @ 221.03 nm is present in UV spectral range. The compared results from numerical calculation of integral peak values are shown in Figure 4(e). Phosphorus trace element has been measured in 26 different DPM samples. Strong LIBS signal from phosphorus element is in samples 44, 12, 4, 5, 34 and 20.

**Manganese spectral line:** atomic emission from manganese triplet Mn I @ 403.07 nm, Mn I @ 403.30 nm and Mn I @ 403.44 nm is shown in Figure 3(f). From this figure, one can observe higher content of manganese in samples 12, 4, 55, 59, 34 and 67. Manganese trace element has been measured in 18 different DPM samples, and the comparison of integral values is shown in Figure 4(f).

**Platinum spectral line:** atomic emission from platinum chemical element is shown in Figure 3(g). Here, the spectral line Pt I @ 203.24 nm from eight different DPM samples is clearly visible. Platinum as the trace element was measured in 30 different samples. While most of the intense signal was recorded from samples 12, 55, 59, 58, 34, 20, 27 and 64. Compared integral values are calculated and shown in Figure 4(g).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyte</th>
<th>Spectral line</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Detected in/total number of samples</th>
<th>Most pronounced signal in samples</th>
<th>Chemical element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ba</td>
<td>Ba II</td>
<td>455.40</td>
<td>26/67</td>
<td>61, 4, 51, 26, 41, 60</td>
<td>Barium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>B I</td>
<td>208.95</td>
<td>27/67</td>
<td>4, 2, 22, 30, 15, 64</td>
<td>Boron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>Co II</td>
<td>228.61</td>
<td>14/67</td>
<td>54, 12, 57, 56, 65, 64, 67, 55</td>
<td>Cobalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>Cu II</td>
<td>224.70</td>
<td>62/67</td>
<td>44, 12, 59, 20, 5, 41, 37, 28</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>P II</td>
<td>221.03</td>
<td>26/67</td>
<td>44, 12, 4, 5, 34, 20</td>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>Mn I</td>
<td>403.07</td>
<td>18/67</td>
<td>12, 4, 55, 59, 34, 67</td>
<td>Manganese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>Pt I</td>
<td>203.24</td>
<td>30/67</td>
<td>12, 55, 59, 34, 20, 27, 64</td>
<td>Platinum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.
Summary of detected trace elements and spectral lines. Number of samples with detected trace signal and samples with most pronounced signal.
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In Table 1, chemical elements (analyte), spectral lines, number of samples with detected trace element and most pronounced signal from trace element in particular sample number are summarised and investigated.

4. Conclusions

In this research, we have investigated the trace chemical elements contained in diesel particulate matter. The particulate matter has been collected from in-use diesel engine passenger vehicles randomly from different vehicles models. Particulate matter has been analysed spectrochemically by means of a high resolution laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS). The qualitative LIBS measurements reveal the presence of trace chemical elements such as barium, boron, cobalt, copper, phosphorus, manganese and platinum in diesel particulate matter. These trace elements were observed as optical emission of atomic or ionic spectral line emission in laser produced plasma. The spectral signal from each trace element was further numerically calculated as integral value of peak width line to obtain qualitative results. From LIBS analytical measurements and calculated signal profile, we can summarise that barium has been detected in 26 from 67 samples. Traces of boron have been detected in 27 samples, cobalt in 14 samples, copper in 62 samples, phosphorus in 26 samples, manganese in 18 different samples and platinum in 30 from 67 DPM samples.

From our previous research, we found out that minor chemical elements in diesel particulate matter are Si, Ni, Ti, K, Sr and Mo [28]. While major chemical elements C, Fe, Mg, Al, Cr, Zn, Na, Ca, O and H are forming the most important part of diesel particulate matter composition [26, 27].

All these major, minor and trace chemical elements contained in particulate matter are contributing to overall exhaust emission composition from in-use diesel engine passenger vehicles.

Finally, we can conclude that the laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy technique is very powerful method for qualitative and quantitative characterisation of DPM. It can almost instantly measure the major, minor and trace components of DPM and thus provide high resolution spectrochemical information about the chemical composition of diverse particulate matter matrices.

The presence of detected major, minor and trace chemical elements in DPM exhaust emissions from in-use diesel engine passenger vehicles can be related to the different processes. Those are: engine combustion process itself, engine health state, dysfunctions of some exhaust filtering device components, etc. These are linked with injected fuel type, fuel additives, engine lubricants, engine wear out, state of selective catalytic reduction devices, insufficient soot or PM filtering devices, engine conditions and quality of intake air.

Nevertheless, in the future, the quantitative characterisation of trace elements and calibration procedure would be an advantage for precise monitoring of different trace concentrations. That would help to better understand the trace content in diesel particulate matter.
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Environmental Emissions

Today, the issue of environmental emissions is more important than ever before. Air pollution with particulates, soot, carbon, aerosols, heavy metals, and so on is causing adverse effects on human health as well as the environment. This book presents new research and findings related to environmental emissions, pollution, and future sustainability. Written by experts in the field, chapters cover such topics as health effects, emission monitoring and mitigation, and emission composition and measurement.